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Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna systems have been shown to be able to substantially
increase date rate and improve reliability without extra spectrum and power resources. The increasing
popularity and enormous prospect of MIMO technology calls for a better understanding of the perfor-
mance of MIMO systems operating over practical environments. Motivated by this, this thesis provides
an analytical characterization of the capacity and performance of advanced MIMO antenna systems.
First, the ergodic capacity of MIMO Nakagami-m fading channels is investigated. A uniﬁed way of
deriving ergodic capacity bounds is developed under the majorization theory framework. The key idea is
to study the ergodic capacity through the distribution of the diagonal elements of the quadratic channel
HH
y which is relatively easy to handle, avoiding the need of the eigenvalue distribution of the channel
matrix which is extremely difﬁcult to obtain. The proposed method is ﬁrst applied on the conventional
point-to-point MIMO systems under Nakagami-m fading, and later extended to the more general dis-
tributed MIMO systems.
Second, the ergodic capacity of MIMO multi-keyhole and MIMO amplify-and-forward (AF) dual-hop
systems is studied. A set of new statistical properties involving product of random complex Gaussian
matrix, i.e., probability density function (p.d.f.) of an unordered eigenvalue, p.d.f. of the maximum
eigenvalue, expected determinant and log-determinant, is derived. Based on these, analytical closed-
form expressions for the ergodic capacity of the systems are obtained and the connection between the
product channels and conventional point-to-point MIMO channels is also revealed.
Finally, the effect of co-channel interference is investigated. First, the performance of optimum com-
bining (OC) systems operating in Rayleigh-product channels is analyzed based on novel closed-form
expression of the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of the maximum eigenvalue of the resultant
channelmatrix. Then, forMIMORicianchannelsandMIMORayleigh-productchannels, theergodicca-
pacity at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime is studied, and the impact of various system parameters,
such as transmit and receive antenna number, Rician factor, channel mean matrix and interference-to-
noise-ratio, is examined.Publications
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VNotations
Here, we introduce the notations adopted in this thesis. Unless otherwise clearly indicated, boldface
upper-case letters generally denote matrices, while boldface lower-case letters generally denote column
vectors.
2 Belongs to.
» Follows certain distribution.
Â Majorization relationship.
­ Kronecker product.
¢ = Deﬁned as.
¼ 3.1415926
P
Summation symbol
Q
Product symbol
1 Inﬁnite symbol
! Factorial
! Approach symbol
[H]i;j or Hij (i;j)-th element of matrix H.
0m£n m £ n matrix with all elements being zero.
In n £ n Identity matrix.
Rm,Cm Real and complex m £ 1 vector.
Rm£n, Cm£n Real and complex M £ N matrix.
CN(m;C) Complex circularly symmetric Gaussian vector with mean m and covariance C.
E(¢) Expectation.
HT Transpose of matrix H.
H¤ Complex conjugate of matrix H.
Hy Conjugate transpose of matrix H.
tr(H) Trace of matrix H.
jHj or det(H) Determinant of square matrix H.
min(x;y) Minimum of x and y.
max(x;y) Maximum of x and y.
VIIn(¢) Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind
B(¢;¢) Beta function
U(¢;¢;¢) Conﬂuent hypergeometric function of the second kind
Ã(¢) Digamma function
exp(¢) Exponential function
ex Exponential function
En(¢) Exponential integral function of order n
¡(¢) Gamma function
log2(¢) Logarithm in base 2.
Gs;t
m;n(¢) Meijer-G function
Kn(¢) Modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind
ln(¢) Natural logarithm function
p
¢ Square root function
Q(¢) Standard Gaussian Q-function
VIIAbbreviations
1G 1st Generation Mobile Communication Systems
2G 2nd Generation Mobile Communication Systems
3G 3rd Generation Mobile Communication Systems
4G 4th Generation Mobile Communication Systems
3GPP-LTE Third Generation Partnership Project
AF Amplify-and-Forward
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BER Bit Error Rate
BFSK Binary Frequency Shift-Keying
BPSK Binary Phase Shift-Keying
CCI Co-Channel Interference
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
C-MIMO Co-located MIMO
CSI Channel State Information
CSIT Channel State Information at Transmitter
D-MIMO Distributed MIMO
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
GSM Global System for Mobile Communication
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
INR Interference to Noise Ratio
LAN Local Area Network
LOS Line of Sight
MAN Metropolitan Area Network
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
MISO Multiple Input Single Output
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error
MRC Maximum Ratio Combining
OC Optimum Combining
PAM Phase Amplitude Modulation
PAN Personal Area Network
PDF Probability Density Function
RMT Random Matrix Theory
VIIISDMA Space Division Multiple Access
SISO Single Input Single Output
SIMO Single Input Multiple Output
SM Spatial Multiplexing
SER Symbol Error Rate
SINR Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio
STBC Space Time Block Code
SNR Signal Noise Rate
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
VBLAST Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
WAN Wide Area Network
ZMCSCG Zero Mean Circularly Symmetric Complex Gaussian
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Introduction
Wireless communication is, by any measure, the most vibrant area and fastest growing segment of the
communication ﬁeld today. The constantly evolving and developing wireless technologies are changing
the way people live, work, and entertain. Indeed, wireless communication has now become an integral
part of people’s daily life and a critical business tool with the proliferation of cellular phones and laptop
computers. Moreover, the popularity of wireless communication is set to increase with the development
of various new wireless systems and applications, and such a trend is inevitable due to the advantages
inherited from the nature of wireless communication.
1.1 Beneﬁts of Wireless Communication
Compared with the wireline communication counterpart, wireless communication offers a number of
signiﬁcant beneﬁts. First, probably the most prominent and important feature of wireless communication
is the provision of convenient and reliable tetherless connectivity. This offers greater ﬂexibility and
mobility. Unlike with a wired connection, people are no longer tied to their dedicated place, instead,
they will be able to move freely and access network resource from any location within the wireless
coverage area.
Another direct consequence of the tetherless connectivity is that wireless communication presents an
promising approach to bring network access to the areas which would be difﬁcult to connect to a wired
network. For instance, possible applications include remote monitoring of natural environments such as
glaciers, volcanoes and bodies of water, monitoring the condition of historic buildings where wiring is
difﬁcult, dangerous, or undesirable.
In addition, wireless networks are generally easier to deploy and setup compared with the wired net-
works because they remove the need of extensive cabling and patching, which also implies that wireless
networks are more cost-effective. This is an extremely desirable beneﬁt for those applications that only
employ temporary networks, for example, trade shows, exhibitions and construction sites.
Finally, the maintenance and management of wireless networks are relatively simple and low cost. Wire-less networks allow great expandability, i.e., one can easily add users to the current wireless network
with existing equipment without requiring additional wiring, as well as efﬁciently removing existing
users from the current wireless network.
Becauseoftheseattractiveadvantages, wireless communicationhascaptured theattentionof theindustry
and the imagination of the public. Various wireless networks and applications have been developed to
explore these beneﬁts. In the next section, we brieﬂy review some current wireless systems and networks
in operation.
1.2 Current Wireless Networks
Depending on the service range, mobility and data transmission rate, wireless networks generally fall
into four different categories: Wireless Personal Area Network (PAN), wireless Local Area Network
(LAN), wireless Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), and wireless Wide Area Network (WAN).
1.2.1 Wireless PAN
A wireless PAN is a type of wireless network that interconnects personal devices within a relatively short
range (typically up to 10m or so), e.g., from a laptop to a nearby printer or from a cell phone to a wireless
headset. It can support both low-rate and high-rate applications with different technologies.
Wireless PAN is standardized under the IEEE 802.15 series [32] . Currently, the market for wireless
PAN has been dominated by Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) products, which provide low-rate services with
low-power consumption, i.e. wireless control of and communication between a mobile phone and a
hands-free headset, wireless mouse, keyboard, and wireless game consoles. Another technology under
development for low-rate wireless PAN is deﬁned by the ZigBee speciﬁcation (IEEE 802.15.4) which
is intended to be simpler and less expensive than Bluetooth. For high-rate applications, such as digital
imaging and multimedia services, technologies are under development based on the WiMedia speciﬁca-
tion (IEEE 802.15.3).
Overall, the technology for wireless PANs is in its infancy and is undergoing rapid development and
research, and it is expected that this technology will ﬁnd its application in various new environments to
provide simple, easy to use connection to other devices and networks.
1.2.2 Wireless LAN
A wireless LAN is a type of network that provides high-speed data to wireless devices which are gen-
erally stationary or moving at pedestrian speeds within a small region, for instance, residential house,
ofﬁce building, university campus, or airport. With the proliferation of laptops, wireless LAN has be-
come increasingly popular due to its ease of installation, as well as the location freedom provided.
Wireless LAN is standardized under the IEEE 802.11 series [31]. At the moment, there are primely three
2different wireless LAN standards which have been implemented in the marketplace. IEEE 802.11b is
the ﬁrst standard with wide commercial acceptance and success. It operates in the 2.4 GHz band with
a maximum speed of 11Mbps. The second standard is IEEE 802.11a which operates at 5 GHz band
and provides a maximum speed of 70Mbps by adopting Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) modulation. Another wireless LAN standard is IEEE 802.11g, which combines the advantages
of 802.11b (relatively large coverage) and 802.11a (higher throughput) by deﬁning the application of the
OFDM transmission scheme in the 2.4 GHz band. It can provide access speed of up to 54Mbps.
To address the increasing high demand for high-speed high-quality wireless services, IEEE 802.11n, a
new wireless LAN standard has been proposed in 2006, which will signiﬁcantly improve the network
throughput over previous standards, i.e., it can provide a maximum speed of 540Mbps. The proposal is
expected to be approved in Jan 2010.
1.2.3 Wireless MAN
A wireless MAN is a type of network which mainly aims at providing broadband wireless access in
larger geographical area than a LAN, ranging from several blocks of buildings to an entire city. Its
main advantage is fast deployment and relatively low cost, and it has been considered as an attractive
alternative solution to the wired last mile access systems such as Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and
cable modem access, especially for very crowded geographic areas like big cities and rural areas where
wired infrastructure is difﬁcult to deploy.
Wireless MAN is standardized under the IEEE 802.16 series [33], and is also known as Broadband Wire-
less Access standard. Based on the IEEE 802.16 standard, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) technology has been put forward by the industry alliance called the WiMAX Forum.
The initial standard IEEE 802.16d only supports ﬁxed applications which are often referred to as “ﬁxed
WiMAX”. Later, another amendment IEEE 802.16e introduced support for mobility, which is known
as “Mobile WiMAX”. WiMAX supports very robust data throughput. The technology could provide
approximately 40Mbps per channel. However, services across this channel would be shared by multiple
customers which means that the typical rate available to users will be around 3Mbps.
A new standard (IEEE 802.16m) intending to provide data rate of 100Mbps for mobile applications and
1 Gbps for ﬁxed applications is currently under development. The proposed work plan is expected to
complete by December 2009 and ready for approval by March 2010.
1.2.4 Wireless WAN
A wireless WAN is a form of network which uses mobile telecommunication cellular network tech-
nologies such as Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) or Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) to offer regionally, nationwide, or even
globally voice and date services.
3Wireless WAN has gone through rapid development in the last three decades. In 1980s, the ﬁrst gen-
eration (1G) mobile communication systems were deployed, while the second generation (2G) mobile
systems started to operate since 1990s. Both the 1G and 2G systems focus primarily on voice commu-
nications, while the 2G system has enhanced voice quality and has better spectrum management over
the 1G system. The 2G systems provide data rate in the range of 9.6 – 14.4 Kbps. Currently, the third
generation (3G) systems have started to roll out at full pace, and it is expected that 3G systems will
provide higher transmission rate: a minimum speed of 2Mpbs and maximum of 14.4Mbps for stationary
users, and 348Kbps in a moving vehicle.
While the improvement on the quality of service by 3G systems is obvious and impressive, more emerg-
ing applications are calling for higher date rate wireless service. At the moment, the industry and stan-
dardization body have already started to work on the fourth generation (4G) systems, which is intended
to be a complete replacement for the current networks and be able to provide voice, data, and streamed
multimedia to users on an “anytime, anywhere” basis. It is expected that the 4G systems will be able to
deliver data rate of 1Gbps for stationary applications and 100Mbps for mobile applications.
1.3 Motivation
In the light of the above description of the current wireless networks, one can conclude that despite
signiﬁcant improvement on the provision of wireless services, there is an underlying strong demand
for higher date rate wireless services, mainly driven by wireless data applications, as well as users’
expectation of wire-equivalent quality wireless service.
Providingsuchhigh-ratehigh-qualitywirelessservicesisextremelychallengingduetotheinherentharsh
wireless propagation environment. Compared to wired communication, wireless communication faces
two fundamental problems that make fast and reliable wireless connection difﬁcult to achieve, namely,
interference and fading (variation of the channel strength over time and frequency due to the small-scale
effect of multipath fading, as well as larger-scale fading effects such as path loss via distance attenuation
and shadowing by obstacles such as tall buildings and mountains). In addition, wireless communication
is required to carefully address the resource management problem, i.e. how to efﬁciently allocate and
utilize power and spectrum (two principle resources in wireless communication).
Responding to these challenges, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna systems were proposed
independentlybyTelatar[94]andFoschiniandGans[23]. Byintroducingmultipleantennasatbothsides
of the communication link, MIMO systems are able to substantially increase date rate and improve reli-
ability without extra spectrum and power resources. The remarkable prospect of MIMO systems has not
only sparked huge research interests in the research community, but also attracted enormous attentions
from the industry and has led to practical implementation in real communication systems. For instance,
MIMO technology has already been incorporated into various industry standards, i.e., wireless LAN
IEEE 802.11n standard, wireless MAN IEEE 802.16e, Third Generation Partnership Project Long Term
4Evolution (3GPP-LTE) Release 8 [1]. In general, MIMO technology is likely to become a prominent
feature of future wireless communication systems.
The huge potential of MIMO technology has sparked a surge of research activities, which greatly
strengthen our understanding of the fundamental limits and performance of MIMO channels. How-
ever, most of these research works are based on a relatively simple channel model, for instance, the
channel is assumed to be a single random matrix and is subjected to Rayleigh fading or Rician fading.
On the other hand, the increasing popularity of MIMO technology calls for a better understanding of the
performance of MIMO systems operating in more practical environments. Motivated by this, this thesis
looks into several general and practical channel models, such as Nakagami-m MIMO fading channels,
double-scattering MIMO channels, multi-keyhole MIMO channels, and AF dual-hop MIMO channels,
and investigates the fundamental capacity limits of these channels, as well as the performance of cer-
tain popular signal processing schemes. The objective of the thesis is to enhance our understanding of
MIMO systems operating in these general MIMO channels, and to derive a set of new analytical results
for understanding the performance of these advanced MIMO systems.
1.4 Dissertation Contributions and Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides some background on wireless com-
munication systems. Chapter 3 introduces two key mathematical theories, i.e. majorization theory and
random matrix theory (RMT), on which many results of this thesis are based. The following chapters
present the major contributions of the thesis. From chapter 4 to chapter 6, we focus on single user point-
to-point communication systems, while in chapter 7 and chapter 8, the impact of co-channel interference
will be investigated.
Speciﬁcally, chapter4considerstheergodiccapacityofMIMONakagami-mfadingchannels. Incontrast
to the RMT approach adopted in previous research works on the ergodic capacity analysis, a uniﬁed way
of deriving ergodic capacity bounds is developed under the majorization theory framework. The key idea
is to study the ergodic capacity through the distribution of the diagonal elements of the quadratic channel
HH
y which is relatively easy to handle, avoiding the need of the eigenvalue distribution of the channel
matrix which is extremely difﬁcult to obtain. We ﬁrst apply this method on the conventional point-
to-point MIMO systems under Nakagami-m fading, and later extend the analysis to the more general
distributed MIMO systems.
Chapter 5 examines the performance of multi-keyhole MIMO channels in details. This chapter studies
theergodiccapacityofmulti-keyholeMIMOchannelsandalsotheperformanceofpracticaltransmission
scheme Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) is also investigated. The analysis is based on a set of new
statistical properties of multi-keyhole MIMO channels, which include closed-form expressions for the
distributions of an unordered eigenvalue and maximum eigenvalue, as well as solutions for the expected
log-determinant and expected characteristic polynomial. Finally, the capacity and performance in multi-
5keyhole channels are compared with those of rich-scattering MIMO Rayleigh channels.
Chapter 6 analyzes the ergodic capacity of AF dual-hop MIMO systems. Expression for the exact er-
godic capacity, simpliﬁed closed-form expressions for the high SNR regime, and tight closed-form upper
and lower bounds are presented. These results are obtained from the new closed-form expressions for
various statistical properties of the equivalent AF MIMO dual-hop relay channel, such as the distribution
of an unordered eigenvalue and certain random determinant properties which are derived by employ-
ing recent tools from ﬁnite-dimensional RMT literatures. In contrast to prior results which deal with
asymptotic large antenna number systems, our expressions apply for arbitrary numbers of antennas and
arbitrary relay conﬁgurations. The impact of the system and channel characteristics, such as the antenna
conﬁguration and the relay power gain, are investigated, and a number of interesting relationships be-
tween the dual-hop AF MIMO relay channel and conventional point-to-point MIMO channels in various
asymptotic regimes are revealed.
Chapter 7 investigates the impact of co-channel interference under Rayleigh-product fading. Speciﬁ-
cally, we study the performance of the OC transmission scheme in an interference-limited scenario. The
analysis is based on novel expressions of the c.d.f. and p.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of the resul-
tant channel matrix. An important special case, i.e., keyhole channel, is investigated in detail, where
the ergodic capacity, outage performance and symbol error rate (SER) are analyzed based on various
closed-form expressions for exact and asymptotic measures derived.
Chapter 8 studies the ergodic capacity of general MIMO systems with a single interferer in the low
SNR regime. In contrast to prior results which deal with the interference limited scenario, our results
are general and include both the interference and additive noise. Moreover, in addition to the MIMO
Rician channels, MIMO Rayleigh product channels are considered. Exact analytical expressions for the
minimum energy per information bit and wideband slope are derived for both systems. Based on these,
the impact of system parameters, such as transmit and receive antenna number, Rician factor, channel
mean matrix and interference-to-noise-ratio, are examined.
Chapter 9 gives some concluding remarks and enumerates future lines of work.
6Chapter 2
Wireless Background
2.1 Wireless Communication Systems
A typical wireless communication system consists of a transmitter and receiver, as well as a number
of functional blocks which facilitate information transmission. Generally, before the signal is ready for
transmission, it usually goes through the following steps: source coding (encoding the source message
into binary bit stream and removing redundant information), encryption (providing security for the com-
munication by preventing unauthorized users from understanding messages), channel coding (adding
redundancy to improve the reliability of the communication system) and modulation (converting digital
symbols to waveforms which are compatible with the transmission channel). Similarly, the signal re-
ceived at the receiver end goes through a reverse processing order to recover the original message, i.e.,
demodulation, channel decoding, decryption, and source decoding. Figure 2.1 gives a simple illustration
of a typical wireless communication system.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of wireless communication systems
In this thesis, we mainly focus on understanding the impact of fading channels on the performance
of communication systems (the dash line block). By doing so, the input and output relationship of acommunication system can be mathematically described by
y = hx + n (2.1)
where x is the transmitted symbol, h is the fading channel coefﬁcient, n is the additive white Gaussian
noise, and y is the received signal. In the following, we introduce the characteristic of the channel, and
how it affects the performance of the system.
2.1.1 Wireless Fading Channels
A deﬁning characteristic of wireless communication channels is the variation of the channel strength
over time and over frequency, which is usually termed as “fading”. The exact and precise mathematical
description of this fading phenomena is either unknown or too complex for tractable analysis. Instead,
a large amount of effort has been devoted to characterize the fading channel in a statistical approach.
As a result, there exists a wide range of applicable statistical models corresponding to various physical
propagation environments, which are relatively accurate and simple to analyze.
The fading effect is usually divided into two types, namely large-scale fading, mainly due to path loss
as a function of distance and shadowing by large objects such as mountains and tall buildings, and
small-scale fading, due to the constructive and destructive combination of randomly scattered, reﬂected,
diffracted, and delayed multiple path signals. In the following, we give a mathematical description for
several typical and important channel models which will be analyzed in this thesis.
1. Log-Normal Shadowing
Empirical measurements reveal a general consensus that shadowing can be modeled by a log-
normal distribution for various outdoor and indoor environments. The standard log-normal distri-
bution can be expressed as
p(r) =
10
ln10
p
2¼¾r
exp
µ
¡
(10log10 r ¡ ¹)2
2¾2
¶
; (2.2)
where ¹ (dB) and ¾ (dB) are the mean and the standard deviation of 10log10 r, respectively.
2. Rayleigh Fading
For small-scale fading, Rayleigh fading is probably one of the most frequently used models. It
provides a good ﬁt for multipath fading channels with no direct line-of-sight (LOS) path. The
channel fading amplitude ® is distributed according to
p(®) =
2®
­
exp
µ
¡
®2
­
¶
;® ¸ 0; (2.3)
where ­ = Ef®2g is the mean value.
3. Rician Fading
8In contrast to Rayleigh fading, Rician fading is often used to model propagation paths consisting
of one strong direct LOS component and many random weaker components. The channel fading
amplitude distribution can be expressed as
p(r) =
2(1 + n2)e¡n
2
r
­
exp
µ
¡
(1 + n2)r2
­
¶
I0
Ã
2nr
r
1 + n2
­
!
;r ¸ 0; (2.4)
where n is the fading parameter, which ranges from 0 to 1, and is related to the Rician K factor
by K = n2 which corresponding to the ratio of the power of the LOS component to the average
power of the scattered component. I0(¢) is the Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind [26].
4. Nakagami-m Fading
Nakagami-m fading is a more general fading distribution, which encompasses Rayleigh distri-
bution as a special case, and can approximate well the Rician distribution. The channel fading
amplitude distribution is given by
p(r) =
2mmr2m¡1
­m¡(m)
exp
µ
¡
mr2
­
¶
;r ¸ 0 (2.5)
where m is the fading parameter, which ranges from 1=2 to 1. When m = 1, Nakagami-m
distribution reduces to Rayleigh distribution. Moreover, the Rician distribution can be approxi-
mated by Nakagami-m distribution via a one-to-one mapping between the m parameter and the
K parameter as follows [87]:
m =
(1 + K)2
1 + 2K
;K ¸ 0; (2.6)
or
K =
p
m2 ¡ m
m ¡
p
m2 ¡ m
;m ¸ 1: (2.7)
2.1.2 Performance Measures
An important aspect of communication research is to predict or evaluate the performance of various
wireless communication systems. The elegant analytical tools developed by researchers not only offer
system engineers a simple, yet accurate means for the performance evaluation, but also shed insight
on the manner in which this performance depends on the key system parameters, thereby, providing
guidance to the system engineers in the design of their systems.
There are several measures of performance related to practical wireless communication system design,
i.e., channel capacity, outage probability, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal-to-interference-and-noise
ratio (SINR), symbol error rate (SER). This section gives brief introduction of these key measures that
will be investigated through out the thesis.
92.1.2.1 Channel Capacity
Channel capacity is a term invented by Claude Shannon. In his landmark paper [86], he deﬁned the
channel capacity as the maximum rate of communication for which arbitrarily small error probability
can be achieved. Mathematically, channel capacity is deﬁned as the maximum of the mutual information
between the transmitter and the receiver. For the channel model described by (2.1), the instantaneous
channel capacity is given by [17]
C = log2
µ
1 + jhj2 P
¾2
¶
; (2.8)
where P is the power of the transmit symbol, i.e., Efxx¤g = P, and ¾2 is the noise level.
Depending on the underlying assumptions on the property of the fading channel h, several different
notions of capacity emerged, i.e., ergodic capacity and outage capacity [3].
For ergodic capacity, the basic assumption here is that the transmission time is so long as to reveal the
long-term ergodic properties of the fading process which is assumed to be an ergodic process in time.
Mathematically, the ergodic capacity can be expressed as
Ce = EjhjfCg: (2.9)
The ergodicity assumption is not necessarily satisﬁed in practical communication systems operating on
fading channels. For the case where no signiﬁcant channel variability occurs during the whole transmis-
sion, there may be a non-negligible probability that the value of the actual transmitted rate, no matter how
small, exceeds the instantaneous channel capacity. In such case, q% outage capacity C out should be con-
sidered, which is deﬁned as the channel capacity C which is guaranteed to be supported by (100 ¡ q)%
of the channel realizations, required to provide a reliable service, i.e.,
PrfC · Coutg · q%: (2.10)
2.1.2.2 SNR
The SNR, denoted as °, is usually measured at the output of the communication systems, and is directly
related to the data detection process. It is generally easy to evaluate, and more importantly, it often serves
as an excellent indicator of the overall ﬁdelity of the system. The output SNR is deﬁned by
° =
Power of signal component in the output
Power in the noise component in the output
=
Pjhj2
¾2 : (2.11)
In the context of fading channels, the average SNR ¹ ° is often taken as the performance measure, which
is deﬁned by
¹ ° = Ejhjf°g: (2.12)
102.1.2.3 SINR
Wireless communication systems are generally subjected to co-channel interferences, for instance, in
cellular systems, the received signals are often impaired by interference signals due to frequency reuse
in the neighboring cells. Assuming only one strong interferer, mathematically, the input and output
signal model for the desired user can be expressed as
y = hx + gs + n; (2.13)
where g is the fading coefﬁcient of the interferer-destination channel, and s is the interference signal
satsfying Efss¤g = Ps.
When co-channel interference is taken into consideration, SINR, denoted as ¯, becomes a natural per-
formance measure, which is deﬁned by
° =
Power of the desired-user’s signal power in the output
Sum of the power in the interference and noise components in the output
=
jhj2P
jgj2Ps + ¾2: (2.14)
In the context of fading channels, the average SINR ¹ ¯ is often taken as the performance measure, which
is deﬁned by
¹ ° = Ejhj;jgjf°g: (2.15)
2.1.2.4 Outage Probability
Outage probability is another standard performance criterion denoted by Pout and deﬁned as the prob-
ability that the instantaneous channel capacity below a speciﬁed value, or equivalently, the probability
that the output SNR (or SINR) falls below a pre-deﬁned acceptable threshold. Mathematically speaking,
the outage probability is the c.d.f. of SNR evaluated at the speciﬁed threshold, i.e.,
Pout =
Z °th
0
p°(°)d°; (2.16)
where °th is the predeﬁned threshold, and p°(°) is the p.d.f. of SNR °.
2.1.2.5 SER
The average SER, denoted by PSER, is the one that is most revealing about the nature of the system
behavior and is generally the most difﬁcult performance criterion to compute. It is deﬁned as the
probability that a transmitted data symbol is detected in error at the receiver. The SER is typically
modulation/detection scheme dependent, and is directly related to the instantaneous SNR (or SINR for
multiuser systems). For many modulation schemes of interest, i.e, binary phase shift-keying (BPSK),
binary-frequency shift-keying (BFSK) and M-ary phase amplitude modulation (PAM), the average SER
11can be evaluated as [75]
PSER = E°
n
®Q
³p
2¯°
´o
; (2.17)
where ®, and ¯ are modulation-speciﬁc constants, and Q(¢) is the standard Gaussian Q-function.
2.2 MIMO Systems
In the previous section, we have introduced the conventional single-input single-output (SISO) commu-
nication system, several statistical channel fading models and various important performance measures.
Now we turn our attention to the theme of this thesis, namely, MIMO systems. In this section, we brief
discuss the MIMO fading channel model, beneﬁts of MIMO systems, as well as some popular transmis-
sion schemes proposed to realize the beneﬁts provided by MIMO systems.
2.2.1 MIMO Channels
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of a MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. Mathemati-
cally, the complex baseband model is characterized by
y = Hx + n; (2.18)
where
y 2 CNr£1 is the received signal at the receiver.
x 2 CNt£1 is the transmit signal with sum power constraint Efxyxg = P.
n 2 CNr£1 is the noise vector with Efnnyg = ¾2I.
H 2 CNr£Nt is the channel matrix with (i;j)th element corresponding to the multiplicative fading
parameter for the channel between the jth transmit antenna and ith receive antenna.
12The characteristic of the MIMO channel is determined by the distribution of the elements of channel ma-
trix H, which in turn varies according to the underlying physical propagation environment. For instance,
the elements of H can follow Rayleigh distribution, Rician distribution or Nakagami-m distribution as
in the SISO channels. In this thesis, we will mainly focus on MIMO Nakagami-m, MIMO Rician and
MIMO double-scattering fading channels, the mathematical description of these fading channels will be
given in the corresponding chapters.
2.2.2 Beneﬁts of MIMO Systems
The introduction of multiple antennas into communication systems has offered extra degree of freedom
which can be exploited to provide various gains over conventional SISO systems, i.e., array gain (or
power gain), diversity gain and multiplexing gain. In the following, we give a brief account of these
gains.
2.2.2.1 Array Gain
Array gain is deﬁned as the improvement of average SNR at the receiver by coherently combining the
signals from multiple transmitters or receivers. For instance, in a single-input multiple-output (SIMO)
system, the signal at the receiver is expressed as
y = hx + n; (2.19)
where h is the channel, and n is the noise Efnnyg = ¾2I. It is easy to show that the OC vector is given
by h
y
jjhjj, resulting the received SNR as
jjhjj
2
¾2 , which clearly indicates the advantage when compared
with the SISO SNR
jjhjj
2
¾2 . It is important to note that realization of array gain requires channel state
information (CSI) at the transmitter or receiver.
2.2.2.2 Diversity Gain
Fading is the most prominent feature of a wireless communication channel, and diversity is an efﬁcient
means of combating channel fading. The general principle behind diversity is that the overall link relia-
bility can be improved by observing multiple independent copies of the transmitted signal at the receiver.
The diversity gain is usually measured in terms of how fast the bit error rate of a communication system
decays with the increase of the SNR, i.e., the error exponent.
Diversity gain in SISO systems can be obtained in time or frequency domain, i.e. by repeating the
same message several times, which however incurs a penalty in terms of date rate. In multiple antenna
systems, another form of diversity is available, namely, spatial diversity, which includes receive diversity
and transmit diversity. In contrast to the temporal and frequency diversity, the realization of spatial
diversity does not incur any penalty in data rate, instead, it provides an array gain introduced earlier.
Receive diversity can be obtained in a system with multiple receive antennas by smartly combining the
13multiple independent copies observed at the individual antenna. However, transmit diversity is generally
much difﬁcult to exploit since it requires sophisticated coding schemes. The most popular approach to
realize transmit diversity is the so called Space-Time Coding (STC), which performs coding across space
(transmit antennas) and time to extract diversity. We will give a simple introduction of the principle of
STC later in this chapter.
2.2.2.3 Multiplexing Gain
Multiplexing gain is the most outstanding advantage of MIMO systems, and is deﬁned as the linear in-
crease in data rate without additional power or spectrum expenditure. Unlike array gain or diversity gain,
whichcanberealizedbyeitherSIMOormultiple-inputsingle-output(MISO)systems, multiplexinggain
requires multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver ends.
The basic principle is to split a high-rate input data sequence into multiple lower-rate sequences, which
arethenmodulatedandindependentlysentinparallelviaeachofthetransmitantennas, whilethereceiver
employs appropriate signal processing technique to undo the mixing of the MIMO channel to detect the
signals corresponding to each of the transmitted data streams.
Multiplexing gain and diversity gain can be achieved simultaneously by appropriate coding, in fact, there
exists a fundamental tradeoff between the multiplexing gain and diversity gain for a given system as ﬁrst
discovered in [111], since which, the design of efﬁcient and practical coding schemes achieving the
optimal diversity-multiplexing tradeoff curve has been an extremely active area of research.
2.2.3 Transmission Schemes
As discussed in the previous section, MIMO antenna systems can be exploited to increase the spectral
efﬁciency (multiplexing gain) or improve the link reliability (diversity gain). In the following, we in-
troduce several popular transmission schemes proposed in the literature to realize these beneﬁts. Before
going into details, it is worth pointing out the critical value of CSI at the transmitter (CSIT)1 in the design
of practical transmission schemes. Generally, the availability of CSI limits the choice of transmission
schemes, moreover, the more CSI, the better the performance of the system.
When there is no CSIT, popular design approaches include STC and layered architectures. The STC
is a diversity oriented approach, which aims at improving the signal quality, reducing the SER, and
providing better coverage. The idea of STC is to introduce intelligently controlled redundancy in the
transmitted signal, both over space and time, which allows the receiver to recover the signal even in
difﬁcult propagation situations. There are mainly two types of STC techniques: space-time block coding
(STBC) [2,92] and space-time trellis coding (STTC) [91], both of which can achieve the full spatial
diversity offered by the MIMO channel. STBC is relatively simpler than STTC. We now introduce a
simple STBC scheme proposed by Alamouti in 1998 [2] for a system with two transmit antennas. For
1CSI at the receiver (CSIR) is relatively easy to obtain, i.e., via pilot training, hence, we assume that CSIR is always available.
14the Alamouti code, the code matrix is given by
G =
2
4 x1 x2
¡x¤
2 x¤
1
3
5: (2.20)
At the ﬁrst time slot, the ﬁrst and second antenna transmit signals x1 and x2, respectively. At the
second time slot, ¡x¤
2 and x¤
1 are transmitted from the ﬁrst and second antenna, respectively. Due to the
orthogonal nature of the code matrix, the optimal diversity order can be obtained by only performing the
MRC on the received the signal at the receiver.
Another scheme which does not require CSIT is known as layered architectures, also termed as layered
STCs. In contrast to STC which is diversity based, layered architectures are capacity based which
aim at realizing the linear capacity increase provided by MIMO systems. An important example is
the famous Vertical Bell-Labs Layered Space Time (VBLAST) [22]. For this system, the transmitter
splits a high-rate input data sequence into multiple lower-rate sequences, which are then modulated and
independently sent in parallel via each of the transmit antennas, while the receiver employs appropriate
signal processing technique to undo the mixing of the MIMO channel to detect the signals corresponding
to each of the transmitted data streams.
When there is perfect CSIT, even superior performance can be achieved by beamforming strategy known
as Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) [55]. The idea of MIMO-MRT is to steer a single transmitted
symbol stream along the best eigenmode of the channel, by which, not only the system is robust against
fading (achieve full diversity order), it also provides a boosted received SNR known as array gain. For
instance, for a MIMO system described by (2.18), the transmitted signal vector is x = wopts, with
s representing the information symbol, and wopt denoting the optimal transmit weight vector. At the
receiver, the signals on each receive antenna are linearly combined according to the MRC principle
using the optimal receive weight vector (Hwopt)y to give
z = wopt
yHyHwopts + wopt
yHyn: (2.21)
It is easy to show the optimal transmit weight vector is the dominant eigenvector of HyH (i.e., the
eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue). The resultant SNR can be expressed as
° =
P
¾2¸max; (2.22)
where ¸max is the maximum eigenvalue of HHy.
Moreover, in the context of co-channel interference, which is inevitable in a cellular communication sys-
tem, it is proved that OC [100] can effectively suppress the interference and achieve good performance.
The idea of OC is similar to that of MIMO-MRC with the difference that the transmission direction is
chosen to be the best eigenmode of the effective channel which takes into account of the interference.
15When there is partial CSIT, such as channel mean matrix or correlation matrix, hybrid schemes can
be employed [40,96]. The basic idea is to enhance the performance of a STC, for which no CSIT is
required, by combining it with some type of beamforming, for which the existing CSIT can be exploited.
2.2.4 Capacity of MIMO Channels
The enormous interests in MIMO systems are mainly inspired by the signiﬁcant information-theoretical
results reported in pioneering works by [23] and [94], independently, where the authors have proved
that the capacity of MIMO system scales linearly with the minimum number of the transmit or receive
antennas. In this section, we give a brief review of the results obtained in [23,94].
For a system described by (2.18), the mutual information expression was derived in [23,94] as
I = log2 det
µ
I +
1
¾2HRsHy
¶
; (2.23)
and therefore the channel capacity is given by
C = max
trfRsg·P
I; (2.24)
where the optimization is taken on the signal covariance matrix Rs = Efxxyg with P being the total
transmit power. Therefore, the ergodic capacity can be expressed as
Ce = EH
½
max
trfRsg·P
I
¾
: (2.25)
The ergodic capacity depends heavily on the availability of CSIT. When perfect CSIT is available, the
transmitter can adapt its power according to the so called waterﬁlling principle [17] to maximize the
mutual information. In this case, we perform the singular value decomposition (SVD) on the channel
matrix H, which results in
H = UDVy (2.26)
where U 2 CNr£Nr and V 2 CNt£Nt are the unitary matrices and D 2 CNr£Nr is the diagonal matrix
containing the singular values ti, i = 1;¢¢¢ ;r of H where r = min(Nt;Nr). The maximum mutual
information is achieved when Rs = U¤sUy, where ¤s is a diagonal matrix with elements given as
[¤s]ii =
µ
¹ ¡
¾2
t2
i
¶+
; (2.27)
where (a)+ denotes max(0;a), and ¹ is a constant to be decided to meet the power constraints
Pr
i=1(¤s)ii = P. Therefore, the ergodic capacity is given by
Ce = E
(
r X
i=1
µ
log2
µ
¹t2
i
¾2
¶¶+)
: (2.28)
16For the case where there is no CSIT, adaptation at the transmitter is not possible, and equal power
allocation is the most reasonable strategy, i.e. Rs = P
NtI2. Hence, the ergodic capacity can be expressed
as
Ce = EW
½
log2 det
µ
Ir +
P
Nt
W
¶¾
; (2.29)
where r £ r matrix W is deﬁned as
W =
8
<
:
HHy Nr < Nt;
HyH Nt · Nr:
(2.30)
By eigenvalue decomposition, (2.29) can be alternatively expressed as
Ce =
r X
i=1
E¸i
½
log2 det
µ
1 +
P
Nt
¸i
¶¾
= rE¸
½
log2 det
µ
1 +
P
Nt
¸
¶¾
; (2.31)
where f¸ig, i = 1;¢¢¢ ;r are the r eigenvalues of matrix W and ¸ is an unordered eigenvalue of matrix
W. From Equation (2.31), it is easy to observe that the ergodic capacity of MIMO systems scales
linearly with the minimum number of transmit and receive antennas.
2It is worth to point out that equal power allocation is not necessarily optimal in all case [35].
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Mathematical Preliminaries
The research works conducted in this thesis heavily rely on two important mathematical theories. First
of all, the majorization theory, which provides a powerful tool for establishing inequalities. Majorization
theory has already been applied in wireless communications systems, for instance, in the design of
optimal linear precoding scheme for MIMO systems [73], and in the analysis of impact of channel
correlation on the ergodic capacity [42]. To make this thesis self-contained, we give necessary deﬁnitions
and essential results on majorization theory in the following section.
In the second part of this chapter, we introduce the ﬁnite Random Matrix Theory (RMT). First, we
give the basic deﬁnitions regarding multi-variates complex Gaussian distribution, followed by brief de-
scription of Wishart matrix. Then, we present a host of novel statistical results for a particular group
of random matrices possessing a matrix product structure, including p.d.f. and c.d.f. of an unordered
eigenvalue, p.d.f. and c.d.f. of the largest eigenvalue, expected determinant as well as the expected log-
determinant of the random matrix of interest. These new results are applied in the performance analysis
of various MIMO systems in the following chapters.
3.1 Majorization Theory
This section provides basic and necessary deﬁnitions on majorization theory as well as some essential
results, which will be applied in Chapter 4 for the ergodic capacity analysis of MIMO Nakagami-m
fading channels.
Deﬁnition 3.1 [62] For any x 2 Rn, let x[1] ¸ x[2] ¸ ¢¢¢ ¸ x[n] denote the components of vector x in
decreasing order, and let
x(1) · x(2) · ¢¢¢ · x(n) (3.1)
denote the components of vector x in increasing order.Deﬁnition 3.2 [62, 1.A.1] For any vector x;y 2 Rn, x is majorized by y (or y majorizes x) if
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
k X
i=1
x[i] ·
k X
i=1
y[i]; 1 · k · n ¡ 1
n X
i=1
x[i] =
n X
i=1
y[i]:
(3.2)
The notation x Á y, or equivalently, by y Â x, is used to denote the case where y majorizes x.
Alternatively, the previous conditions can be rewritten as
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
k X
i=1
x(i) ¸
k X
i=1
y(i); 1 · k · n ¡ 1
n X
i=1
x(i) =
n X
i=1
y(i):
(3.3)
Deﬁnition 3.3 [62, 3.A.1] A real-valued function Á(¢) deﬁned on a set A µ Rn is said to be Schur-
convex on A if
x Á y on A ) Á(x) · Á(y): (3.4)
Similarly, Á(¢) is said to be Schur-concave on A if
x Â y on A ) Á(x) · Á(y): (3.5)
As a consequence, if Á(¢) is Schur-convex on A then ¡Á(¢) is Schur-concave on A and vice-versa.
Example 3.1 [62, p.7] For any x 2 Rn, let 1 2 Rn denote the constant vector with the i-th element
given by 1i , 1
n
Pn
j=1 xj, then
1 Á x: (3.6)
This means that the vector of equal entries is majorized by any vector with the same sum-value.
Example 3.2 For any x 2 Rn, let y 2 Rn denote the vector with the ﬁrst element being the only
non-zero element
Pn
i=1 xi, namely y = [
Pn
i=1 xi;0;:::;0], then
y Â x: (3.7)
In this example, it further states that the vector with only one non-zero element majorizes any vector
with the same sum-value.
Lemma 3.1 [62, 3.C.1] If g : R ! R is convex, then the symmetric convex function
Á(x) =
n X
i=1
g(xi) (3.8)
19is Schur-convex. Similarly, if g is concave, then Á(x) =
Pn
i=1 g(xi) is Schur-concave.
Lemma 3.2 [62, 9.B.1] Let Q be an n £ n Hermitian matrix with diagonal elements denoted by the
vector d and the eigenvalues denoted by the vector ¸, then
¸ Â d: (3.9)
Lemma 3.3 For ﬁxed s;t, and t ¸ s, let x = [x1;:::;xst] denote an st-dimensional vector with joint
density p(x), where fxig are i.i.d. gamma random variables. Deﬁne the vector y(1) = [y
(1)
1 ;:::;y
(1)
t ] 2
Rt where y
(1)
i is the summation of any s elements of x and for any y
(1)
i ;y
(1)
j such that i 6= j, they do
not involve any common elements of x. Similarly, y(2) = [y
(2)
1 ;:::;y
(2)
s ;0;:::;0] 2 Rt can be deﬁned,
such that y
(2)
i is the summation of any t elements of x and that for any y
(2)
i ;y
(2)
j with i 6= j, they do not
involve any common elements of x. Then, we have
E
h
¿(y(1))
i
¸ E
h
¿(y(2))
i
; (3.10)
where ¿(u1;:::;ut) ,
Pt
i=1 log2(1 + aui) and a > 0.
Proof: The above lemma is a special case of a more general result due to Boland et al. [9] . ¤
3.2 RMT
In this section, we give basic deﬁnitions and some preliminary results on complex multi-variate Gaussian
random distribution. In addition, we derive a set of new RMT results, which will be applied in the
capacity and performance analysis of various MIMO channels later on.
3.2.1 Deﬁnitions and Preliminary Results
Deﬁnition 3.4 The complex multivariate gamma function ~ ¡n(m) is deﬁned as
~ ¡n(m)
¢ =
Z
A=Ay>0
etr(¡A) det(A)m¡n(dA) = ¼
n(n¡1)
2
n Y
i=1
¡(m ¡ j + 1): (3.11)
Deﬁnition 3.5 Let X be an n £ n matrix with non-zero eigenvalues x1;¢¢¢ ;xL. The Vandermonde
determinant is deﬁned as
VL(X)
¢ = det
³
fx
L¡j
i gi;j=1;¢¢¢;L
´
=
L Y
i<j
(xi ¡ xj): (3.12)
Deﬁnition 3.6 Then-variatecomplexGaussiandistributionwithmeanvectorv 2 Cn£1 andcovariance
matrix ­ 2 Cn£n > 0 is denoted by CN n(v;­).
20Deﬁnition 3.7 [34] The random matrix X 2 Cn£m is said to have a matrix-variate complex Gaussian
distribution with mean matrix M 2 Cn£m and covariance matrix ­ ­ §, where ­ 2 Cn£n and
§ 2 Cm£m are positive deﬁnite matrix, if
vec(Xy) » CN nm
¡
vec(My);­ ­ §
¢
: (3.13)
And is denoted as X » CN n;m(M;­ ­ §).
Lemma 3.4 [34] If the n£m matrix X » CN n;m(M;­­§), where ­ 2 Cn£n and § 2 Cm£m are
positive deﬁnite matrix, then the p.d.f. of X is given by
f(X) =
e
tr(¡­
¡1(X¡M)§
¡1(X¡M)
y)
¼nm det(­)m det(§)n : (3.14)
Lemma 3.5 [34] Let X » CN n;m (0n£m;­ ­ Im), with n · m. Then W = XXy has a complex
central Wishart Distribution Wn(m;­) with p.d.f.
f(W) =
e
tr(¡­
¡1W) det(W)m¡n
~ ¡n(m)det(­)m ; (3.15)
where ~ ¡n(m) is the complex multivariate gamma function.
Lemma 3.6 [21] Let W » Wn(m;In). Then the joint p.d.f. of the ordered eigenvalues ¤ = diag(¸1 >
¸2 > ¢¢¢ > ¸n > 0) of W is given by
f(¤) =
etr(¡¤) det(¤)m¡nVn(¤)2
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qn
i=1 ¡(m ¡ i + 1)
: (3.16)
3.2.2 New Random Eigenvalue Distribution Results
We now present some new results on the eigenvalue distribution of certain complex random matrices.
TheseanalyticalexpressionswillbeusedtocharacterizevariousperformancemeasuresofcertainMIMO
channel in the following chapters.
Lemma 3.7 Let H » CN m;n(0m£n;I­I), and ­ is an m£m positive deﬁnite matrix with eigenvalue
!1 > !2 > ¢¢¢ > !m > 0. Then, the marginal p.d.f. of an unordered eigenvalue ¸ of matrix Hy­H is
given by
f (¸) =
1
s
Qm
i<j(!j ¡ !i)
m X
l=1
m X
k=m¡s+1
¸n+k¡m¡1e¡¸=!l!
m¡n¡1
l
¡(n ¡ m + k)
Dl;k (3.17)
where Dl;k is the (l;k)th cofactor of an m £ m matrix D whose (i;j)th entry is
fDgi;j = !
j¡1
i : (3.18)
21where s = min(m;n).
Proof: See Appendix A.1. ¤
This lemma presents a new expression for the unordered eigenvalue distribution of a complex semi-
correlated central Wishart matrix. In prior work [5], two separate alternative expressions for this p.d.f.
were obtained for the speciﬁc scenarios n · m and n > m respectively; the latter case1 being a compli-
catedexpressionintermsofdeterminantswithentriesdependingontheinverseofacertainVandermonde
matrix. Here, Lemma 3.7 presents a simpler and more computationally-efﬁcient uniﬁed expression,
which applies for arbitrary m and n.
Lemma 3.8 Let H » CN Nr;Nt(0Nr£Nt;I­I) and a being a positive constant. Then the joint p.d.f. of
the eigenvalues f0 · !1 < ¢¢¢ < !q · 1=ag of random matrix Hy(I + aHHy)¡1H is given by
f(!1;:::;!q) = K
q Y
i<j
(!j ¡ !i)2
q Y
i=1
!
p¡q
i e
¡
!i
1¡a!i
(1 ¡ a!i)p+q ; (3.19)
where q = min(Nr;Nt), p = max(Nr;Nt) and
K =
³Yq
i=1
¡(q ¡ i + 1)¡(p ¡ i + 1)
´¡1
: (3.20)
The p.d.f. of an unordered eigenvalue ! 2 f!1;¢¢¢ ;!qg is given by
f (!) =
1
q
q¡1 X
i=0
i X
j=0
2j X
l=0
A(i;j;l;p;q)!p¡q+l
(1 ¡ a!)
p¡q+l+2 exp
µ
¡
!
1 ¡ a!
¶
; (3.21)
where
A(i;j;l;·1;·2) =
(¡1)
l ¡2i¡2j
i¡j
¢¡2j+2·1¡2·2
2j¡l
¢
(2j)!
22i¡l (·1 ¡ ·2 + j)!j!
: (3.22)
Proof: See Appendix A.2. ¤
Now, armed with Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, we are ready to derive the following theorem, which will
be used to evaluate the ergodic capacity of MIMO dual-hop systems.
Theorem 3.1 Let H1 » CN Nr;Ns(0Nr£Ns;I­I), H2 » CN Nd;Nr(0Nd£Nr;I­I), a being a positive
real number. Then the marginal p.d.f. of an unordered eigenvalue ¸ of H
y
1H
y
2(I + aH2H
y
2)¡1H2H1 is
1For this case (n > m), the random matrix Hy­H has reduced rank and the corresponding distribution, conditioned on ­, is
commonly referred to as pseudo-Wishart [58].
22given by
f¸ (¸) =
2e¡¸aK
s
q X
l=1
q X
k=q¡s+1
q+Ns¡l X
i=0
¡q+Ns¡l
i
¢
aq+Ns¡l¡i
¡(Ns ¡ q + k)
¸(2Ns+2k+p¡q¡i¡3)=2Kp+q¡i¡1
³
2
p
¸
´
Gl;k;
(3.23)
where q = min(Nr;Nd), p = max(Nr;Nd), s = min(Ns;q), Kv (¢) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of
the second kind and Gl;k is the (l;k)th cofactor of a q £ q matrix G whose (m;n)th entry is
fGgm;n = aq¡p¡m¡n+1¡(p ¡ q + m + n ¡ 1)U (p ¡ q + m + n ¡ 1;p + q;1=a) (3.24)
with U (¢;¢;¢) denoting the conﬂuent hypergeometric function of the second kind [26, (9.211.4)].
Proof: See Appendix A.3. ¤
To this end, we present another theorem regarding the p.d.f. of an unordered eigenvalue of a matrix
involving a product of two independent complex random matrices, which will be used for deriving the
ergodic mutual information expression for MIMO multi-keyhole channels.
Theorem 3.2 Let H1 » CN Nt;Nk(0Nt£Nk;I­I), H2 2 CN Nr;Nk(0Nr£Nk;I­I), and A 2 CNk£Nk.
Then the marginal p.d.f. of an unordered eigenvalue of H1AyH
y
2H2AH
y
1 is given by
f(¸) =
1
p
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
Nk X
i=1
Nk X
j=Nk¡p+1
2b
Nk¡1¡
m+n
2
i ¸
m+n
2 ¡Nk+j¡1Kn¡m
³
2
q
¸
bi
´
¡(n ¡ Nk + j)¡(m ¡ Nk + j)
Di;j; (3.25)
where m = max(Nt;Nr), n = min(Nt;Nr), p = min(n;Nk), b1 · b2 · ¢¢¢ · bNk denote the
non-zero eigenvalues of B
¢ = AAy, and Di;j is the (i;j)th cofactor of the matrix ¥ whose (l;k)th entry
equals
[¥]l;k = b
k¡1
l ; for 1 · l;k · Nk : (3.26)
Proof: See Appendix A.4. ¤
The following theorem presents the c.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix involving a product
of two independent complex random matrices, and it will be used for deriving the outage probability of
transmit beamforming systems in MIMO multi-keyhole channels.
Theorem 3.3 Let H1 » CN Nt;Nk(0Nt£Nk;I­I), H2 » CN Nr;Nk(0Nr£Nk;I­I), and A 2 CNk£Nk.
Then the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of the maximum eigenvalue of H1AyH
y
2H2AH
y
1 is
given by
F¸max(x) =
(¡1)
p(p¡1)
2 det(©(x))
Qp
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (3.27)
23where m = max(Nt;Nr), n = min(Nt;Nr), p = min(n;Nk), b1 · b2 · ¢¢¢ · bNk denote the
non-zero eigenvalues of B
¢ = AAy, and ©(x) is an Nk £ Nk matrix whose (l;k)th entry is given by
[©(x)]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ p;
g(x)l;k; k > Nk ¡ p;
(3.28)
with
g(x)l;k = ¡(q ¡ k + 1)b
2Nk¡p¡k
l ¡ b
Nk¡n¡1
l
m+q¡n¡k X
t=0
xt
¡(t + 1)
2(blx)
q¡t¡k+1
2 Kq¡t¡k+1
µ
2
r
x
bl
¶
:
(3.29)
Proof: See Appendix A.5. ¤
We now present a theorem which gives ﬁrst-order expansion for the c.d.f. given in Theorem 3.3 when
n = 1, which will be used for deriving the diversity order, array gain, and asymptotic outage probability
of transmit beamforming systems in MISO/SIMO multi-keyhole channels.
Theorem 3.4 Let H1 » CN Nt;Nk(0Nt£Nk;I­I), H2 » CN Nr;Nk(0Nr£Nk;I­I), and A 2 CNk£Nk,
m = max(Nt;Nr), n = min(Nt;Nr), p = min(n;Nk), d = min(m;Nk). Whenn = 1, theasymptotic
expansion of the c.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue ¸max of H1AyH
y
2H2AH
y
1 is given by
F¸max(x) =
a1
d
xd + o(xd) (3.30)
where
a1 =
8
> > > > > <
> > > > > :
¡(m¡Nk)
¡(m)¡(Nk)
QNk
i=1 bi
; m > Nk;
1
¡(m)2
µ
Ã(1)+Ã(m)¡lnx
QNk
i=1 bi
+
(¡1)
m¡1 det(©
3)
QNk
i<j(bj¡bi)
¶
; m = Nk;
(¡1)
m¡1
¡(m)2
det(©
4)
QNk
i<j(bj¡bi); m < Nk;
(3.31)
where Ã(¢) is the digamma function [26], and ©3 and ©4 are Nk £ Nk matrices with entries
[©3]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k = 1;¢¢¢ ;Nk ¡ 1;
b
¡1
l lnbl; k = Nk;
(3.32)
and
[©4]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k = 1;¢¢¢ ;Nk ¡ 1;
b
Nk¡m¡1
l lnbl; k = Nk;
(3.33)
respectively.
Proof: See Appendix A.6. ¤
The following theorem presents the exact c.d.f. expression of the maximum eigenvalue of a random
matrix involving a product of three independent complex random matrices. This will be used to analyze
24the outage probability of optimum combining system operating in interference-limited Rayleigh-product
channels.
Theorem 3.5 Let H1 » CN Nt;Ns(0Nt£Ns;I ­ I), H2 » CN Ns;Nt(0Ns£Nt;I ­ I) and H3 »
CN Nr;NI(0Nr£NI;I ­ I), NI ¸ Nr. Deﬁne m = min(Nr;Ns), n = max(Nr;Ns), p =
max(0;m ¡ Nt), q = max(m;Nt). Then the c.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of matrix
1
NsH
y
2H
y
1
³
H3H
y
3
´¡1
H1H2 is given by:
1) When Nt · Nr or Nt ¸ Nr ¸ Ns,
F¸max(x) =
Qm
i=1(¡1)pNt¡(NI + Ns ¡ i + 1)det(¢(x))
Qm
i=1 ¡(NI ¡ Nr + m ¡ i + 1)¡(m ¡ i + 1)¡(n ¡ i + 1)
; (3.34)
where ¢(x) is deﬁned by
[¢(x)]i;j =
8
<
:
(¡1)m¡Nt¡iB(n + i ¡ j;NI ¡ Nr + m ¡ i + j); i · p;
B(m + n + p ¡ i ¡ j + 1;NI ¡ q ¡ Nr + i + j ¡ 1) ¡ R(x); i > p;
(3.35)
with
R(x) =
q¡i X
k=0
(xNs)k
¡(k + 1)
¡(NI¡Nr¡p+i+j+k¡1)U(NI¡Nr¡p+i+j+k¡1;i+j+k¡p¡n¡m;xNs);
(3.36)
2) Nt ¸ Ns ¸ Nr or Ns ¸ Nt ¸ Nr,
F¸max(x) =
Qm
i=1 ¡(NI + n ¡ i + 1)det(£(x))
Qm
j=1 ¡(NI ¡ j + 1)¡(n ¡ j + 1)¡(m ¡ j + 1)
QNt
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
(3.37)
where £(x) is an Nr £ Nr matrix whose entries are deﬁned by
[£(x)]i;j = ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)[B(Ns + Nr ¡ i ¡ j + 1;NI ¡ Nr + i + j ¡ 1)¡
Nt¡i X
k=0
(xNs)k
¡(k + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + i + j + k ¡ 1)U(NI ¡ Nr + i + j + k ¡ 1;i + j + k ¡ Nr ¡ Ns;xNs)];
(3.38)
Proof: See Appendix A.7. ¤
When Ns = 1 in Theorem 3.5, which corresponds to the interference limited keyhole scenario, the c.d.f.
of the maximum eigenvalue can be further simpliﬁed as shown in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1 Let H1 » CN Nt;Ns(0Nt£Ns;I ­ I), H2 » CN Ns;Nt(0Ns£Nt;I ­ I) and
H3 » CN Nr;NI(0Nr£NI;I ­ I), NI ¸ Nr. Then the c.d.f. of the non-zero eigenvalue of
25H
y
2H
y
1
³
H3H
y
3
´¡1
H1H2 is expressed as
F¸max(x) = 1 ¡
¡(NI + 1)
¡(Nr)¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)
(3.39)
Nt¡1 X
k=0
xk
¡(k + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + k + 1)U(NI ¡ Nr + k + 1;k ¡ Nr + 1;x):
The following theorem gives the p.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of of a random matrix involving a
product of three independent random matrices. This will be used to investigate the ergodic capacity of
optimum combining system operating in interference-limited Rayleigh-product channels.
Theorem 3.6 Let H1 » CN Nt;Ns(0Nt£Ns;I ­ I), H2 » CN Ns;Nt(0Ns£Nt;I ­ I) and H3 »
CN Nr;NI(0Nr£NI;I ­ I), NI ¸ Nr. Deﬁne m = min(Nr;Ns), n = max(Nr;Ns), p =
max(0;m ¡ Nt), q = max(m;Nt). Then the p.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of matrix
1
NsH
y
2H
y
1
³
H3H
y
3
´¡1
H1H2 is given by:
1) When Nt · Nr or Nt ¸ Nr ¸ Ns,
f¸max(x) =
(¡1)pNt Qm
i=1 ¡(NI + Ns ¡ i + 1)
Pm
l=m¡Nt+1 det(¢l(x))
Qm
i=1 ¡(NI ¡ Nr + m ¡ i + 1)¡(m ¡ i + 1)¡(n ¡ i + 1)
(3.40)
where ¢l(x) is an m £ m matrix deﬁned by
[¢l(x)]i;j =
8
<
:
[¢(x)]i;j; i 6= l;
Ns(Nsx)
q¡i¡(NI¡Nr¡p+j+q)
¡(q¡i+1) U(NI ¡ Nr ¡ p + j + q;j ¡ p ¡ n ¡ m + q + 1;xNs); i = l;
(3.41)
2) Nt ¸ Ns ¸ Nr or Ns ¸ Nt ¸ Nr,
f¸max(x) =
Qm
i=1 ¡(NI + n ¡ i + 1)
PNr
l=1 det(£l(x))
Qm
j=1 ¡(NI ¡ j + 1)¡(n ¡ j + 1)¡(m ¡ j + 1)
QNt
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
; (3.42)
where, £l(x) is an Nr £ Nr matrix deﬁned by
[£l(x)]i;j =
xNt¡iNNt¡i+1
s ¡(NI ¡ Nr + Nt + j)U(NI ¡ Nr + Nt + j;Nt ¡ Nr ¡ Ns + j + 1;xNs): (3.43)
Proof: See Appendix A.8. ¤
263.2.3 New Random Determinant Results
We now turn our attention to the statistical properties of the determinant of certain random complex
matrix. The derived expressions will be used to derive tight ergodic capacity (or ergodic mutual infor-
mation) upper bounds or lower bounds in the following chapters.
Lemma 3.9 Let H » CN m;n(0m£n;I­I), and ­ is an m£m positive deﬁnite matrix with eigenvalue
!1 > !2 > ¢¢¢ > !m > 0. a is a positive real number. Then, the expected determinant of In +aHy­H
is given by
E
©
det
¡
In + aHy­H
¢ª
=
det(¢)
Qq
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (3.44)
where ¢ is a m £ m matrix with entries2
f¢gl;k =
8
<
:
!
k¡1
l ; k · m ¡ n;
!
k¡1
l (1 + a!l (n ¡ m + k)); k > m ¡ n:
(3.45)
Proof: See Appendix A.9. ¤
This lemma presents a new expression for the expected characteristic polynomial of a complex semi-
correlated central Wishart matrix. In prior work [82,108], alternative expressions were obtained via a
different approach (i.e., by exploiting a classical characteristic polynomial expansion for the determi-
nant). Those results, however, involved summations over subsets of numbers, with each term involving
determinants of partitioned matrices. In contrast, our result in Lemma 3.7 is more computationally-
efﬁcient, involving only a single determinant with simple entries. Moreover, it is more amenable to the
further analysis in this paper, leading to the following two important theorems.
Theorem 3.7 Let H1 » CN Nr;Ns(0Nr£Ns;I ­ I), H2 » CN Nd;Nr(0Nd£Nr;I ­ I), a and b being
positive real numbers. Deﬁne q = min(Nd;Nr) and p = max(Nd;Nr). Then the expected determinant
of H
y
1H
y
2(I + aH2H
y
2)¡1H2H1 is given by
E
n
det
³
I + bH
y
1H
y
2(I + aH2H
y
2)¡1H2H1
´o
= Kdet
¡¹ ¥
¢
; (3.46)
where ¹ ¥ is a q £ q matrix with entries
©¹ ¥
ª
m;n =
8
<
:
a1¡¿#¿¡1(a); n · q ¡ Ns;
a1¡¿#¿¡1(a) + ba¡¿ (Ns ¡ q + n)#¿(a); n > q ¡ Ns
(3.47)
with ¿ = p ¡ q + m + n, and
#¿(a) = ¡(¿)U (¿;p + q;1=a) : (3.48)
2When m < n, f¢gl;k = !k¡1
l (1 + a!l (n ¡ m + l)).
27Proof: Utilizing Lemma 3.9, [84, Lemma 2] and (10.29) yields the desired result. ¤
Theorem 3.8 Let H1 » CN Nt;Nk(0Nt£Nk;I­I), H2 » CN Nr;Nk(0Nr£Nk;I­I), and A 2 CNk£Nk.
Deﬁne m = max(Nt;Nr), n = min(Nt;Nr), p = min(n;Nk), and let b1 · b2 · ¢¢¢ ·
bNk denote the non-zero eigenvalues of B
¢ = AAy. Then the expected determinant of the matrix
I +
°
NtH1AyH
y
2H2AH
y
1 (for some constant °) is given by
E
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H1AyH
y
2H2AH
y
1
¶¾
=
det(¢)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (3.49)
where ¢ is an Nk £ Nk matrix with entries
[¢]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ p;
b
k¡1
l
³
1 +
°bl
Nt (m ¡ Nk + k)(n ¡ Nk + k)
´
; k > Nk ¡ p:
(3.50)
Proof: See Appendix A.10. ¤
Lemma 3.10 Let H » CN m;n(0m£n;I­I), and ­ is an m£m positive deﬁnite matrix with eigenvalue
!1 > !2 > ¢¢¢ > !m > 0. Deﬁne s = min(m;n), and
© =
8
<
:
Hy­H; m ¸ n;
­H1H
y
1; m < n:
(3.51)
The expected log-determinant of © is given by
E flndet(©)g =
s X
k=1
Ã (n ¡ s + k) +
m P
k=m¡s+1
det(Yk)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (3.52)
where Ã (¢) is the digamma function [26], and Yk is an m £ m matrix with entries
fYkgi;j =
8
<
:
!
j¡1
i ; j 6= k;
!
j¡1
i ln!i; j = k:
(3.53)
When m = s, (3.52) reduces to
E flndet(©)g =
s X
k=1
Ã (n ¡ s + k) + lndet(­) : (3.54)
Proof: See Appendix A.11. ¤
We note that the above expected natural logarithm of the determinant for m ¸ n has been investigated
in [57], where the derivedexpressionis rather complicated, involvingsummations of determinants whose
elements are in terms of the inverse of a certain Vandermonde matrix. We also note the m < n and
28m = n = s cases have been considered in [28,108]. Our result, in contrast, gives a simple uniﬁed
expression which embodies all of these cases. Moreover, based on Lemma 3.10, we obtain the following
two important theorems.
Theorem 3.9 Let H1 » CN Nr;Ns(0Nr£Ns;I ­ I), H2 » CN Nd;Nr(0Nd£Nr;I ­ I), a being positive
real numbers. Deﬁne q = min(Nd;Nr), p = max(Nd;Nr), s = min(Ns;q) and
© =
8
<
:
H
y
1QH1; q ¸ Ns;
QH1H
y
1; q < Ns:
(3.55)
where Q is a q £ q matrix with the same non-zero eigenvalues as H
y
2(I + aH2H
y
2)¡1H2. Then the
expected log-determinant of © is given by
E flndet(©)g =
s X
k=1
Ã (Ns ¡ s + k) + K
q X
k=q¡s+1
det(Wk;) (3.56)
where Wk is a q £ q matrix with entries
fWkgm;n =
8
<
:
a1¡¿#¿¡1(a); n 6= k;
&m+n(a); n = k;
(3.57)
where ¿ and #¿¡1(¢) are deﬁned as in (3.48), and
&t(a) =
2q¡t X
i=0
a2q¡t¡i¡(p + q ¡ i ¡ 1)
µ
2q ¡ t
i
¶Ã
Ã (p + q ¡ i ¡ 1) ¡
p+q¡i¡2 X
l=0
gl
µ
1
a
¶!
; (3.58)
where gl(¢) denotes the auxiliary function
gl(x) = exEl+1(x) (3.59)
with El+1 (¢) denoting the exponential integral function of order l + 1.
When q = s, (3.56) reduces to
E flndet(©)g =
s X
k=1
Ã (Ns ¡ s + k) +
q¡1 X
i=0
i X
j=0
2j X
l=0
2q¡l¡2 X
k=0
µ
2q ¡ l ¡ 2
k
¶
A(i;j;l;p;q)
£a2q¡l¡2¡k¡(p + q ¡ k ¡ 1)
µ
Ã (p + q ¡ k ¡ 1) ¡
p+q¡k¡2 X
m=0
gm (1=a)
¶
:
(3.60)
Proof: See Appendix A.12. ¤
Theorem 3.10 Let H1 » CN Nt;Nk(0Nt£Nk;I ­ I), H2 » CN Nr;Nk(0Nr£Nk;I ­ I), and A 2
CNk£Nk. Deﬁne m = max(Nt;Nr), n = min(Nt;Nr), p = min(n;Nk), and let b1 · b2 · ¢¢¢ · bNk
29denote the non-zero eigenvalues of B
¢ = AAy. Deﬁne
©
¢ =
8
> > > <
> > > :
H
y
1AyH
y
2H2AH1; p = Nt;
AyH
y
2H2AH1H
y
1; p = Nk;
H2AH1H
y
1AyH
y
2; p = Nr:
(3.61)
The expected log-determinant of © is given by
Eflndet(©)g =
p X
s=1
Ã(m ¡ p + s) +
p X
s=1
Ã(n ¡ p + s) +
PNk
s=Nk¡p+1 det(Ys)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (3.62)
where Ã(¢) is the digamma function [26], and Ys is an Nk £ Nk matrix with entries
[Ys]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k 6= s;
b
k¡1
l lnbl; k = s:
(3.63)
When p = Nk, (3.62) reduces to
Eflndet(©)g =
p X
s=1
Ã(m ¡ p + s) +
p X
s=1
Ã(n ¡ p + s) + lndet(B): (3.64)
Proof: The result can be obtained by applying Lemma 3.10 twice along with some algebraic manipula-
tions. ¤
3.3 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced two key mathematical tools employed in the thesis, namely, majorization
theory and ﬁnite RMT. The ﬁrst section has given a brief introduction on majorization theory which will
be primarily used in Chapter 4 for the ergodic capacity analysis of MIMO Nakagami-m fading channels.
The second part presented one of the major contributions of the thesis, namely, a set of new random
matrix results, i.e., eigenvalue distribution, expectation of determinant and log-determinant properties,
which ﬁnd direct applications in the capacity and performance analysis of various MIMO systems.
Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst crucial result was presented in Lemma 3.7, which gives a uniﬁed expression for
the p.d.f. of the unordered eigenvalue of a semi-correlated Wishart matrix. This convenient and nice
expression plays a key role in the derivation of the p.d.f. of the unordered eigenvalue of certain product
matrices shown in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, which serve as the essential mathematical tools when
studyingtheexactergodiccapacityperformanceofMIMOdual-hopAFsystemsinChapter6andMIMO
multi-keyhole systems in Chapter 5, respectively.
We then presented new results for the c.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of product matrices arising from
the analysis of MIMO multi-keyhole channels in Theorem 3.3, as well as its asymptotic ﬁrst-order ex-
30pansion in Theorem 3.4. These expressions will be applied in the outage probability, diversity order and
coding gain analysis of the optimal beamforming scheme operating over MIMO multi-keyhole channels
in Chapter 5. In parallel with Theorem 3.3, Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 showed new expressions
for the product matrices emerged from the analysis of interference-limited Rayleigh product channels.
These results will be directly employed in Chapter 7 for studying the performance of optimum combin-
ing scheme, by deriving closed-form expressions for various important performance metrics of interest
such as ergodic capacity, outage probability, diversity order and SER.
In addition, new random determinant properties have been considered. Similar to the approach dealing
with the eigenvalue distribution, the ﬁrst critical step was to derive simple and uniﬁed expressions for
the expected determinant and log-determinant of a semi-correlated Wishart matrix shown in Lemma
3.9 and Lemma 3.10, respectively. These results were directly invoked in the derivation of the expected
determinant and log-determinant of product matrices of interest. In particular, Theorem 3.7 and Theorem
3.9 provide new results for MIMO dual-hop AF systems, which will be utilized to investigate the ergodic
capacity upper and lower bound in Chapter 6. The expressions exhibited in Theorem 3.8 and Theorem
3.10 will be used in Chapter 5 to study the ergodic capacity bounds of MIMO multi-keyhole channels.
31Chapter 4
Capacity Bounds for MIMO Nakagami-m
Fading Channels
4.1 Introduction
Understanding the fundamental limits of multiple antenna wireless channels has gained enormous at-
tention from the research community since the invention of MIMO antenna systems. One important
area of research is to derive exact capacity expression or tight capacity bound, which provides efﬁcient
means for evaluating the MIMO channel capacity. And this has been done for various statistical channel
models of interest, e.g., MIMO Rayleigh fading channels [14,46,82,84,89] or MIMO Rician fading
channels [6,18,36,45,63,107].
Although Rayleigh and Rician fading channels are arguably the most popular statistical models for fad-
ing, a more powerful model, namely Nakagami-m fading, was proposed to capture a variety of physical
channel environments [71]. The generality of Nakagami-m fading channel model not only allows to
embrace both the Rayleigh and Rician fading scenarios, but more importantly, it has been found to be
a very good ﬁtting for the mobile radio channel [90]. However, despite its generality, there has been
very limited works available on the capacity of multiple antenna Nakagami-m fading channels in the
literature. For a SIMO or MISO Nakagami-m fading channel, exact capacity expressions were obtained
in [110]. In the latest results of [24], Fraidenraich et. al derived exact capacity formulas for 2 £ 2 and
2£3 Nakagami-m channels, with the fading parameter m being restricted to be an integer. This contem-
porary list of references indicates that despite the need to know the fundamental limits of Nakagami-m
MIMO channels, little is understood.
In this chapter, we investigate the ergodic capacity of MIMO Nakagami-m fading channels with arbitrary
real m ¸ 1=2 and arbitrary ﬁnite number of antennas at both ends. Two models are considered, namely,
conventional co-located MIMO (C-MIMO) and distributed MIMO (D-MIMO) systems. We derive tight
upper and lower capacity bounds for both models. In addition, a simple and concise ergodic capacity
upper bound is obtained in the high SNR regime, which enables the analysis of the impact of the channelfading parameter m on the ergodic capacity. Moreover, we also look into the asymptotic behavior of the
ergodic capacity in the large-system limit when the number of antennas at one or both side(s) goes to
inﬁnity.
4.2 System Model
In this section, we introduce the mathematical models for D-MIMO and C-MIMO antenna systems. The
D-MIMO model reﬂects the distinctive large-scale fading effects for each antenna-pair, making it useful
for analyzing a MIMO channel with the antennas distributed in a large area. On the other hand, the
C-MIMO model will be used for the analysis of a traditional point-to-point MIMO channel where the
antennas at either side are co-located, and have the same large-scale fading.
4.2.1 MIMO Systems
We consider a general D-MIMO system, where there are Nr receive antennas and L radio ports located
far apart, each with Nt transmit antennas.1 The antennas at a given port are assumed to go through the
same large-scale fading, while the antennas at different ports undergo different large-scale fading (i.e.,
different path losses and shadowing effects). The received signal vector y 2 CNr can be related to the
transmitted symbol vector x 2 CNt by
y =
r
P
LNt
H©
1
2x + ³; (4.1)
where x has the covariance matrix of E[xxy] = Q, P denotes the total transmit power, ³ 2 CNr is the
complex AWGN vector with zero mean and the covariance matrix of E[³³
y] = N0I, and
©
1
2 = diag
Ãs
l1
Dv
1
;:::;
s
l1
Dv
1
;:::;
s
lL
Dv
L
;:::;
s
lL
Dv
L
!
2 RNtL£NtL (4.2)
is a diagonal matrix accounting for the large-scale fading effect, in which the path loss is characterized by
D
¡v
l forsomeexponentv (typicallyfrom4to6dependingontheenvironments), fligL
i=1 areindependent
andlog-normalrandomvariables(i.e., withthecorrespondingmeansf¹igandstandarddeviationsf¾ig),
with p.d.f. given by
p(l) =
´
p
2¼¾2l
e
¡
(´ ln l¡¹)2
2¾2 ; (4.3)
where ´ = 10
ln10 ¼ 4:3429, and H 2 CNr£NtL is the channel matrix addressing the small-scale fad-
ing, and the elements of H = [hij] are assumed to be i.i.d. with uniformly distributed phase and the
magnitude, x = jhijj, following a Nakagami-m p.d.f.
p(x) =
2
¡(m)
³m
­
´m
x2m¡1e
¡(
m
­)x
2
; for x ¸ 0 and m ¸ 0:5; (4.4)
1Different number of antennas for each port can be easily accommodated in the formulation.
33where ¡(¢) denotes the gamma function, m ,
E
2[x
2]
Var[x2], and ­ , E[x2].
Note that in the above model, the overall channel between the transmitter and the receiver is expressed
as a product of the small-scale fading and the large-scale fading, as in [74,75].
When L = 1, this D-MIMO model degenerates to the conventional C-MIMO system. In this case, we
focus only on the small scale fading effect and the large scale fading can be ignored, as it is identical for
every antenna pair. Hence, (4.1) can be reduced to
y =
r
P
Nt
Hx + ³: (4.5)
4.2.2 Ergodic Capacity
We assume that CSI is known perfectly at the receiver, and that an equal-power allocation across the
transmit antennas is used, i.e., Q =
q
P
NtI. Therefore, for C-MIMO systems, the ergodic capacity can
be expressed as
C = E
·
log2 det
µ
I +
P
N0Nt
HHy
¶¸
: (4.6)
Similarly, for D-MIMO systems, we have
D = E
·
log2 det
µ
I +
P
LNtN0
H©Hy
¶¸
: (4.7)
In the following sections, we ﬁrst develop exact capacity bounds for C-MIMO systems based on ma-
jorization theory, and then extend the analysis to the more general D-MIMO systems.
4.3 Capacity Bounds of C-MIMO Nakagami-m Channels
In this section, we derive ergodic capacity upper and lower bounds for C-MIMO Nakagami-m fading
channels, where only small-scale fading is considered. In addition, we study the high SNR regime, in
which simpler results can be obtained to gain insight on the system performance. The analysis we carry
out is mainly based on majorization theory. For convenience, we deﬁne
s , min(Nt;Nr); (4.8)
t , max(Nt;Nr): (4.9)
4.3.1 Ergodic Capacity Upper Bounds
Utilizing majorization theory, we derive several upper bounds of the ergodic capacity for Nakagami-m
channels, which are now given in the following theorems.
34Theorem 4.1 The ergodic capacity of MIMO Nakagami-m fading channels is upper bounded by
C · ¹ C1 =
s
¡(tm)ln2
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
NtN0
­
m
¯
¯ ¯
¯
1¡tm;1;1
1;0
!
: (4.10)
Proof: See Appendix B.1. ¤
Similar upper bounds can be obtained using different majorization relationships. Nevertheless, among
them, the upper bound ¹ C1 is the tightest. This result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2 Ergodic capacity upper bounds ¹ C1, ¹ C2, ¹ C3 satisfy the following relationship:
¹ C1 · ¹ C2 and ¹ C1 · ¹ C3; (4.11)
where 8
> > > > <
> > > > :
¹ C2 =
t
¡(sm)ln2
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
NtN0
­
m
¯
¯ ¯
¯
1¡sm;1;1
1;0
!
;
¹ C3 =
s
¡(stm)ln2
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
sNtN0
­
m
¯
¯ ¯
¯
1¡stm;1;1
1;0
!
:
(4.12)
Proof: See Appendix B.2. ¤
All the three bounds are expressed in closed form and can be evaluated very efﬁciently using standard
softwares like Mathematica. Since the upper bounds involve the Meijer G-function, they do not offer
much physical insight on the capacity performance. In the following, we consider the tightest capacity
upper bound, ¹ C1, in the high SNR regime to derive simpler expressions for more insights.
Corollary 4.1 For MIMO Nakagami-m fading channels, in the high SNR regime, the ergodic capacity
upper bound ¹ C1 can be approximated as
¹ C1 ¼ ¹ Chsnr = slog2
µ
P
NtN0
¶
+
s
ln2
h
Ã(tm) ¡ ln
³m
­
´i
; (4.13)
where Ã(¢) is the digamma function [26, (8.365.4)].
Proof: At high SNRs, log2
¡
1 + P
NtN0x
¢
can be approximated by log2
¡ P
NtN0x
¢
. As such, we can have
¹ Chsnr =
s
ln2
Z 1
0
ln
µ
P
NtN0
r
¶ ¡m
­
¢tm
¡(tm)
rtm¡1e¡ m
­ rdr (4.14)
= slog2
µ
P
NtN0
¶
+
s
ln2
¡m
­
¢tm
¡(tm)
Z 1
0
ln(r)rtm¡1e¡ m
­ rdr (4.15)
= slog2
µ
P
NtN0
¶
+
s
ln2
h
Ã(tm) ¡ ln
³m
­
´i
; (4.16)
35where the following integration formula has been used [26, (4.352.1)]
Z 1
0
tv¡1e¡at lntdt =
1
av¡(v)[Ã(v) ¡ lna]: (4.17)
¤
Corollary 4.2 The ergodic capacity upper bound approximation, ¹ Chsnr, is a monotonic increasing func-
tion of the channel fading parameter m.
Proof: We prove the corollary by showing the ﬁrst derivative of ¹ Chsnr with respect to m is strictly greater
than zero regardless of s and t. This is done as follows.
d¹ Chsnr
dm
=
s
ln2
·
Ã(1)(tm) ¡
1
m
¸
(4.18)
=
s
ln2
"
t
1 X
k=0
1
(tm + k)2 ¡
1
m
#
(4.19)
>
s
ln2
"
t
1 X
k=0
1
(tm + k)(tm + k + 1)
¡
1
m
#
(4.20)
=
s
ln2
"
t
1 X
k=0
µ
1
tm + k
¡
1
tm + k + 1
¶
¡
1
m
#
(4.21)
= 0; (4.22)
where from (4.18) to (4.19), we have used the derivative property of digamma function [26, (8.363.8)]
Ã(n)(x) = (¡1)n+1n!
1 X
k=0
1
(x + k)n+1: (4.23)
¤
Corollary 4.2 is quite intuitive since a larger m corresponds to a less severe fading environment, and the
ergodic capacity is anticipated to increase with m.
4.3.2 Upper Bound for Large Systems at High SNR
It was revealed in [15] that the ergodic capacity of a general MIMO fading channel grows linearly with
the minimum number of antennas at both ends in the large-system limit where the numbers of antennas
at both ends approach inﬁnity. However, the asymptotic result when the number of antennas at only one
side goes to inﬁnity is not available. Here, we derive such results for Nakagami channels through the
capacity upper bound approximation ¹ Chsnr.
Three cases are of interest: (i) Nr ! 1 while Nt being ﬁxed, (ii) Nt ! 1 while Nr being ﬁxed,
and (iii) both Nt;Nr ! 1 while keeping Nt
Nr = ¯ ﬁxed. For convenience, we assume ­ = 1. In the
36analysis, the following approximation is used [4, (6.3.18)]
Ã(x) ¼ lnx; if x ! 1: (4.24)
For case (i),
¹ Chsnr
Nr!1 = Nt log2
µ
P
NtN0
¶
+ Nt log2 Nr: (4.25)
As such, asymptotically, the ergodic capacity increases logarithmically with the number of receive an-
tennas. Considering case (ii), we then have
¹ Chsnr
Nt!1 = Nr log2
µ
P
NtN0
¶
+ Nr log2 Nt (4.26)
= Nr log2
µ
P
N0
¶
: (4.27)
The result indicates that the increase in the number of transmit antennas does not provide any capacity
gain, which aligns with previous studies. Finally, for case (iii), we consider two separate cases, namely,
¯ · 1 and ¯ > 1. When ¯ · 1, we have
¹ Chsnr
Nt
Nr!1 = log2
µ
P
N0
¶
+ log2 ¯¡1; (4.28)
which shows that a linear increase in the ergodic capacity is achieved as long as Nt and Nr increase at
the same rate. On the other hand, when ¯ > 1, we have
¹ Chsnr
Nr
Nr!1 = log2
µ
P
N0
¶
; (4.29)
which is independent of ¯, showing no capacity beneﬁt from increasing Nt beyond Nr.
The above asymptotic results not only agree with that in [15] which indicates the linear capacity increase
with the minimum number of antennas, but also provide additional insights on how the capacity grows
with the greater number of antennas. Besides, the above scaling law for Nakagami-fading channels
reveals the same asymptotic behavior as for Rayleigh-fading channels seen in [28]. From the scaling
results, we notice that in all the three cases, the ergodic capacity is independent of m, which is intuitive
as the increasing number of antennas helps to eliminate the effect of fading.
4.3.3 Ergodic Capacity Lower Bounds
In this subsection, our focus is on the derivation of ergodic capacity lower bound for the general
Nakagami-m fading channels based on majorization theory.
Theorem 4.3 The ergodic capacity of Nakagami-m fading channels is lower bounded by
C ¸ C1 =
1
¡(stm)ln2
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
NtN0
­
m
¯
¯
¯ ¯
1¡stm;1;1
1;0
!
: (4.30)
37Proof: See Appendix B.3. ¤
When s = 1, the channel degenerates to a SIMO or MISO system. The low bound C1 becomes exact and
is the same as the upper bound ¹ C2. The lower bound is, however, not tight for a general MIMO channel
(i.e., when s > 1) as will be shown in the following high SNR analysis.
Corollary 4.3 In the high SNR regime, the lower bound C1 can be approximated by
C1 ¼ Chsnr = log2
µ
P
NtN0
¶
+
1
ln2
h
Ã(stm) ¡ ln
³m
­
´i
: (4.31)
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof for Corollary 4.1 and is omitted. ¤
Using the high SNR approximation of the lower bound, Chsnr, and further considering it in the asymptotic
large-system limit where s or t (or both) approaches inﬁnity, we get
Chsnr
s;t!1
= log2
µ
NrP
N0
¶
: (4.32)
The lower bound shows no linear capacity increase with the minimum number of the antennas, which
does not align with the known results in the high SNR regime. Therefore, the bound, C1, is not tight at
least in the high SNR regime. Nevertheless, we shall show that this bound has an interpretation of a low
SNR approximation and may give a reasonably tight bound at low SNRs.
To see this, we assume that Nt ¸ Nr [Nt < Nr can be dealt with similarly by using (10.156)], so
det
µ
I +
P
NtN0
HHy
¶
=
Nr Y
i=1
µ
1 +
P
NtN0
¸k
¶
; (4.33)
where ¸k, for k = 1;:::;Nr, are the eigenvalues of HHy. Expanding the product at the right-hand-side
of (4.33), and ignoring the second and higher order terms in P
N0 (for low SNRs), we get
C ¸ E
·
log2
µ
1 +
P
NtN0
kHk2
¶¸
; (4.34)
where kHk is the Frobenius norm of H. The right-hand-side of (4.34) is exactly the ergodic capacity
lower bound C1. Therefore, C1 should be reasonably tight in the low SNR regime, while it degrades with
the number of antennas, due to the signiﬁcance of the higher order terms.
4.4 Capacity Bounds for D-MIMO Nakagami-m Channels
Here, we consider a D-MIMO channel which undergos composite Nakagami-m and log-normal fading,
and attempt to derive similar capacity bounds for this channel.
384.4.1 Ergodic Capacity Upper Bounds
Theorem 4.4 The ergodic capacity of a composite D-MIMO channel is upper bounded by
D · ¹ D1 =
Nt
¡(Nrm)ln2
L X
i=1
1
p
¼
N X
j=1
wjVi(aj); (4.35)
where Vi(t) = G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
LNtN0
e
p
2¾it+¹i
´
Dv
i
­
m
¯
¯ ¯
1¡mNr;1;1
1;0
!
, with fajgN
j=1 corresponding to the zeros of the
N-th order Hermite polynomial and fwjgN
j=1 are the weight factors tabulated in Table 25.10 of [4].
Proof: See Appendix B.4. ¤
In the proof of Theorem 4.4, Gaussian-Hermite quadratic integration has been employed to approximate
the inﬁnite integral. While (4.35) can be used to compute the upper bound for the general composite
Nakagami-m and log-normal fading channels, the computation of Meijer G-function can still be time-
consuming at extreme low SNRs [e.g., < ¡15 (dB)]. A simpler expression is possible for the special
case such as the Rayleigh and log-normal composite channel, and is given below.
Corollary 4.4 The ergodic capacity of a composite Rayleigh and log-normal D-MIMO fading channel
(i.e., m = 1 and ­ = 1) is upper bounded by
DRayleigh · ¹ D2 =
Nt
ln2
L X
i=1
1
p
¼
N X
j=1
wjTi(aj); (4.36)
where Ti(t) = e
LNtDv
i N0
Pe
p
2¾it+¹i
´ PNr¡1
k=0 Ek+1
µ
LNtD
v
i N0
Pe
p
2¾it+¹i
´
¶
with En(x) denoting the exponential integral
of order n [26], and fwjg and fajg are deﬁned in (4.35).
Proof: The outline of the proof is similar to that of the general Nakagami-m and log-normal composite
channel. Speciﬁcally, the proof requires the capacity expression in [82], and the Gaussian-Hermite
quadratic integration approximation. The accuracy of the Gaussian-Hermite approximation has been
studied in [74], which has shown that the approximation is very accurate for N ¸ 4. ¤
The above capacity bounds, though in closed form, are too complex to gain insights. It is thus of interest
to consider the high SNR regime for simpliﬁcation, which we do in the following.
Corollary 4.5 For composite Nakagami-m and log-normal fading channels, in the high SNR regime,
the ergodic capacity upper bound ¹ D1 can be approximated as
¹ D1 ¼ ¹ Dhsnr = LNt log
µ
P
LNtN0
¶
+
LNt
ln2
h
Ã(Nrm) ¡ ln
³m
­
´i
¡ Ntv
L X
i=1
logDi +
Nt
´ ln2
L X
i=1
¹i:
(4.37)
39Proof: See Appendix B.5. ¤
The above result is quite informative. This clearly indicates the separate effects of small-scale and large-
scale fading on the channel ergodic capacity. (4.37) decomposes the ergodic capacity into two parts: The
ﬁrst part accounts for the small-scale fading which is equivalent to a MIMO system with NtL transmit
antennas and Nr receive antennas operating in Nakagami-m fading channels, while the second part
explains the large-scale fading effect, plus the path loss effect on the ergodic capacity. The impact of
log-normal fading can also be seen from the mean fading parameters f¹ig.
4.4.2 Ergodic Capacity Lower Bounds
In this subsection, we derive a lower bound for the ergodic capacity of the composite log-normal and
Nakagami fading channels. To do so, however, the lower bound for the general D-MIMO system is not
available due to the lack of analytical p.d.f. of the sum of weighted i.i.d. gamma random variables. We
thus consider a special case when the number of ports is L = 1.
Theorem 4.5 For the composite log-normal and Nakagami fading channels, when L = 1, the ergodic
capacity is lower bounded by
D ¸ D1 =
1
¡(stm)ln2
1
p
¼
N X
i=1
wiU(ai); (4.38)
where U(t) = G
1;3
3;2
µ
Pe
p
2¾t+¹
´
NtN0Dv
­
m
¯
¯ ¯
1¡stm;1;1
1;0
¶
, fwig and faig have been deﬁned in (4.35).
Proof: See Appendix B.6. ¤
Corollary 4.6 For the composite log-normal and Rayleigh fading channels (i.e., m = 1 and ­ = 1),
when L = 1, the ergodic capacity is lower bounded by
DRayleigh ¸ D2 =
1
ln2
1
p
¼
N X
i=1
wiZ(ai); (4.39)
where Z(t) = e
NtN0Dv
Pe
p
2¾t+¹
´ PNtNr¡1
k=0 Ek+1
µ
NtN0D
v
Pe
p
2¾t+¹
´
¶
, fwig and faig are deﬁned as in (4.35).
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.5, and is omitted. ¤
4.5 Numerical Results
In this section, we present some numerical results to examine the tightness of various capacity upper and
lower bounds developed in the above sections.
40For the Monte Carlo simulation method used in the section, as well as those in the remaining chapters,
unless otherwise speciﬁed, it means that the simulation results are obtained by computing the desired
function with repeated random sampling input which follows certain distribution function. Moreover,
the desired number of samples and the distribution function are generally application dependent. For
this particular case here, we generate 100,000 complex matrix H with the element of H follows the i.i.d.
Nakagami-m distribution. For each sample, we compute the capacity according to Eq. (4.6) and the ﬁnal
simulation result is computed by averaging over 100,000 sample results. As for various parameters such
as Nt, Nr, m and SNR range, they are randomly chosen according to two main principles: of practical
interest and reasonable computation cost. However, in some cases, the parameters are carefully chosen
to illustrate or verify certain properties.
Figure 4.1 plots three capacity upper bounds presented in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 when m = 0:5
and Nt = 3, Nr = 6. As we can see, all the three bounds are quite tight at the low SNR regime.
However, C2 becomes loose when the SNR increases. Also, we observe that ¹ C1 is the tightest upper
bound, which agrees with the analytical result in Theorem 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Analytical upper bound C1, C2, C3 when m = 0:5, Nt = 3, Nr = 6.
Figure 4.2 plots capacity upper bound ¹ C1 and the high SNR approximation, ¹ Chsnr against Monte Carlo
simulation results when m = 0:5, Nt = 3 and Nr = 1;3;6;12;30. As can be seen, the upper bound
¹ C1 always overlaps with the exact capacity results when s = 1, which is expected because when s = 1,
the overall MIMO channel reduces to a SIMO or MISO channel, and the upper bound (4.10) becomes
exact. In other words, our results include those in [110] as a special case. In addition, it is observed that
the upper bound is generally very tight, e.g., when s = 3 and t = 6 or t = 12, and almost overlaps with
the exact results if t = 30, with the only exception occurs when s = t, or Nt = Nr.
Figure 4.3 examines impact of fading parameter m on the ergodic capacity of the system for Nt = 2 and
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Figure 4.2: Ergodic capacity of Nakagami-m fading channel: Analytical upper bound versus simulation
results when m = 0:5 (one-sided Gaussian distribution).
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Figure 4.3: Ergodic capacity of Nakagami-m fading channel: Analytical upper bound versus simulation
results with m and Nr as parameters.
Nr = 2;4;8;16;32 at average SNR of 5 (dB). We observe that, with the increase of Nr, the impact of
channel fading parameter m on the ergodic capacity decreases gradually. For instance, when Nr = 2,
the ergodic capacity increases considerably when m increases from 0:5 to 3. However, when Nr = 30,
the difference is inappreciable.
Figure 4.4 shows the analytical lower bound curve C1 for different antenna conﬁgurations. It can be
observed that the lower bound is is reasonably tight in all case. In particularly, it performs very good
at the extreme low SNR regime (i.e. < ¡15dB). In addition, the tightness of the lower bound degrades
with the number of antennas, due to the signiﬁcance of the higher order terms.
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Figure 4.4: Ergodic capacity of Nakagami-m fading channel: Analytical lower bound versus simulation
results when m = 2 for different antenna conﬁgurations.
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Figure 4.5: Ergodic capacity of composite Nakagami-m and log-normal fading channels with ¾ = 8
(dB), D1 = 1000 (m), D2 = 1500 (m), D3 = 2000 (m), m=1/2, for different Nr.
Figure 4.5 plots the ergodic capacity of composite Nakagami-m and log-normal channels against the
average received SNR per antenna, ¡a
2. Figure 4.6 plots the composite Rayleigh and log-normal case.
In the simulation, we chose ¹i = 0, ¾i = ¾, for i = 1;:::;L for simplicity. In both ﬁgures, we observe
that the upper bound becomes tighter when Nr is greater which is consistent with the Nakagami-m only
case.
Figure 4.7 investigates the performance of the lower bound. Similar to the lower bound of C-MIMO
2¡a , PS
N0 e
¾2
2´2 , where S is the average path loss deﬁned as S = 1
L
PL
i=1
1
Dv
i
.
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Figure 4.6: Ergodic capacity of composite Rayleigh and log-normal fading channels with ¾ = 8 (dB),
D1 = 1000 (m), D2 = 1500 (m), D3 = 2000 (m), for different Nr.
channels, results illustrate that the lower bound is tight at low SNRs while it becomes looser at high
SNRs, particularly when the number of antennas increases.
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Figure 4.7: Ergodic capacity of composite Rayleigh and log-normal fading channels: Analytical lower
bound versus simulation results when L = 1, ¾ = 8 (dB), D = 1000 (m), for different Nt;Nr.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, by virtue of majorization theory, we have derived ergodic capacity bounds for C-MIMO
and D-MIMO fading channels. In C-MIMO, the capacity for Nakagami-m fading channels was inves-
tigated in detail, where we derived several tight upper bounds in terms of Meijer G-function, and in the
44high SNR regime, a simple closed-form upper bound was presented to gain insight on the impacts of the
system parameters, such as fading severity m, the number of antennas Nt and Nr, etc. We also derived a
tight capacity lower bound for the low SNR regime. The same capacity analysis was also performed for
D-MIMO channels undergoing the composite (long-term) log-normal and (short-term) Nakagami fading
where similar upper and lower bounds were derived.
45Chapter 5
Mutual Information and Outage Analysis of
Multi-Keyhole MIMO Channels
5.1 Introduction
The extraordinary gains of MIMO antenna systems have typically been demonstrated under the key as-
sumption that the scattering is sufﬁciently rich to ensure that the MIMO channel matrix describing the
channel gains between the transmitting and receiving antennas is of full-rank. However, it has also been
shown that when the scattering environment is not-so-rich, the channel may exhibit reduced-rank behav-
ior. In this case, the most commonly studied scenario is the single-keyhole (or pinhole) scenario, which
describes the extreme scenario with the channel matrix having unit rank. This phenomenon has been
validated theoretically [16] and experimentally [7,8], and the performance of keyhole channels has been
extensively studied for various settings [29,51,68,69,78,83]. However, in practice the extremely rank-
deﬁcient behavior implied by the single-keyhole assumption may be too restrictive. This has motivated
the so-called multi-keyhole channel model in [52–54], which generalizes and extends the applicability
of the single-keyhole model. In fact, the multi-keyhole model provides a highly generalized channel de-
scription which embraces arbitrary rank behavior, and includes the conventional single-keyhole and rich
scattering Rayleigh MIMO channel scenarios as special cases. The multi-keyhole channel is closely re-
lated to the double-scattering channel model proposed in [25], with the two models becoming equivalent
when there is no correlation between the transmit and receive antennas.
In contrast to rich scattering MIMO channels, there are very few analytical results pertaining to the
multi-keyhole channel model. In [53], it was revealed that the asymptotic instantaneous capacity of the
multi-keyhole channel is described by summing the capacities of each individual keyhole. In [82], an
upper bound for the capacity was presented. In [25], some approximations were provided for the p.d.f.
of the eigenvalues of the channel correlation matrix, and these were used to study the performance of the
multi-keyhole channel. In [104], the asymptotic diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) was considered,
and [85] investigated the performance of orthogonal STBC (OSTBC) systems. Very recently, [37,112]studied the performance of MIMO multi-keyhole systems with CSIT, considering the special case of the
multi-keyhole channel for which the power of each keyhole is unity.
In this chapter, we present a thorough investigation of multi-keyhole MIMO channels. Based on some
newly derived statistical expressions for a product of complex random matrices presented in Chapter 3,
we examine the mutual information and outage performance of MIMO systems operating over multi-
keyhole channels. We consider two important scenarios. First, we derive new exact closed-form ex-
pressions and simpliﬁed upper and lower bounds for the ergodic mutual information, assuming that the
transmitter has no access to the CSI but the receiver has perfect knowledge. We then present new per-
formance results for optimal transmit beamforming scheme assuming both the transmitter and receiver
have perfect CSI.
5.2 System Model
We consider a communication link with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas operating in frequency
non-selective channels. The received signals can be expressed in vector form as
y = Hx + n; (5.1)
where n » CN(0;¾2I), and x = [x1;x2;:::;xNt]T is the transmit symbol vector, with Exfkxk2g = P.
ThematrixHrepresentstheMIMOchannel, whichwemodelaccordingtothemultiplekeyholestructure
as follows [53,54]
H =
Nk X
k=1
akhr;kh
y
t;k = HrAH
y
t; (5.2)
where Hr = [hr;1;:::;hr;Nk], Ht = [ht;1;:::;ht;Nk], and A = diag(a1;:::;aNk), with Nk de-
noting the total number of independent keyholes, and ak representing the complex gain for the kth
keyhole. Moreover, Hr and Ht are mutually-independent matrices » CN Nr;Nk(0Nr£Nk;I ­ I) and
» CN Nt;Nk(0Nt£Nk;I ­ I), respectively. Let B
¢ = AAy, We assume that channel is normalized such
that Eftrace(HHy)g = NrNt, and therefore trace(B) = 1.
For a general multi-keyhole MIMO channel, when the transmitter has no access to CSI while the receiver
has perfect knowledge, the ergodic mutual information of a MIMO multi-keyhole channel is readily
given by
I(°) = EHr;Ht
½
log2 det
µ
I +
°
Nt
HyH
¶¾
; (5.3)
where ° , P
¾2 is the SNR per transmit antenna.
For transmit beamforming system, the transmitted signal vector is x = woptx, with x representing
the information symbol, and wopt denoting the optimal transmit weight vector given by the dominant
eigenvector of HyH (i.e., the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue). At the receiver,
the signals on each receive antenna are linearly combined according to the MRC principle using the
47optimal receive weight vector (Hwopt)y to give
z = wopt
yHyHwoptx + wopt
yHyn : (5.4)
This linear transmit-receive processing, commonly known as MIMO beamforming, maximizes the in-
stantaneous SNR at the receiver, which is given by
½ = °w
y
optHyHwopt = °¸max; (5.5)
where ¸max denotes the maximum eigenvalue of HyH.
5.3 Ergodic Mutual Information Analysis
In this section, we study the ergodic mutual information of a general multi-keyhole MIMO channel.
(5.3) can be alternatively expressed as
I(°) = EHr;Ht
½
log2 det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
tAyHy
rHrAHt
¶¾
(5.6)
= pE¸
½
log2
µ
1 +
°
Nt
¸
¶¾
; (5.7)
where ¸ is an unordered eigenvalue of random matrix HyH. Utilizing the p.d.f. expression presented in
Theorem 3.3, we derive a new closed-form expression for the ergodic mutual information, as given by
the following result.
Theorem 5.1 When equal-power allocation is employed, the ergodic mutual information of a MIMO
multi-keyhole channel is expressed as
I(°) =
log2 e
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
Nk X
i=1
Nk X
j=Nk¡p+1
b
j¡1
i Di;jG
1;4
4;2
³
°bi
Nt
¯ ¯
¯
Nk+j¡1¡m;Nk+j¡1¡n;1;1
1;0
´
¡(n ¡ Nk + j)¡(m ¡ Nk + j)
; (5.8)
where Gp;q
m;n(x) is the Meijer-G function [26], and and Di;j is the (i;j)th cofactor of the matrix ¥ whose
(l;k)th entry equals
[¥]l;k = b
k¡1
l ; for 1 · l;k · Nk : (5.9)
Proof: The result can be proved by simply invoking Theorem 3.3 and performing a simple integral with
the help of [26, (7.821.3)]. ¤
Whilst Theorem 5.1 presents an exact closed-form expression for the ergodic mutual information, for the
extremely low SNR regime (e.g. ° · ¡15dB) or when Nt grows large, the evaluation of the Meijer-G
function can be computationally expensive. Hence, in those cases, it is better to use the bounds shown
in the following theorems or some asymptotic results in [53].
48Theorem 5.2 The ergodic mutual information of a MIMO multi-keyhole channel is upper bounded by
I(°) · I(°) = log2
Ã
det(¢)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
!
: (5.10)
Proof: The result is obtained by applying Jensen’s inequality and then invoking Theorem 3.8. ¤
To this end, we present the following lemma which will be used for simplifying the mutual information
upper bound expression given in Theorem 5.2 for special case n = 1.
Lemma 5.1 For distinct numbers fxig, i = 1;:::;t, let Vt denote the Vandermonde matrix of fxig
with entries
[Vt]l;k = x
k¡1
l ; for 1 · l;k · t: (5.11)
Likewise, deﬁne the matrix Xt;k, for k = 0;1;:::;t ¡ 2, as
Xt;k =
2
6
6 6
6
6 6
4
1 x1 ¢¢¢ xk
1 x
k+2
1 x
k+3
1 ¢¢¢ xt
1
1 x2 ¢¢¢ xk
2 x
k+2
2 x
k+3
2 ¢¢¢ xt
2
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
. . .
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
. . .
1 xt ¢¢¢ xk
t x
k+2
t x
k+3
t ¢¢¢ xt
t
3
7
7 7
7
7 7
5
: (5.12)
Then, the determinant of Xt;k can be computed as
det(Xt;k) = det(Vt)St¡1¡k(x1;:::;xt); (5.13)
where Sk(x1;¢¢¢ ;xt) is the elementary symmetric polynomial in t variables x1;:::;xt, deﬁned by
Sk(x1;¢¢¢ ;xt)
¢ =
X
1·i1<¢¢¢<ik·t
xi1xi2 ¢¢¢xik: (5.14)
Proof: See Appendix C.1. ¤
Corollary 5.1 When n = 1, the ergodic mutual information upper bound I(¢) reduces to
I(°) = log2 (1 + °m): (5.15)
Proof: The result is obtained by using Lemma 5.1 and the assumption that
PNk
i=1 bi = 1. ¤
Corollary 5.1 indicates that for SIMO or MISO multi-keyhole systems, the number of keyholes does
not have a signiﬁcant impact on the ergodic mutual information. This result is quite intuitive, since for
SIMO or MISO, the multiplexing gain is limited to unity, regardless of the number of keyholes. This is
in contrast to MIMO systems, in which case the number of keyholes may adversely effect the ergodic
49mutual information. This effect is most signiﬁcant when the number of keyholes is less than the number
of transmit and receive antennas, in which case the number of keyholes limits the multiplexing gain of
the system.
Theorem 5.3 The ergodic mutual information of a MIMO multi-keyhole channel is lower bounded by
I(°) ¸ I(°) =
plog2
Ã
1 +
°
Nt
exp
Ã
1
p
" p X
s=1
Ã(m ¡ p + s) +
p X
s=1
Ã(n ¡ p + s) +
PNk
s=Nk¡p+1 det(Ys)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
#!!
;
(5.16)
where Ys has been deﬁned in (3.63).
Proof: Utilizing the result in [72, Theorem 1] and Theorem 3.10 yields the desired result. ¤
Corollary 5.2 When p = 1, the ergodic mutual information lower bound I(¢) reduces to
I(°) = log2
Ã
1 +
°
Nt
exp
Ã
Ã(m) + Ã(n) +
det(YNk)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
!!
: (5.17)
If p = Nk = 1, then
I(°) = log2
µ
1 +
°
Nt
exp(Ã(m) + Ã(n))
¶
: (5.18)
Proof: The proof is straightforward and is omitted. ¤
5.4 Outage Analysis of MIMO-MRC system
In this section, we analyze the outage performance of MIMO-MRC system in multi-keyhole MIMO
channels, which is deﬁned as the probability that the received SNR drops below some predeﬁned thresh-
old, i.e.,
Pout(°th)
¢ = Pr(½ < °th) : (5.19)
From Equation (5.5), it is clear that the performance of this optimal MIMO beamforming system is
determined by the statistics of ¸max. Invoking Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following result
Theorem 5.4 The outage probability of the optimal MIMO beamforming system in multi-keyhole chan-
nels can be expressed as
Pout(°th) =
(¡1)
p(p¡1)
2 det
³
©
³
°th
°
´´
Qp
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (5.20)
50and ©(x) is an Nk £ Nk matrix whose (l;k)th entry is given by
[©(x)]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ p;
g(x)l;k; k > Nk ¡ p;
(5.21)
with
g(x)l;k = ¡(q ¡ k + 1)b
2Nk¡p¡k
l ¡ b
Nk¡n¡1
l
m+q¡n¡k X
t=0
xt
¡(t + 1)
2(blx)
q¡t¡k+1
2 Kq¡t¡k+1
µ
2
r
x
bl
¶
:
(5.22)
Proof: The proof follows directly from Thoerem 3.3. ¤
Theorem 5.4 is quite general and valid for arbitrary antenna and keyhole numbers. It only involves
standardfunctionsandcanbeefﬁcientlyevaluatedbymathematicaltoolssuchasMatlaborMathematica.
However, the expression is too complicated to gain any insights. Therefore, we look into a special case,
where simpler expressions can be obtained.
Corollary 5.3 In the low outage regime, the outage probability of the optimal beamforming system in
MISO/SIMO multi-keyhole channels can be approximated as
Pn=1
out (°th) ¼
8
> > > > > <
> > > > > :
¡(m¡Nk)
¡(m)¡(Nk+1)
QNk
i=1 bi
³
°th
°
´Nk
; m > Nk;
1
¡(m)¡(m+1)
QNk
i=1 bi
ln
³
°
°th
´³
°th
°
´Nk
; m = Nk;
(¡1)
m¡1
¡(m)¡(m+1)
det(©
4)
QNk
i<j(bj¡bi)
³
°th
°
´m
; m < Nk:
(5.23)
Proof: This result is easily obtained by using Theorem 3.4, and noting that when m = Nk, the lnx term
inside the brackets in (3.31) dominates the constant terms as x ! 0. ¤
Corollary 5.3 indicates that the diversity order of MISO/SIMO systems is given by d = min(m;Nk).
Besides revealing the diversity order of MISO/SIMO multi-keyhole systems, Corollary 5.3 also shows
that the power distribution of the keyholes (the bi’s) affects the array gain of the system. To gain insights
into this effect, let us ﬁrst consider the case m ¸ Nk. To this end, it is convenient to apply tools from
majorization theory [62], which leads to the following result.
Corollary 5.4 When m ¸ Nk, Pn=1
out (°th) is a Schur-convex function with respect to bi, i = 1;¢¢¢ ;Nk.
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that
QNk
i=1 bi is a Schur-concave function [73]. ¤
The alternative case m < Nk is more difﬁcult to analyze due to the determinant expression involving the
bi’s in (5.23). However, for the special case when Nk = 2 (or m = 1, i.e., SISO multi-keyhole channel),
we have the following result.
51Table 5.1: Power distribution among keyholes.
Nk (b1;:::;bNk)
1 (1)
2 (0.4, 0.6)
3 (0.2, 0.3, 0.5)
4 (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4)
5 (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.35)
6 (0.05, 0.1, 0.12, 0.13, 0.25, 0.35)
Corollary 5.5 When Nk = 2 and m = 1, Pn=1
out (°th) is a Schur-convex function with respect to bi, for
i = 1;:::;Nk.
Proof: See Appendix C.2. ¤
Both Corollary 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 indicate that as the power distribution amongst the keyholes (i.e.,
the bi’s) becomes “less spread”, the outage probability improves.
5.5 Numerical Results
In this section, we provide some numerical results to verify the analytical expressions derived in the
above sections. In all simulations, the power distribution among keyholes is given in Table 5.1, and the
simulation results are obtained based on 100,000 independent channel realizations.
Figure 5.1 plots the exact curve according to (5.8) against Monte-Carlo simulation curves for Nt = 5,
Nr = 3 with different Nk. As observed from Figure 5.1, the analytical curves match perfectly with
the Monte-Carlo simulation curves for all cases, which conﬁrms the correctness of the analytical results.
It is also observed that the mutual information of multi-keyhole channel is always inferior to that of a
standard MIMO channel with same Nt and Nr.
Figure 5.2 compares the ergodic mutual information upper (5.10) and lower bound (5.16) with the exact
results in (5.8). We see that both bounds are very tight. Moreover, in the low SNR regime the upper
bound and exact results coincide, whilst in the high SNR regime the lower bound and exact results
coincide.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the outage probability for the optimal MIMO beamforming system in multi-keyhole
channels. We see that when the number of keyholes increases, the performance approaches that of a
Rayleigh MIMO channel. Surprisingly, we also observe that there is a crossover point, indicating that at
high outage levels (equivalently, at sufﬁciently low SNR), the performance of a multi-keyhole channel
can be superior than that of a Rayleigh MIMO channel. However, despite this cross-over point, for
outage levels of practical interest (eg. < 0:1), achieving a given outage level requires lower SNR for a
Rayleigh MIMO channel compared with multi-keyhole channels.
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Figure 5.1: Ergodic mutual information of multi-keyhole MIMO channels with equal-power allocation.
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Figure 5.2: Ergodic mutual information bounds for MIMO multi-keyhole channels.
Figure 5.4 compares the exact outage probability curves based on Theorem 5.4, low outage approxima-
tion curves based on Corollary 5.3, and Monte-Carlo simulated curves. Results are shown for a system
with Nt = 4, Nr = 1, and different numbers of keyholes. It can be observed that the approximation
curves are very accurate in the low outage regime. We also see that the slope of the outage curves are
determined by the minimum of Nk and m; thereby conﬁrming our diversity analysis.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the impact of the power distribution on the outage curves when Nt = 4, Nr = 1,
and Nk = 2. Three curves are plotted according to the power distributions (b1;b2) corresponding to
(0:05;0:95), (0:15;0:85) and (0:45;0:55), respectively. Note that
(0:05;0:95) Â (0:15;0:85) Â (0:45;0:55); (5.24)
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Figure 5.3: The outage probability of the optimal MIMO beamforming system in multi-keyhole chan-
nels.
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Figure 5.4: The outage probability of the optimal beamforming system in MISO multi-keyhole channels
for different number of keyholes with Nt = 4, Nr = 1.
which, from Corollary 5.4, implies that
Pn=1
out (°th)(0:05;0:95) ¸ Pn=1
out (°th)(0:15;0:85) ¸ Pn=1
out (°th)(0:45;0:55) : (5.25)
The outage curves in Figure 5.5 conﬁrm this analysis.
5.6 Conclusion
Multi-keyhole MIMO channels bridge the gap between single-keyhole and rich-scattering (full-rank)
MIMO channels. In this chapter, we have provided an analytical characterization of the statistical prop-
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Figure 5.5: The outage probability of the optimal beamforming system in MISO multi-keyhole channels
with different power distributions with Nt = 4, Nr = 1, Nk = 2.
erties of multi-keyhole MIMO channel matrices. In particular, we derived exact expressions for the p.d.f.
of an unordered eigenvalue, exact and asymptotic expressions for the distribution of the maximum eigen-
value, as well as closed-form expressions for the expected log-determinant and expected characteristic
polynomial. These results were applied to investigate the ergodic MIMO mutual information, and the
outage probability of optimal transmit beamforming in multi-keyhole MIMO channels. The ﬁndings
suggest that performance in multi-keyhole MIMO channels is generally inferior to that of rich-scattering
MIMO channels.
55Chapter 6
Capacity of AF MIMO Dual-Hop Systems
6.1 Introduction
Point-to-point MIMO communication systems have been receiving considerable attention in the last
decade due to their potential for providing linear capacity growth and signiﬁcant performance improve-
ments over conventional SISO systems [23,94]. Recently, the application of MIMO techniques in a
cooperative communication setting [49,50,79,80] has become a topic of increasing interest as a means
of achieving further performance improvements in wireless networks [12,13,70,99,101].
A great deal of research works has been conducted to gain fundamental understanding of the capac-
ity of this class of systems [11,65,66,97,98,105]. In [11], the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-
hop systems was examined for a large numbers of relay antennas K, and was shown to scale with
logK. Asymptotic ergodic capacity results were also obtained in [97] by means of the replica method
from statistical physics. In [65,66], the asymptotic network capacity was examined as the number of
source/desination antennas M and relay antennas K grew large with a ﬁxed-ratio K=M ! ¯ using
tools from large-dimensional RMT. It was demonstrated that for ¯ ! 1, the relay network behaved
equivalently to a point-to-point MIMO link. The results of [65,66] were further elaborated in [105]
where a general asymptotic ergodic capacity formula was presented for multi-level AF relay networks.
Recently, the asymptotic mean and variance of the mutual information in correlated Rayleigh fading was
studied in [98].
All of these prior capacity results, however, were derived by employing asymptotic methods (i.e., by
letting the system dimensions grow to inﬁnity). There appear to be no analytical ergodic capacity results
which apply for AF MIMO dual hop systems with arbitrary ﬁnite antenna and relaying conﬁgurations.
In this chapter we derive new exact analytical results, simple closed-form high SNR expressions, and
tight closed-form upper and lower bounds on the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems. In
contrast to previous results, our expressions apply for any ﬁnite number of MIMO antennas and for
arbitrary number of relay antennas.

ns


n


n r
H1 H2
Source Relay Destination
d
Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of a MIMO dual-hop system, where there is no direct link between
source and destination.
6.2 System Model
We employ the same AF MIMO dual-hop system model as in [65,66]. In particular, suppose that there
are ns source antennas, nr relay antennas and nd destination antennas, which we represent by the 3-
tuple (ns;nr;nd). All terminals operate in half-duplex mode, and as such communication occurs from
source to relay and from relay to destination in two separate time slots. It is assumed that there is no
direct communication link between the source and destination, as sketched in Figure 6.1. The end-to-end
input-output relation of this channel is then given by
y = H2FH1s + H2Fnnr + nnd (6.1)
where s is the transmit symbol vector, nnr and nnd are the relay and destination noise vectors respec-
tively, F =
p
®=(nr (1 + ½))Inr (® corresponds to the overall power gain of the relay terminal) is the
forwarding matrix at the relay terminal which simply forwards scaled versions of its received signals,
and H1 » CN nr;ns(0nr£ns;I ­ I) and H2 » CN nd;nr(0nd£nr;I ­ I) denote the channel matrices of
the ﬁrst hop and the second hop respectively. The input symbols are chosen to be i.i.d. zero-mean circu-
lant symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random variables and the per antenna power is assumed
to be ½=ns, i.e., E
©
ssyª
= (½=ns)Ins. The additive noise at the relay and destination are assumed to be
white in both space and time and are modeled as ZMCSCG with unit variance, i.e., E
©
nnrny
nr
ª
= Inr
and E
©
nndny
nd
ª
= Ind. We assume that the source and relay have no CSI, and that the destination has
perfect knowledge of both H2 and H2H1.
The ergodic capacity (in b/s/Hz) of the AF MIMO dual-hop system described above can be written
as [65,66,97]
C =
1
2
E
©
log2 det
¡
I + RsR¡1
n
¢ª
(6.2)
57where Rs and Rn are nd £ nd matrices given by
Rs =
½a
ns
H2H1H
y
1H
y
2 (6.3)
and
Rn = Ind + aH2H
y
2 (6.4)
respectively, with
a =
®
nr (1 + ½)
: (6.5)
Using the identity
det(I + AB) = det(I + BA); (6.6)
(6.2) can be alternatively expressed as
C (½) =
1
2
E
½
log2 det
µ
Ins +
½a
ns
H
y
1H
y
2R¡1
n H2H1
¶¾
: (6.7)
Next, we utilize the singular value decomposition to write H2 = U2D2V
y
2, where
D2 = diag
©
¸1;:::;¸min(nd;nr)
ª
(6.8)
is an nd £ nr diagonal matrix, with diagonal elements pertaining to the increasing ordered singular
values, and U2 2 Cnd£nd and V2 2 Cnr£nr are unitary matrices containing the respective eigenvectors.
Since H1 is invariant under left and right unitary transformation, the ergodic capacity in (6.7) can be
further simpliﬁed as
C (½) =
1
2
E
½
log2 det
µ
Inr +
½a
ns
H
y
1ªH1
¶¾
; (6.9)
where
ª =
8
> > > <
> > > :
diag
n
¸
2
1
1+a¸2
1;:::;
¸
2
nr
1+a¸2
nr
o
; nr · nd;
diag
8
<
:
¸
2
1
1+a¸2
1;:::;
¸
2
nd
1+a¸2
nd
;0;:::;0
| {z }
nr¡nd
9
=
;
; nr > nd:
(6.10)
It is then easily established that
C (½) =
1
2
E
½
log2 det
µ
Ins +
½a
ns
~ H
y
1L~ H1
¶¾
; (6.11)
58where ~ H
y
1 » CN ns;q (0;Ins ­ Iq), with q = min(nd;nr), and
L = diag
©
¸2
i=
¡
1 + a¸2
i
¢ªq
i=1 : (6.12)
Equivalently, we can now write
C (½) =
s
2
Z 1
0
log2
µ
1 +
½a
ns
¸
¶
f¸ (¸)d¸; (6.13)
where s = min(ns;q), ¸ denotes an unordered eigenvalue of the random matrix ~ H
y
1L~ H1, and f¸ (¢)
denotes the corresponding p.d.f..
6.3 Exact Ergodic Capacity Analysis
In this section, we present new analytical expressions for the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop
systems.
Theorem 6.1 The exact ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems can be expressed as
C (½) = K
q X
l=1
q X
k=q¡s+1
q+ns¡l X
i=0
¡q+ns¡l
i
¢
aq+ns¡l¡i
¡(ns ¡ q + k)
Gl;kJi;k; (6.14)
where
K =
³Yq
i=1
¡(q ¡ i + 1)¡(p ¡ i + 1)
´¡1
; (6.15)
and
Ji;k =
Z 1
0
log2
µ
1 +
½a
ns
¸
¶
e¡¸a¸(2ns+2k+p¡q¡i¡3)=2Kp+q¡i¡1
³
2
p
¸
´
d¸ : (6.16)
Proof: The above result can be obtained by substituting the p.d.f. expression of an unordered eigenvalue
derived in Theorem 3.1 in (6.13). ¤
The integral in (6.16) can be evaluated either numerically, or can be expressed as an inﬁnite series
involving Meijer-G functions. To this end, we examine the ergodic capacity relationship of AF MIMO
dual-hop systems and single-hop MIMO systems in the following subsection.
6.3.1 Analogies with Single-Hop MIMO Ergodic Capacity
LetCSH¡MIMO(ns;nd;½)denotetheergodiccapacityofaconventionalsingle-hopi.i.d.Rayleighfading
MIMO channel matrix H » CN nd;ns(0nd£ns;I ­ I), with ns transmit and nd receive antennas, and
59average SNR ½, i.e..
CSH¡MIMO(ns;nd;½) = E
½
log2 det
µ
Ind +
½
ns
HHy
¶¾
: (6.17)
Here, we demonstrate four particular cases for which the AF MIMO dual-hop channel relates directly to
single-hop MIMO channels, in terms of ergodic capacity.
² As the number of relay antennas grows large, i.e., nr ! 1, the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO
dual-hop systems becomes
lim
nr!1C (½) =
1
2
CSH¡MIMO
µ
ns;nd;
½®
1 + ½ + ®
¶
: (6.18)
A proof is presented in Appendix D.1. Note that a similar phenomenon has been derived in [11],
for the special case ns = nd. Here, (6.18) generalizes that result for arbitrary source and destina-
tion antenna conﬁgurations.
² As the number of source antennas grows large, i.e., ns ! 1, the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO
dual-hop systems becomes
lim
ns!1
C (½) =
1
2
CSH¡MIMO (nr;nd;®) ¡
1
2
CSH¡MIMO
µ
nr;nd;
®
1 + ½
¶
: (6.19)
A proof is presented in Appendix D.2. Interestingly, we see that as ½ grows large, the right-most
term in (6.19) disappears, and the AF MIMO dual-hop capacity becomes equivalent to one half
of the ergodic capacity of a single-hop MIMO channel with nr transmit antennas, nd receive
antennas, and average SNR ®.
² As the number of destination antennas grows large, i.e., nd ! 1, the ergodic capacity of AF
MIMO dual-hop systems becomes
lim
nd!1C (½) =
1
2
CSH¡MIMO (ns;nr;½): (6.20)
The result is trivially obtained by directly taking ¸2
i ! 1 in (6.11). We see that the AF MIMO
dual-hop capacity becomes equivalent to one half of the ergodic capacity of a single-hop MIMO
channel with ns transmit antennas, nr receive antennas, and average SNR ½.
² As the power gain of the relay grows large, i.e., ® ! 1, the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO
dual-hop systems becomes
lim
®!1
C (½) =
1
2
CSH¡MIMO (ns;q;½): (6.21)
The result is trivially obtained by directly taking ® ! 1 in (6.11). Thus we see the interesting
result that even as the relay power gain becomes very large, the capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop
60channels remains bounded, and in fact becomes equivalent to one half of the ergodic capacity of
a single-hop MIMO channel with ns transmit antennas, q = min(nr;nd) receive antennas, and
average SNR ½.
We note that for each of the cases (6.18)–(6.21), closed-form expressions can be obtained by directly
invoking known results from the single-hop MIMO capacity literature (eg. see [82]).
In order to obtain further simpliﬁed closed-form results, it is useful to investigate the ergodic capacity in
the high SNR regime. This is presented in the subsection below.
6.3.2 High SNR Capacity Analysis
For the high SNR regime, we consider one important scenario where the source and relay powers grow
large proportionately.
Here we have ® ! 1, ½ ! 1, with ®=½ = ¯, for some ﬁxed ¯. Then ½a ! ®
nr and a ! ¯=nr, and
the ergodic capacity at high SNR reduces to
C (½)j®;½!1;®=½=¯ =
1
2
E
½
log2 det
µ
Ins +
½¯
nsnr
~ H
y
1¹ L~ H1
¶¾
; (6.22)
where ¹ L = diag
©
¸2
i=
¡
1 + (¯=nr)¸2
i
¢ªq
i=1. We can express (6.22) in the general form [57]
C (½)j®;½!1;;®=½=¯ = S1
µ
½jdB
3dB
¡ L1
¶
+ o(1); (6.23)
where 3dB = 10log10(2). Here, the two key parameters are S1, which denotes the high-SNR slope in
bits/s/Hz/(3 dB) given by
S1 = lim
®;½!1
C (½)j®;½!1;®=½=¯
log2(½)
(6.24)
and L1, which represents the high-SNR power offset in 3 dB units given by
L1 = lim
®;½!1
Ã
log2(½) ¡
C (½)j®;½!1;®=½=¯
S1
!
: (6.25)
From (6.22), we can evaluate S1 and L1 in closed-form as follows.
Theorem 6.2 For the case ® ! 1, ½ ! 1, with ®=½ = ¯, the high-SNR slope and high-SNR power
offset of AF MIMO dual-hop systems are given by
S1 =
s
2
bit=s=Hz=(3dB) (6.26)
61and1
L1(ns;nr;nd) = log2
µ
nsnr
¯
¶
¡
1
sln2
2
4
s X
k=1
Ã (ns + k ¡ s) + K
q X
k=q¡s+1
det
¡ ¹ Wk
¢
3
5 (6.27)
respectively, where ¹ Wk is a q £ q matrix with entries
© ¹ Wk
ª
m;n =
8
<
:
³
¯
nr
´1¡¿
#¿¡1
³
¯
nr
´
; n 6= k;
&m+n
³
¯
nr
´
; n = k:
(6.28)
For the case q = s (i.e. corresponding to min(ns;nr;nd) = nd or min(ns;nr;nd) = nr), the high SNR
power offset (6.27) admits the alternative form
L1(ns;nr;nd) = log2
µ
nsnr
¯
¶
¡
1
sln2
2
4
s X
k=1
Ã (ns ¡ s + k) +
q¡1 X
i=0
i X
j=0
2j X
l=0
2q¡l¡2 X
k=0
µ
2q ¡ l ¡ 2
k
¶
£ A(i;j;l;p;q)
µ
¯
nr
¶2q¡l¡2¡k
¡(p + q ¡ k ¡ 1)
Ã
Ã (p + q ¡ k ¡ 1) ¡
p+q¡k¡2 X
m=0
gm
µ
nr
¯
¶!#
:
(6.29)
Proof: See Appendix D.3. ¤
Interestingly, we see that the high SNR slope depends only on the minimum system dimension, i.e.
s = min(ns;nr;nd), whereas the high SNR power offset is a much more intricate function of ns, nr,
and nd.
It is important to note that Theorem 6.2 presents an exact characterization of the key high SNR ergodic
capacity parameters, S1 and L1(¢), for arbitrary numbers of antennas at the source, relay, and desti-
nation terminals. We now examine some particular cases of Theorem 6.2, in which these expressions
reduce to simple forms.
Corollary 6.1 Let nr = 1. Then S1 = 1=2, and L1(¢) reduces to
L1(ns;1;nd) = log2
µ
ns
¯
¶
¡
1
ln2
"
Ã (ns) + Ã (nd) ¡
nd¡1 X
m=0
gm
µ
1
¯
¶#
: (6.30)
Note that, as ns grows large, Ã (ns) = lnns + o(1) [4, (6.3.18)], where the o(1) term disappears as
ns ! 1, and as such we have
lim
ns!1L1(ns;1;nd) = log2
µ
1
¯
¶
¡
1
ln2
"
Ã (nd) ¡
nd¡1 X
m=0
gm
µ
1
¯
¶#
: (6.31)
1Note that here we explicitly indicate the dependence of the high SNR power offset on ns, nr, and nd.
62Corollary 6.2 Let nd = 1. Then S1 = 1=2, and L1(¢) reduces to
L1(ns;nr;1) = log2
µ
nsnr
¯
¶
¡
1
ln2
"
Ã (ns) + Ã (nr) ¡
nr¡1 X
m=0
gm
µ
nr
¯
¶#
: (6.32)
In this case, as ns grows large we have
lim
ns!1
L1(ns;nr;1) = log2
µ
nr
¯
¶
¡
1
ln2
"
Ã (nr) ¡
nr¡1 X
m=0
gm
µ
nr
¯
¶#
: (6.33)
Based on these results, we can easily examine the effect of the relative power gain factor ¯ on the
ergodic capacity. In particular, noting that gl (x) in (3.59) is a monotonically decreasing function of
x in the interval2 [0;1), we see that increasing ¯, whilst having no effect on the high SNR capacity
slope S1, results in decreasing the high SNR power offset L1(¢), and therefore increasing the ergodic
capacity in the high SNR regime.
Corollary 6.3 Let ns = nr = 1. Adding k destination antennas, while not altering S1, would reduce
the high SNR power offset as
±(nd;k)
¢ = L1 (1;1;nd + k) ¡ L1 (1;1;nd)
= ¡
1
ln2
nd+k¡1 X
l=nd
µ
1
`
+ gl
µ
1
¯
¶¶
: (6.34)
Note that, to obtain this result, we have invoked the deﬁnition of the digamma function [26]. Since
gl (x) > 0 for x 2 [0;1), it is clear that the high SNR power offset L1(¢) in (6.34) is a decreas-
ing function of k, thereby conﬁrming the intuitive notion that adding more antennas to the destination
terminal has the effect of improving the ergodic capacity.
6.4 Ergodic Capacity Upper Bound
The following theorem presents a new tight upper bound on the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop
systems.
Theorem 6.3 The ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems is upper bounded by
C (½) · CU(½) =
1
2
log2
¡
Kdet(¹ ¥)
¢
; (6.35)
where ¹ ¥ is deﬁned in (3.47).
2This conclusion is easily established by noting that d=dx(gl (x)) = ex [El+1 (x) ¡ El (x)], and using [4, Eq. 5.1.17].
63Proof: Application of Jensen’s inequality gives3
C (½) 6
1
2
log2 E
½
det
µ
Ins +
½a
ns
~ H
y
1L~ H1
¶¾
: (6.36)
The result now follows by using Theorem 3.7. ¤
The following corollaries present some example scenarios for which the upper bound (6.35) reduces to
simpliﬁed forms.
Corollary 6.4 For the case ns ! 1, CU(½) becomes
lim
ns!1
CU(½) =
1
2
log2
¡
Kdet(¹ ¥1)
¢
; (6.37)
where ¹ ¥1 is a q £ q matrix with entries
©¹ ¥1
ª
m;n = a1¡¿#¿¡1(a) + ½a1¡¿#¿(a): (6.38)
Proof: The proof is straightforward and is omitted. ¤
This result shows that in AF MIMO dual-hop systems, when the numbers of antennas at both the relay
and destination remain ﬁxed, the ergodic capacity remains bounded as the number of source antennas
grows large. This is in agreement with the results in Section 6.3.1.
Note that for the scenarios nr ! 1 and nd ! 1, simpliﬁed closed-form results can also be obtained
by taking the corresponding limits in (6.37) or, alternatively, by using the equivalent single-hop MIMO
capacity relations in (6.18) and (6.20), and applying known upper bounds for single-hop MIMO channels
in [72]. We omit these expressions here for the sake of brevity.
Corollary 6.5 Let nr = 1. Then, CU(½) reduces to
C
nr=1
U (½) =
1
2
log2
µ
1 + ½nde
1+½
® End+1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶¶
: (6.39)
When nd ! 1, C
nr=1
U (½) becomes
lim
nd!1
C
nr=1
U (½) =
1
2
log2 (1 + ½): (6.40)
When ® ! 1, C
nr=1
U (½) becomes
lim
®!1C
nr=1
U (½) =
1
2
log2 (1 + ½): (6.41)
3Note that this inequality has also been applied in the ergodic capacity analysis of single-user single-hop MIMO systems (see
eg. [36,63,108]).
64Proof: See Appendix D.4. ¤
This shows the interesting result that if a single relay antenna is employed, then when either the number
of destination antennas nd or the relay gain ® grows large, the ergodic capacity is upper bounded by the
capacity of an AWGN SISO channel.
Corollary 6.6 In the high SNR regime, (i.e., as ½ ! 1) for ﬁxed relay gain ®, CU(½) becomes
lim
½!1CU(½) =
1
2
log2
³
Kdet(~ ¥)
´
; (6.42)
where ~ ¥ is a q £ q matrix with entries
n
~ ¥
o
m;n
=
8
<
:
¡(¿ ¡ 1); n · q ¡ ns;
¡(¿ ¡ 1)
³
1 + ®
nsnr (ns ¡ q + n)(¿ ¡ 1)
´
; n > q ¡ ns:
(6.43)
Proof: The proof follows from the observation that when ½ ! 1, then a ! 0, and that asymptotic
ﬁrst-order expansion for conﬂuent hypergeometric function U [4] can be expressed as
U (c;b;z) = z¡c + o(1); z ! 1: (6.44)
¤
6.5 Ergodic Capacity Lower Bound
The following theorem presents a new tight lower bound on the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop
systems.
Theorem 6.4 The ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems is lower bounded by
C (½) ¸ CL(½) =
s
2
log2
0
@1 +
½a
ns
exp
0
@1
s
2
4
s X
k=1
Ã (ns ¡ s + k) + K
q X
k=q¡s+1
det(Wk)
3
5
1
A
1
A;
(6.45)
where Wk is deﬁned as in (3.57).
Proof: See Appendix D.5. ¤
The following corollaries present some example scenarios for which the lower bound (6.45) reduces to
simpliﬁed forms.
65Corollary 6.7 For the case ns ! 1, CL(½) reduces to
lim
ns!1
CL (½) =
s
2
log2
Ã
1 + ½aexp
Ã
K
s
q X
k=1
det(Wk)
!!
: (6.46)
Proof: When ns ! 1, Ã (ns ¡ q + k) can be approximated as [4, (6.3.18)]
Ã (ns ¡ q + k)jns!1 ¼ ln(ns ¡ q + k)
¼ lnns: (6.47)
Substituting (6.47) into (6.45) yields the desired result. ¤
Again, we note that for the scenarios nr ! 1 and nd ! 1, simpliﬁed closed-form results can also be
obtained by taking the corresponding limits in (6.37) or, alternatively, by using (6.18) and (6.20), and
applying known lower bounds for single-hop MIMO channels in [72].
Corollary 6.8 For the case nr = 1, CL(½) reduces to
C
nr=1
L (½) =
1
2
log2
Ã
1 +
½®
ns (1 + ½)
exp
Ã
Ã (ns) + Ã (nd) ¡ e(1+½)=®
nd¡1 X
l=0
El+1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶!!
:
(6.48)
When ns ! 1, C
nr=1
L (½) becomes
lim
ns!1C
nr=1
L (½) =
1
2
log2
Ã
1 +
½®
1 + ½
exp
Ã
Ã (nd) ¡ e(1+½)=®
nd¡1 X
l=0
El+1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶!!
: (6.49)
When nd ! 1, C
nr=1
L (½) becomes
lim
nd!1C
nr=1
L (½) =
1
2
log2
µ
1 +
½®
ns (1 + ½)
exp
µ
Ã (ns) + Ã
µ
1 + ½
®
¶¶¶
: (6.50)
When ® ! 1, CL(½) becomes
lim
®!1
C
nr=1
L (½) =
1
2
log2
µ
1 +
½
ns
exp(Ã (ns))
¶
: (6.51)
Proof: See Appendix D.6. ¤
As also observed from the upper bound in Corollary 6.5, this result shows that for a system with a single
relay antenna, when the relay gain ® grows large, the ergodic capacity of an AF MIMO dual-hop channel
is lower bounded by the capacity of an AWGN SISO channel (with scaled average SNR).
66Corollary 6.9 In the high SNR regime, (i.e., as ½ ! 1) for ﬁxed relay gain ®, CL(½) becomes
lim
½!1
CL(½) =
s
2
log2
0
@1 +
®
nrns
exp
0
@K
s
q X
k=q¡s+1
det
³
~ Wk
´
1
A
1
A; (6.52)
where ~ Wk is a q £ q matrix with entries
n
~ Wk
o
m;n
=
8
<
:
¡(¿ ¡ 1); n 6= k;
¡(¿ ¡ 1)[Ã (ns ¡ q + n) + Ã (¿ ¡ 1)]; n = k:
(6.53)
Proof: Using the following approximation [4]
Ev (z) ¼ 1
ze¡z ¡
1 + o
¡1
z
¢¢
jzj ! 1 ; (6.54)
&m+n(a) can be approximated as
&m+n(a)j½!1 ¼ ¡(¿ ¡ 1)Ã (¿ ¡ 1) ; (6.55)
which leads to the ﬁnal result. ¤
6.6 Numerical Results
In this section, we verify our analytical expressions and examine the tightness of various upper and lower
bounds proposed in this chapter through Monte-Carlo simulations. The simulation results are computed
by averaging over 100,000 independent channel realizations.
Figure 6.2 compares the exact analytical capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems, based on (6.14) and
(6.16), with Monte-Carlo simulated curves for two different antenna and relay conﬁgurations. In both
cases, there is an exact agreement between the analysis and simulations, as expected.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the relationship in Corollary 6.3, where the high SNR power offset shift ±(nd;k)
is plotted against nd, for k = 1, k = 2, and k = 4. As expected, for a ﬁxed value of k, ±(nd;k) is an
increasing function of nd, approaching a limit of 0 dB as nd ! 1.
Figure 6.4 compares the closed-form upper bound (6.35) with the exact analytical ergodic capacity based
on (6.14) and (6.16), for two different AF MIMO dual-hop system conﬁgurations. The results are shown
as a function of SNR ½, with ® = 2½. We see that the closed-form upper bound is very tight for all SNRs,
for both system conﬁgurations considered. Moreover, we see that in the low SNR regime (e.g., ½ ¼ 5
dB), the upper bound and exact capacity curves coincide.
Figure 6.5 plots the closed-form upper bound (6.39), closed-form lower bound (6.48), and the exact
analytical ergodic capacity based on (6.14) and (6.16), for an AF MIMO dual-hop system with nr = 1.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of exact analytical, high SNR analytical, and Monte Carlo simulation results
for ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems with different antenna conﬁgurations. Results are
shown for ®=½ = 2.
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Figure 6.3: High SNR power offset shift, in decibels, obtaining by adding either (a) one antenna to the
destination, (b) two antennas to the destination, or (c) four antennas to the destination. Results are shown
for ns = nr = 1 and ®=½ = 2.
The results are presented as a function of the relay gain ®. We see that both the upper and lower bounds
are quite tight for the entire range of ® considered. The asymptotic approximations for the upper and
lower bounds, based on (6.41) and (6.51) respectively, are also shown for further comparison, and are
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of bounds, exact analytical, high SNR analytical, and Monte Carlo simula-
tion results for ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems with different antenna conﬁgurations.
Results are shown for ®=½ = 2.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of capacity bounds, high ® approximation, and exact analytical results for
different relay gains. Results are shown for nr = 1, ns = 2, nd = 4 and ½ = 10dB.
seen to converge for moderate values of ® (e.g. within ® ¼ 20 dB).
Figure 6.6 depicts the closed-form high SNR approximations for the exactergodic capacity, as well as the
respective upper and lower bounds, based on (6.42), and (6.52) respectively. For comparison, curves are
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of capacity bounds, high SNR approximations, and exact analytical results.
Results are shown for a system conﬁguration (3;4;2) and ® = 2.
also presented for the upper bound (6.35), lower bound (6.45), and the exact analytical ergodic capacity
based in (6.14) and (6.16). Results are shown for an AF MIMO dual-hop system with conﬁguration
(3;4;2). Clearly, the analytical high SNR approximations are seen to be very accurate for even moderate
SNR levels (e.g., ½ ¼ 20 dB).
6.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented an analytical characterization of the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop relay
channels under the common assumption that CSI is available at the destination terminal, but not at the
relay or the source terminal. A new exact expression for the ergodic capacity, as well as simpliﬁed and
insightful closed-form expressions for the high SNR regime were derived. Simpliﬁed closed-form upper
and lower bounds were also presented, which were shown to be tight for all SNRs. The analytical results
were made possible by ﬁrst employing RMT techniques to derive new expressions for the p.d.f. of an
unordered eigenvalue, as well as random determinant results for the equivalent AF MIMO dual-hop relay
channel, described by a certain product of ﬁnite-dimensional complex random matrices. The analytical
results were validated through comparison with numerical simulations.
70Chapter 7
Performance Analysis of OC in
Rayleigh-Product Channels
7.1 Introduction
Wireless communications systems are generally subjected to co-channel interferences. For multiple an-
tenna systems, OC scheme which maximizes the received SINR by exploiting the CSI in a SIMO antenna
system has been proposed in [100] to combat the effect of co-channel interference. Later in [103], the
concept of OC was extended to a MIMO antenna system in which the transmit and receive antennas are
jointly optimized to maximize the SINR by projecting the transmitted signal onto the strongest eigen-
space of the interference-inverted channel matrix in quadratic form. The performance of OC systems
have been extensively analyzed in the literature, see e.g., [27,44,47,59–61,64,81,106].
While these prior research works are fundamental in nature and profoundly important in understanding
the performance of the MIMO OC systems, most adopted the assumption of a perfectly rich-scattering
environment that renders a full-rank MIMO channel matrix, Hence, these results tend to be overly opti-
mistic, and may fail to address practical environments such as keyholes [8] or the more general double-
scattering channels [25].
Motivated by this, in this chapter, we intend to provide an accurate account of the real performance of OC
systems operating in double-scattering channels. To allow useful results to be derived, we shall assume
that the transmit and receive antennas are uncorrelated and the scattering matrix in the double-scattering
model is identity, giving rise to a Rayleigh-product MIMO channel with co-channel interference. Fur-
thermore, as in [44], we shall adopt the interference-limited assumption so that noise can be neglected
and also the assumption that the co-channel interferers are of equal power and Rayleigh-faded.
In this chapter, we present the exact closed-form expression for the outage probability of the OP systems
in interference-limited Rayleigh product channel based on the new statistical results derived in Chapter 3.
To gain more insight, we apply these ﬁndings to develop further analytical results for the keyhole chan-
nel, an important special case of double scattering channel. In particular, the expressions in closed formfor the p.d.f. and c.d.f. (and their asymptotic expansions), the ergodic capacity, the outage probability
and the SER of the optimally-combined keyhole channel with co-channel interference are derived.
7.2 System Model
Consider a MIMO system equipped with Nt antennas at the transmitter and Nr antennas at the receiver,
and assume that there exist NI co-channel interferers with NI ¸ Nr. The received signals in vector
form can be modeled as
y =
p
P0Hts0 +
NI X
n=1
p
Pnhnsn + ´ (7.1)
wheres0 isthetransmittedsignalofthedesireduser, andsn (n ¸ 1)denotesthesignalstransmittedfrom
the nth interferer with E[jsnj2] = 1 8n so that fPng are the transmitted power of the users. Additionally,
´ is the complex noise vector with independent elements following CN(0;¾2), t 2 CNt denotes the
transmit beamforming vector of the desired user with ktk = 1, hn 2 CNr is the complex channel vector
of the nth interferer with independent elements following CN(0;1), and
H =
1
p
Ns
H1H2 (7.2)
in which H1 » CN Nr;Ns(0Nr£Ns;I ­ I) and H2 » CN Ns;Nt(0Ns£Nt;I ­ I) are random matrices,
is the Rayleigh-product MIMO channel1 between the transmitter and the desired receiver with Ns being
the number of scatterers in the environment [104]. For ease of exposition, we deﬁne HI , [h1 ¢¢¢hn].
As a consequence, (7.1) can be re-expressed as
y =
p
P0Hts0 + HIP
1
2
IsI + ´ (7.4)
where PI = diag(P1;:::;PNI), and sI = [s1 s2 ¢¢¢sNI]T.
In this model, the desired user’s channel is assumed to undergo double-scattering while the interferences
do not. This setting is particularly useful for an uplink space-division multiple-access (SDMA) system
in which the same spectrum is shared by a number of users within a cell. As a result, it can represent
the scenario where the desired user is at the boundary of the cell and the co-channel interferences (other
users) are much closer to the base station receiver. The double-scattering desired user link with single-
scattering interferers is therefore an important benchmark for the performance of MIMO-SDMA systems
using OC in the uplink.
To allow further analysis of the system, henceforth, we assume that the system is interference-limited,
meaning that the noise can be neglected (though the results of this paper will be examined numerically
1In the double-scattering model [25], the channel matrix in (7.2) would have been written as
H =
1
p
Ns
§
1
2 H1©
1
2 H2¥
1
2 (7.3)
where © denotes the scatterer correlation matrix, and § and ¥ denote, respectively, the spatial correlation matrices at the receiver
and the transmitter. Hence, the Rayleigh product model is the special case of the double-scattering model when § = © = ¥ = I.
72in the presence of noise in Section 7.4). This assumption is particularly reasonable when the interference
to noise ratio (INR) is high. To make the analysis tractable, we also assume that PI , P1 = P2 = ¢¢¢ =
PNI.
The OC for (7.4) with CSI has been well known [103]. In particular, the optimum receiver combin-
ing, which maximizes the output signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) (with noise being ignored) by left-
multiplying y with a vector ry, is achieved by having
r =
³
PIHIH
y
I
´¡1
Ht; (7.5)
which gives the SIR, ½, as
½ = tyHy
³
PIHIH
y
I
´¡1
Ht
=
1
NsPI
tyH
y
2H
y
1
³
HIH
y
I
´¡1
H1H2t:
(7.6)
According to the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [30], ° is maximized by choosing t = umax, where umax
denotes the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix
F ,
1
Ns
H
y
2H
y
1
³
HIH
y
I
´¡1
H1H2: (7.7)
The corresponding maximum SIR is given by
½max =
P0
PI
¸max; (7.8)
where ¸max is the largest eigenvalue of F. Apparently, the performance of (7.4) depends directly upon
the statistical properties of ¸max.
7.3 Performance Analysis of OC Systems in Rayleigh-Product
Channels
In this section, we study the performance of the OC systems in Rayleigh-product channels based on
a set of newly derived closed-form expressions of the c.d.f. and p.d.f. the maximum eigenvalue ¸max
presented in Chapter 3.
7.3.1 Outage Analysis of OC Systems in Rayleigh-Product Channels
Outage probability is an important performance metric in communication systems, which is deﬁned as
the probability that the system fails to achieve an acceptable SIR threshold, say, ½th. In this subsection,
we present the closed-form outage expressions of the OC systems in Rayleigh-product channels.
73Theorem 7.1 For interference-limited Rayleigh-product channels, the outage probability of the OC sys-
tems can be computed as
1) When Nt · Nr or Nt ¸ Nr ¸ Ns,
Pout =
Qm
i=1(¡1)pNt¡(NI + Ns ¡ i + 1)det
³
¢
³
PI½th
P0
´´
Qm
i=1 ¡(NI ¡ Nr + m ¡ i + 1)¡(m ¡ i + 1)¡(n ¡ i + 1)
; (7.9)
2) When Nt ¸ Ns ¸ Nr or Ns ¸ Nt ¸ Nr,
Pout =
Qm
i=1 ¡(NI + n ¡ i + 1)det
³
£
³
PI½th
P0
´´
Qm
j=1 ¡(NI ¡ j + 1)¡(n ¡ j + 1)¡(m ¡ j + 1)
QNt
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
; (7.10)
where ¢(x) and £(x) is an Nr £ Nr matrix whose entries are deﬁned in Theorem 3.5.
Proof: Following the deﬁnition of outage probability, the desired results can be obtained by directly
invoking Theorem 3.5. ¤
The above theorem gives a complete characterization of the outage behavior of OC systems in
interference-limited Rayleigh-product channels. Although these expressions can be efﬁciently evaluated
by standard softwares, such as Mathematica, the expressions themselves are too complicated to gain
physical insights. In the following section, we consider a special case of Rayleigh-product channels,
namely keyhole channels, for which, we give a detailed performance investigation.
7.3.2 Performance Analysis of OC Systems in Keyhole Channels
In this subsection, we examine, in detail, the keyhole channel which is a special case of double-scattering
or Rayleigh-product channels discussed in Section 7.2. We ﬁrst give the exact closed-form expressions
for the c.d.f. and p.d.f. when Ns = 1, then derive the asymptotic expressions for the c.d.f. and p.d.f.,
which will enable us to reveal some insightful properties. Using these new statistical results, we also
derive the ergodic capacity, the outage probability and the SER of the keyhole channels.
When Ns = 1, the number of scatterers in the channel is one and this channel is usually referred as the
keyhole, or pinhole, channel.
Corollary 7.1 When Ns = 1, the c.d.f. of the non-zero eigenvalue of F is expressed as
F¸max(x) = 1 ¡
¡(NI + 1)
¡(Nr)¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)
Nt¡1 X
k=0
xk¡(NI ¡ Nr + k + 1)
¡(k + 1)
U(NI ¡ Nr + k + 1;k ¡ Nr + 1;x): (7.11)
Corollary 7.2 When Ns = 1, the p.d.f. of the non-zero eigenvalue of F is given by
f¸max(x) =
¡(NI + 1)¡(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt)¡(Nr)
xNt¡1U(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1;Nt ¡ Nr + 1;x): (7.12)
74The proofs of the above two corollaries are straightforward and thus omitted.
To this end, we derive the asymptotic expansions for the c.d.f. and p.d.f. of the non-zero eigenvalue of
F. The simple expressions obtained enable us to investigate the asymptotic outage probability later.
Theorem 7.2 The asymptotic expansions for the c.d.f. and p.d.f. of the non-zero eigenvalue of F are
given, respectively, by
F¸max(x)jNs=1 = axs + O(xs+1); (7.13)
f¸max(x)jNs=1 = asxs¡1 + O(xs); (7.14)
where s = min(Nt;Nr) and
a =
8
> > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > :
¡(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nr ¡ Nt)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt + 1)¡(Nr)
;Nt · Nr ¡ 1;
¡
¡(NI + 1)[lnx + Ã(NI + 1)]
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt + 1)¡(Nr)
;Nt = Nr;
¡(NI + 1)¡(Nt ¡ Nr)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt)¡(Nr + 1)
;Nt ¸ Nr + 1;
(7.15)
where Ã(¢) is the digamma function which, for integer n, can be expressed as [26]
Ã(n) = ¡K +
n¡1 X
p=1
1
p
; (7.16)
where K ¼ 0:57721566 denotes the Euler’s constant.
Proof: The asymptotic expansion of U(a;b;x) can be obtained from [4, (13.5.6)–(13.5.12)]. Utilizing
these results together with Corollary 7.2, we can get the ﬁrst-order expansion for the p.d.f. of the keyhole
channel. The c.d.f. is obtained by an additional integration. ¤
7.3.2.1 Ergodic Capacity
Now, we present the ergodic capacity (b/s/Hz) of the MIMO OC system in keyhole channels with co-
channel interference. This is obtained by evaluating
C = E¸max
·
log2
µ
1 +
P0
PI
¸max
¶¸
: (7.17)
Applying the result in Corollary 7.2 and after some mathematical manipulations, (7.17) can be expressed
in closed-form as presented in the following theorem.
75Theorem 7.3 The ergodic capacity of the interference-limited keyhole channel is given by
C =
log2 eG
2;4
4;3
0
@ P0
PI
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¯ ¯
1;1;1 ¡ Nt;1 ¡ Nr
1;1 + NI ¡ Nr;0
1
A
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt)¡(Nr)
; (7.18)
where Gm;n
p;q
³
x
¯
¯ ¯
a1;:::;ap
b1;:::;bq
´
is the Meijer-G function deﬁned in [26, (9.301)].
Proof: We start by expressing Hypergeometric function U(¢;¢;¢) and ln(1 + x) [76, (8.4.6.5)] in terms
of Meijer-G function, i.e.,
8
> <
> :
U(a;b;x) =
1
¡(a)¡(a ¡ b + 1)
G
2;1
1;2
³
x
¯
¯
¯
1¡a
0;1¡b
´
;
ln(1 + ax) = G
1;2
2;2
³
ax
¯
¯ ¯
1;1
1;0
´
:
(7.19)
The desired result can be obtained with the help of the integration formula [26, (7.821.3)]. ¤
Although the explicit equation given above can be used to compute the ergodic capacity efﬁciently, it
does not offer much insight about the system. Therefore, it is of interest to analyze the special case
which gives simpliﬁed expressions. The following two corollaries characterize the ergodic capacity of
the keyhole channel in the high and low SIR regimes.
Corollary 7.3 In the low SIR regime, for NI > Nr, the ergodic capacity in (7.18) can be expressed as
C ¼ K
µ
P0
PI
¶
; (7.20)
where
K =
NtNr
NI ¡ Nr
: (7.21)
Proof: At low SIRs, we can approximate the capacity formula (7.17) as C ¼ P0
PIE[¸max]. Then, utilizing
the integral formula in [26, (7.612.2)] yields
C ¼
¡(NI + 1)¡(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt)¡(Nr)
P0
PI
Z 1
0
xNtU(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1;Nt ¡ Nr + 1;x)dx
= K
µ
P0
PI
¶
;
(7.22)
where K has been deﬁned in (7.21). For NI = Nr, nevertheless, due to the capacity approximation at
low SIRs, the integral in (7.22) diverges and such an approximation is not available. ¤
Corollary 7.4 In the high SIR regime, the ergodic capacity in (7.18) allows the following expression
C ¼ log2
P0
PI
+ (log2 e) £ [Ã(Nr) + Ã(Nt) ¡ Ã(NI ¡ Nr + 1)]: (7.23)
76Proof: At high SIRs, we approximate the capacity in (7.17) by C ¼ E
h
log2
P0
PI¸max
i
so that
C ¼ log2
P0
PI
+ (log2 e) £
d
d¿
E¸max [¸¿
max]
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¿=0
= log2
P0
PI
+ (log2 e) £
¡(NI + 1)¡(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt)¡(Nr)
d
d¿
Z 1
0
xNt+¿¡1µ(x)dx
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¿=0
; (7.24)
which leads to the result of (7.23). Note µ(x) is deﬁned in (7.32), and in (7.24), the identity that
¡(x)
dx =
Ã(x)¡(x) has been used. ¤
The results show that the ergodic capacity is affected by three important parameters besides the SIR,
namely, Nt;Nr;NI. First of all, when NI = Nr, the ergodic capacity is a symmetric function of Nt
and Nr and hence they have the same impact on the capacity. However, when NI is strictly greater
than Nr, we start with a system with Nt = Nr and study the effect on the capacity by adding one more
antenna at either transmitter side or receiver side. In the low SIR regime, as we can see, increasing
the number of transmit antennas by one contributes to the increase of ergodic capacity by a factor of
Nr
NI¡Nr. In contrast, if the antenna is added at the receiver side, the ergodic capacity will be increased
by NI
NI¡Nr¡1
Nr
NI¡Nr, which is obviously greater than Nr
NI¡Nr. In the high SIR regime, it can also be
observed that it is better to deploy the additional antennas at the receiver than at the transmitter side in
terms of the ergodic capacity.
7.3.2.2 Outage Probability
According to Corollary 7.1, the exact outage probability of the keyhole channel can be found as
Pout = Prob(½max < ½th) = 1 ¡
¡(NI + 1)
¡(Nr)¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)
Nt¡1 X
k=0
³
PI½th
P0
´k
¡(k + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + k + 1)
U
µ
NI ¡ Nr + k + 1;k ¡ Nr + 1;
PI½th
P0
¶
;
which, using the results in Theorem 7.2, can further be approximated, at high SIRs, as
Pout ¼ Prob(½max < ½th) = a
µ
P0
PI½th
¶¡s
: (7.25)
In [104], it has been shown that the diversity order of a double-scattering MIMO channel is upper-
bounded by NtNsNr
max(Nt;Ns;Nr) which is achievable only if the following condition holds
2max(Nt;Ns;Nr) + 1 ¸ Nt + Ns + Nr: (7.26)
For the keyhole channel with co-channel interference that we consider here, it can be easily shown that
77this condition is satisﬁed and therefore
Diversity Gain =
NtNr
max(Nt;1;Nr)
= min(Nt;Nr); (7.27)
which coincides with the asymptotic result in (7.13). Intriguingly, note also that the diversity order does
not depend on the number of co-channel interferers NI which turns out to affect only the coding (or
array) gain of the system. To exemplify this, let us focus on (7.15) for the case Nt · Nr ¡ 1. When the
number of interferers increases from, say, NI to ¹ NI = NI + 1, then we have
a( ¹ NI)
=
¡( ¹ NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nr ¡ Nt)
¡( ¹ NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt + 1)¡(Nr)
=
NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1
NI ¡ Nr + 1
¡(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nr ¡ Nt)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt + 1)¡(Nr)
> a(NI): (7.28)
As a result, a increases with the number of interferers, which in turn decreases the coding gain because
CODING GAIN =
µ
1
a
¶ 1
s
: (7.29)
In addition, (7.15) demonstrates that both the c.d.f. and the p.d.f. of ¸max decay to zero more slowly for
Nt = Nr than for Nt 6= Nr, due to the term lnx in the leading factor a.
7.3.2.3 SER
In addition to the outage probability, SER is also a common metric used to characterize the performance
of a communication system. For most modulation formats, the average SER can be evaluated as [75]
SER
µ
P0
PI
¶
= E½max
h
®Q
³p
2¯½max
´i
; (7.30)
where Q(¢) is the Gaussian Q-function, and ®, ¯ are modulation-speciﬁc constants. For example, BPSK
requires ® = 1;¯ = 1; BFSK has ® = 1;¯ = 0:5 with orthogonal signaling or ® = 1;¯ = 0:715 with
minimum correlation while for M-ary PAM, ® = 2(M ¡ 1)=M;¯ = 3=(M2 ¡ 1).
Theorem 7.4 The SER of the interference-limited keyhole channel is given by
SER
µ
P0
PI
¶
=
®G
3;2
3;3
0
@¯P0
PI
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¯ ¯
1 ¡ Nt;1 ¡ Nr;1
0;1=2;1 + NI ¡ Nr
1
A
2
p
¼¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt)¡(Nr)
: (7.31)
Proof: Deﬁne
µ(x)
¢ = U(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1;Nt ¡ Nr + 1;x): (7.32)
78Making use of (7.8) and Corollary 7.2, the SER of keyhole channel can be evaluated as
SER
µ
P0
PI
¶
=
Z 1
0
"
®Q
Ãr
2¯
P0
PI
x
!#
f¸max(x)dx
=
®¡(NI + 1)¡(NI + Nt ¡ Nr + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + 1)¡(Nt)¡(Nr)
Z 1
0
"
Q
Ãr
2¯
P0
PI
x
!
xNt¡1µ(x)
#
dx:
(7.33)
Utilizing the relation that Q(x) = 1
2erfc
³
x p
2
´
, where erfc(¢) denotes the complementary error function
[26], we express erfc(x) in terms of Meijer-G function as [76]
erfc(
p
x) =
1
p
¼
G
2;0
1;2
³
x
¯
¯ ¯
1
0;1=2
´
: (7.34)
Now, applying (7.19), (7.34), and integrating using [26, (7.821.3)] yields the desired result. ¤
7.4 Numerical Results
In this section, we provide numerical results to conﬁrm the correctness of the analytical results we
have derived. In addition to that, various examples are also given to demonstrate how various system
parameters impact on the performance of a Rayleigh-product MIMO channel using OC. In particular,
we validate our two assumptions, namely, “equal power interference”, and ”interference-limited”, we
show that the assumed model can provide very good performance reference to the real system. All the
simulation results are obtained based on 1,000,000 independent channel realizations.
Figure 7.1 plots the outage probability Pout versus the normalized SIR (i.e., the SIR normalized by the
threshold) P0=(PI½th) for various number of scatterers Ns when Nt = 3, Nr = 5, and NI = 6. Results
in this ﬁgure indicate that the number of scatterers has a signiﬁcant impact on the outage performance,
which agrees with the expectation that the number of scatterers should somehow link with the diversity
order of the channel which affects the outage probability. In addition, as can be seen in Figure 7.1, the
results for both the Monte Carlo simulations and the analytical formulae agree perfectly with each other.
Figure 7.2 provides similar results as in Figure 7.1 but for various number of co-channel interferers NI
for two settings when (Nt;Nr;Ns) = (3;4;1), and (Nt;Nr;Ns) = (3;4;5). It shows that a larger
number of co-channel interferers degrades the system performance and leads to an increase in the outage
probability. Also, intriguingly, it is observed that NI affects only on the coding gain but not the diversity
order.
Now, numerical results in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 are provided for the outage probability performance
when (Nt;Nr;Ns) = (3;4;7) under the case when the interference-limited system and equal-power
interferers assumptions are no longer true. In Figure 7.3, we compare the analytical results to Monte
Carlo results for the system with equal power interference PI
¾2 = 3 (dB) plus white Gaussian noise.
While in Figure 7.4, we plot the analytical results against the Monte Carlo results for the system with
unequal power inteference Pi = 2i¡1
NI PI and white Gaussian noise. A close observation from the results
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Figure 7.1: Outage probability Pout versus the normalized SIR P0=(PI½th) in decibels in Rayleigh-
product channels with co-channel interference for various number of scatterers Ns.
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Figure 7.2: Outage probability Pout versus the normalized SIR P0=(PI½th) in decibels in Rayleigh-
product channels for various number of co-channel interferers NI with Nt = 3;Nr = 4 and for both the
cases Ns = 1 and Ns = 5.
in the ﬁgures reveals that the gap between the analytical results and the Monte Carlo simulations closes
down if the number of interferers increases. In particular, when NI = 16, the difference is inappreciable.
Very interestingly, it is also observed that the analytical results are more accurate for the case with
unequal-power interferers than the case with equal-power interferers for a given total interference power.
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Figure7.3: OutageprobabilityPout versusthenormalizedSIRP0=(PI½th)indecibelswithequal-power
co-channel interferers and white noise.
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Figure 7.4: Outage probability Pout versus the normalized SIR P0=(PI½th) in decibels with unequal-
power co-channel interferers Pi = 2i¡1
NI PI; for i = 1;:::;NI and white noise.
Results in Figs. 7.5–7.7 are provided for keyhole MIMO channels (i.e., Ns = 1). Figure 7.5 illustrates
the outage probability results for various number of transmit antennas Nt when Nr = 5 and NI = 6.
The results for the exact analytical expression (7.11), the asymptotic expression (7.13) and the Monte-
Carlo simulations are shown and compared. As we can see, the Monte Carlo and the exact analytical
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Figure 7.5: Outage probability Pout versus the normalized SIR P0=(PI½th) in decibels for keyhole
MIMO channels for various number of transmit antennas Nt for 1) the exact analytical expressions,
2) the asymptotic expansions, and 3) the Monte-Carlo simulation results. In this ﬁgure, the notation
(Nt;Nr;NI) has been used.
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Figure 7.6: Ergodic capacity C versus SIR P0=PI in decibels for keyhole MIMO channels for different
numbers of transmit and receive antennas with the same total number of antennas. In this ﬁgure, the
notation (Nt;Nr) has been used and NI = 6 is assumed.
results match perfectly together while the exact results converge to the asymptotic results at high SIR
values, which permits the asymptotic results to be used for the derivation of the channel diversity order
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Figure 7.7: SER versus SIR P0=PI in decibels for 8-PSK keyhole MIMO channels for various number
of the transmit antennas Nt.
[which equals s = min(Nt;Nr)].
Figure 7.6 plots the ergodic capacity of keyhole channels for various number of transmit and receive
antennas while the total number of antennas at both ends is kept to be 8 when NI = 6. Again, the results
conﬁrm that the analytical results are correct and match precisely with the Monte-Carlo results. On the
other hand, results demonstrate that it is preferable to deploy more antennas at the receiver side than the
transmitter side for maximizing the channel ergodic capacity.
Finally, Figure 7.7 plots the SER of keyhole channels for different antenna conﬁgurations when NI = 5
and coherent 8-PSK modulation (® = 2;¯ = 0:146) is assumed. Results show a perfect agreement with
the analytical and the Monte Carlo simulation results.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an analytical characterization of the performance of Rayleigh-product MIMO channels
(a special case of double-scattering) using OC with co-channel interference was presented. With the
interference-limited assumption of equal-power interferers, we have derived new closed-form expres-
sion for the outage probability of the OC systems operating in interference-limited Rayleigh-product
channels. We have also developed a set of new results for an interference-limited keyhole MIMO chan-
nel, which includes the ergodic capacity, the outage probability and the SER, all in closed form. The
ﬁndings suggest that co-channel interference does not affect the diversity order of the system, but instead,
it degrades the outage performance by introducing a loss in the array gain.
83Chapter 8
Low SNR Capacity Analysis of General
MIMO Channels with Single Interferer
8.1 Introduction
A wide variety of digital communication systems (e.g., wireless sensor networks) operate in the low-
power region where both spectral efﬁciency and the energy-per-bit are relatively low. In [95], Verd¶ u
proposed that the spectral efﬁciency in the low SNR (or wideband) regime can be analyzed through
two parameters; namely, the minimum Eb=N0 (with Eb denoting the average energy per information bit
and N0 being the noise spectral density) required for reliable communications, and the wideband slope
(denoted by S0). These low SNR metrics provide a useful reference in understanding the achievable rate
at low SNRs, and have subsequently been elaborated in [39,41,56,77,93,109], where the impacts of
Rician K factor, spatial correlation, transmit and receiver CSI were investigated.
On the other hand, due to spectrum scarcity, communication systems are anticipated to be corrupted by
interference. Therefore, it is of practical interest to investigate the low SNR capacity of MIMO systems
in the presence of co-channel interference. Prior works on this topic were very limited in that explicit
expressions for these two low SNR metrics were only derived for the interference-limited Rayleigh
fading channels, the corresponding results for MIMO Rician fading channels appear to be limited [93].
Motivated by this, in this chapter, we ﬁrst investigate the MIMO Rician fading channels with arbitrary
mean matrix and K factor, in which we derive exact expressions for Eb=N0min and S0 in the presence
of both interference and noise. Based on these, we further study the special cases, namely, the Rician
MISO channels, the rank-one deterministic channels and the MIMO Rayleigh channels, in which simple
expressions can be obtained to illustrate the impacts of the number of transmit and receive antennas, the
Rician K factor, the channel mean matrix, and the INR on the capacity. Also, asymptotic results in the
large-system limit and high INR are developed. In addition, we provide the low SNR capacity analysis
for Rayleigh-product MIMO fading channels [25] with interference.8.2 System Model
Consider a communication link with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas, corrupted by interference and
AWGN. The received signals, y 2 CNr£1, can be expressed as1
y = Hx + hs + n; (8.1)
where x 2 CNt£1 is the transmitted symbol vector satisfying Efkxk2g = P, s is the interference
symbol such that Efjsj2g = PI, n 2 CNr£1 is the noise vector with i.i.d. entries following CN(0;N0),
and H 2 CNr£Nt denotes the MIMO channel between the transmitter and receiver while h 2 CNr£1
denotes the channel vector between the interferer and the desired receiver.
In this paper, we investigate the low SNR capacity properties of two important MIMO channel models,
namely: 1) Rician fading and 2) Rayleigh-product fading. They are described as follows:
² Rician MIMO channels—In this case, the channel matrix has the structure [20]
H =
r
K
K + 1
H0 +
r
1
K + 1
Hw; (8.2)
where K denotes the Rician K-factor, and Hw 2 CNr£Nt is the channel matrix containing
i.i.d. zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian entries. On the other hand, H0 2 CNr£Nt de-
notes the channel mean matrix, which is normalized to satisfy
tr
n
H0H
y
0
o
= NrNt: (8.3)
² Rayleigh-product MIMO channels—The channel matrix H can be expressed as [25]
H =
1
p
Ns
H1H2; (8.4)
where H1 2 CNr£Ns and H2 2 CNs£Nt are statistically independent matrices containing i.i.d.
zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian entries, with Ns denoting the number of effective scat-
terers. By varying Ns, this model can describe various rank-deﬁcient effects of a MIMO channel,
e.g., it degenerates to Rayleigh fading if Ns ! 1, and a keyhole channel if Ns = 1.
We assume that CSI is not known at the transmitter side but perfectly known at the receiver. Thus, an
equal-power allocation policy is employed and the ergodic capacity is then expressed as [56]
C = E
(
log2 det
Ã
I +
P
N0Nt
Hy
µ
PI
N0
hhy + I
¶¡1
H
!)
: (8.5)
1For mathematic tractability, we assume a single co-channel interferer.
85As pointed out in [56], with co-channel interference, it is more suitable to deﬁne the SNR as
½ ,
µ
P
N0
¶
E
©
tr
©
Hy(½Ihhy + I)¡1H
ªª
NtNr
; (8.6)
where ½I , PI
N0 is regarded as the INR. This deﬁnition is different from the conventional one which
deﬁnes the SNR as the average signal power divided by the noise power. The reason is that in the
presence of interference, the noise is generally colored and SNR should be deﬁned by averaging the
SNRs along each of the principal directions of the noise space.
Based on the above deﬁnitions, the ergodic capacity expression in (8.5) can be rewriten as
C(½) = E
(
log2 det
Ã
I +
½Hy ¡
½Ihhy + I
¢¡1
H
1
NrEftrfHy(½Ihhy + I)¡1Hgg
!)
: (8.7)
At low SNRs, it has proved useful to investigate the capacity in terms of the normalized transmit energy
per information bit, Eb=N0, rather than the per-symbol SNR, ½. This capacity can be well approximated
for low Eb=N0 levels by the following expression [95]
C
µ
Eb
N0
¶
¼ S0 log2
Ã
Eb
N0
Eb
N0 min
!
; (8.8)
in which Eb
N0 min denotes the minimum energy per information bit required to convey any positive rate
reliably and S0 is the wideband slope [56,95]. These are the two key parameters that dictate the capacity
behavior in the low SNR regime, and can be obtained from C(½) via [56]2
Eb
N0 min
=
NtNr
EftrfHy(½Ihhy + I)¡1Hgg
1
_ C(0)
; (8.9)
S0 = ¡
2
h
_ C(0)
i2
::
C(0)
ln2; (8.10)
where _ C(¢) and
::
C(¢) represent, respectively, the ﬁrst- and second-order derivatives taken with respect to
½. Note that C
³
Eb
N0
´
implicity captures the second-order behavior of C(½) as ½ ! 0.
2To facilitate the comparison to the interference free results, we adopt a slightly different deﬁnition of
Eb
N0 min from that in [56].
Speciﬁcally, in [56], Eb is normalized by the interference energy plus the noise energy while here Eb is normalized by the noise
energy only. Therefore, the ﬁnal result of
Eb
N0 min differs by a factor of ½I + 1.
868.3 Preliminaries
Here, we present some statistical results that will be used frequently in the following sections. For
notational convenience, we deﬁne
D1(m;t) , t¡mª
¡
m;m;t¡1¢
; (8.11)
D2(m;t) , t¡mª
¡
m;m ¡ 1;t¡1¢
; (8.12)
where ª(¢;¢;¢) is the conﬂuent hypergeometric function deﬁned in [26].
Lemma 8.1 For any m £ 1 vector h » CN(0;I), and positive number t, let ¤
¢ = (thhy + I)¡1. Then,
we have
Eftrf¤gg = m ¡ 1 + D1(m;t); (8.13)
E
©
tr
©
¤2ªª
= m ¡ 1 + D2(m;t); (8.14)
E
©
tr2 f¤g
ª
= (m ¡ 1)2 + 2(m ¡ 1)D1(m;t) + D2(m;t): (8.15)
Proof: The result can be obtained by noting the unitary invariant of vector h, and using the integration
formula [26, (3.385.5)]. ¤
Lemma 8.2 For any m £ n matrix H » CN(0;I ­ I), m £ 1 vector h » CN(0;I), and positive
constant t, we have
EftrfHy¤Hgg = n(m ¡ 1) + nD1(m;t); (8.16)
Eftrf(Hy¤H)2gg = n(m ¡ 1)(n + m ¡ 1) + (n2 + n)D2(m;t) + 2n(m ¡ 1)D1(m;t); (8.17)
Eftr2fHy¤Hgg = n(m ¡ 1)(mn ¡ n + 1) + (n2 + n)D2(m;t) + 2(m ¡ 1)n2D1(m;t); (8.18)
where ¤ has been deﬁned in Lemma 8.1.
Proof: See Appendix E.1. ¤
Lemma 8.3 When m ! 1 or t ! 1, we have D1(m;t) = D2(m;t) = 0. On the other hand, if
t ! 0, D1(m;t) = D2(m;t) = 1.
Proof: See Appendix E.2. ¤
878.4 Low SNR Capacity Analysis of Rician MIMO Channels with
Single Interferer
In this section, we derive analytical expressions for Eb=N0min and the wideband slope, S0, for Rician
MIMO fading channels. The main result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1 For MIMO Rician fading channels with a single interferer, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1 + A0
; (8.19)
S0 =
2Nt(K + 1)2
2K + B0
; (8.20)
where A0 and B0 are, respectively, given by
A0 = D1(Nr;½I); (8.21)
and
B0 =
1
(Nr ¡ 1 + D1(Nr;½I))2
2
4
0
@
2K2
³
tr
n
(H0H
y
0)2
o
¡ N2
t Nr
´
Nt(Nr + 1)
+ 2(Nr ¡ 1)
1
AD1(Nr;½I)
+
0
@1 + (1 + 2K)Nt +
K2
³
tr
n
(H0H
y
0)2
o
+ N2
t N2
r
´
NtNr(Nr + 1)
1
AD2(Nr;½I)
+(Nr ¡ 1)
0
@Nr ¡ 1 + (1 + 2K)Nt +
K2
³
tr
n
(H0H
y
0)2
o
(N2
r ¡ Nr ¡ 1) + N2
t N2
r
´
NtNr(N2
r ¡ 1)
1
A
3
5: (8.22)
Proof: See Appendix E.3. ¤
Theorem 8.1 is general and valid for mean matrix of arbitrary rank, H0, and any possible Nt, Nr, K
and ½I. From (8.19), we observe that the Rician factor K and the structure of channel mean H0 (as long
as tr
n
H0H
y
0
o
= NtNr) do not affect Eb=N0min, while the values of Nr and ½I have a direct impact.
Also in (8.20), we see that all the parameters will affect the wideband slope S0.
Based on (8.19), we can further investigate the impact of Nr and ½I on Eb=N0min as follows.
Corollary 8.1 The Eb=N0min is a decreasing function of Nr (i.e., when Nr increases, Eb=N0min de-
creases) and is an increasing function of ½I (i.e., when ½I increases, Eb=N0min increases). Moreover,
the increase in Eb=N0min due to interference is upper bounded by ln2
Nr(Nr¡1) for Nr ¸ 2.
Proof: See Appendix E.4. ¤
88Corollary 8.2 When ½I ! 0, Theorem 8.1 reduces to
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr
; (8.23)
S0 =
2(K + 1)2
K2trf(H0H
y
0)2g
N2
t N2
r + (1 + 2K)Nt+Nr
NtNr
: (8.24)
In particular, if the channel mean matrix, H0, is of rank-1, then S0 can be reduced to
S0 =
2(K + 1)2
K2 + (1 + 2K)Nt+Nr
NtNr
: (8.25)
Proof: The results can be obtained with the help of Lemma 3, together with the fact that
tr
n
(H0H
y
0)2
o
= N2
t N2
r when H0 is of rank-1. ¤
Corollary 8.2 corresponds to the results for Rician MIMO fading channels in an interference-free envi-
ronment, which generalizes the results in [56] where a rank-1 channel mean was considered.
To gain further insight, in the following, we look at three special cases: 1) Rician MISO fading channels,
i.e., Nr = 1, 2) Rician MIMO channels of rank-1 mean in the large K regime, i.e., K ! 1 and
H0 = ®¯y (with complex column vectors ®;¯), and 3) Rayleigh MIMO channels, i.e., K = 0.
8.4.1 Rician MISO Channels
Corollary 8.3 For Rician MISO channels, i.e., Nr = 1, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
D1(1;½I)
; (8.26)
S0 =
2Nt(K + 1)2D1(1;½I)2
2K + [1 + Nt(1 + K)2]D2(1;½I)
: (8.27)
Proof: The result can be obtained by substituting Nr = 1 in Theorem 8.1. ¤
Corollary 8.4 When Nr = 1, S0 is an increasing function of Nt. When 0 · K < 1 ¡ D2(1;½I), S0 is
a decreasing function of K, while for K ¸ 1 ¡ D2(1;½I), S0 is an increasing function of K.
Proof: See Appendix E.5. ¤
In contrast to the interference-free case, where the increase of Rician factor K always improves the
wideband slope S0 when Nr = 1, Corollary 8.4 reveals that the impact of K on S0 depends on the
interference level. Moreover, when ½I ! 1, S0 = 0 which aligns with the observations in [56]
for interference-limited Rayleigh fading scenarios. However, the general impact of ½I on S0 is more
difﬁcult to characterize, though simulation results indicate that S0 decreases when ½I increases.
898.4.2 Rank-1 Mean Rician MIMO Channels for Large K
Corollary 8.5 In the large K regime, for rank-1 mean Rician MIMO channels with a single interferer,
it can be derived that
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1 + A0
; (8.28)
S0 =
2(Nr + 1)(Nr ¡ 1 + D1(Nr;½I))2
Nr[Nr(Nr ¡ 1) + 2(Nr ¡ 1)D1(Nr;½I) + 2D2(Nr;½I)]
; (8.29)
Proof: The desired results can be obtained by taking the limit K ! 1 in Theorem 8.1. ¤
Corollary 8.5 indicates that in the large K regime, for rank-1 mean Rician MIMO fading channels,
multiple transmit antennas are irrelevant in terms of Eb=N0min and S0. This is actually an intuitive
result. The reason is that the large K regime corresponds to the non-fading channel scenarios, and thus,
varying the number of transmit antennas for a ﬁxed total transmit power will not increase the receive
signal energy and will not contribute to the capacity. In addition, Nr affects both Eb=N0min and S0 in
contrast to the interference-free case where Nr is only relevant in terms of Eb=N0min [56].
With the help of Lemma 8.3, we can further obtain the results in various asymptotic regimes:
² When ½I ! 0, Corollary 8.5 reduces to
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr
; (8.30)
S0 = 2: (8.31)
The above results correspond to the interference-free scenario, and conforms to those in [56].
² When Nr ! 1, Corollary 8.5 reduces to
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1
; (8.32)
S0 = 2
µ
1 ¡
1
N2
r
¶
¼ 2: (8.33)
Compared with the interference-free case, the above results suggest that interference degrade the
capacity performance by increasing Eb=N0min and decreasing S0. The loss in Eb=N0min can be
explained by the fact that one receive antenna is dedicated to suppress the single-antenna interfer-
ence, while the rest, Nr ¡ 1 antennas, contribute to normal communication.
² When ½I ! 1 and Nr ¸ 2, Corollary 8.5 reduces to
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1
; (8.34)
S0 = 2
µ
1 ¡
1
N2
r
¶
: (8.35)
90Intriguingly, these results coincide with the case Nr ! 1. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning
that the situations in application are very different. One is applicable for large Nr but arbitrary
interference power ½I, while the other is valid for large ½I but arbitrary Nr.
8.4.3 Rayleigh MIMO Channels
Corollary 8.6 For Rayleigh MIMO channels with a single interferer, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1 + A0
; (8.36)
S0 =
2Nt
1 + B1
; (8.37)
where B1 is deﬁned as
B1 ,
Nt(Nr ¡ 1) + (Nt + 1)D2(Nr;½I) ¡ D1(Nr;½I)2
[Nr ¡ 1 + D1(Nr;½I)]2 : (8.38)
Proof: The results follow immediately by substituting K = 0 into Theorem 8.1. ¤
Corollary 8.6 shows that the number of transmit antennas affects the capacity performance through S0.
More insights can be gained by looking into the asymptotic regimes as follows.
² When ½I ! 0, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr
; (8.39)
S0 =
2NtNr
Nt + Nr
: (8.40)
This scenario corresponds to the case for Rayleigh MIMO channels without interference, and the
results are consistent with those derived in [56].
² When Nr ! 1, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1
; (8.41)
S0 =
2Nt(Nr ¡ 1)
Nt + Nr ¡ 1
: (8.42)
² When ½I ! 1 and Nr ¸ 2, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1
; (8.43)
S0 =
2Nt(Nr ¡ 1)
Nt + Nr ¡ 1
: (8.44)
Similar to the case of rank-1 mean Rician MIMO channels with a large K, it is observed that
the results for Nr ! 1 and ½I ! 1 coincide. In addition, by comparing the above results
91to the interference-free results, we see that in Rayleigh fading, Eb=N0min and S0 for a MIMO
channel with a single interferer behaves like a channel with one less receive antenna operating in
an interference-free environment, which is different from the large K rank-1 mean Rician MIMO
channel case where S0 does not have this interpretation.
8.5 Low SNR Capacity Analysis of Rayleigh-Product MIMO
Channels with Single Interferer
In this section, we develop the low SNR capacity results for Rayleigh-product MIMO channels.
Theorem 8.2 For Rayleigh-product MIMO channels with a single interferer, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1 + A0
; (8.45)
S0 =
2NtNs
Nt + Ns + B2
; (8.46)
where A0 has been deﬁned in Theorem 8.1 and B2 is given by
B2 ,
(Nr ¡ 1)(NtNs + 1) + (Nt + 1)(Ns + 1)D2(Nr;½I) ¡ (Ns + Nt)D1(Nr;½I)2
[Nr ¡ 1 + D1(Nr;½I)]2 : (8.47)
Proof: See Appendix E.6. ¤
Theorem 8.2 shows that the Eb=N0min for Rayleigh-product MIMO channels is the same as that for
Rician MIMO fading channels, although the two channels have very different information-carrying ca-
pabilities. As such, the results of Corollary 8.1 also apply for Rayleigh-product channels. Nonetheless,
this is not surprising as has already been reported in [95], and this is the consequence of the noise being
additive Gaussian. This explains that Eb=N0min is not sufﬁcient to indicate the capacity performance
and motivates the need for higher order approximation of the capacity such as the wideband slope, S0,
which is generally different for different channels. In addition, it is observed that Nt and Ns affect the
capacity performance through the wideband slope S0 but not Eb=N0min.
Corollary 8.7 When Ns ! 1, the wideband slope for Rayleigh-product fading with a single interferer
becomes the same as that for Rayleigh fading scenarios.
Proof: The corollary can be proved by noting that B2
NsjNs!1 = B1. ¤
The above corollary indicates that the Rayleigh-product channels converges to a Rayleigh fading channel
when Ns ! 1. This result is quite intuitive since the large Ns correspondes to a rich scattering
enviornment which is the scenario that ﬁts well with the Rayleigh fading model.
The following asymptotic cases are looked at to gain further understanding.
92² When ½I ! 0, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr
; (8.48)
S0 =
2NtNsNr
NtNs + NrNs + NtNr + 1
: (8.49)
This scenario corresponds to the interference-free case for Rayleigh-product channels whose re-
sults have been derived in [85]. In addition, when Ns = 1, we further have
S0 =
2NtNr
(Nt + 1)(Nr + 1)
(8.50)
which provides the wideband slope for keyhole channels.
² When Nr ! 1, we have
Eb
N0 min
=
ln2
Nr ¡ 1
; (8.51)
S0 =
2NtNs(Nr ¡ 1)
NtNs + (Nr ¡ 1)(Ns + Nt) + 1
: (8.52)
² When ½I ! 1 and Nr ¸ 2, it can be easily shown that Eb=N0min and S0 are, respectively, given
by (8.51) and (8.52). In other words, the results for Nr ! 1 and ½ ! 1 coincide. Additionally,
similar to Rayleigh MIMO channels, the penalty of having an interferer is illustrated through a
reduction on the number of effective receive antennas by 1.
8.6 Numerical Results
In this section, we perform various simulations to further examine the derived analytical expressions.
All the Monte-Carlo simulation results were obtained by averaging over 105 independent channel real-
izations. For MIMO Rician channels, the mean matrix is generated according to [10]
H0 =
L X
l=1
¯l®(µr;l)®(µt;l)T; (8.53)
where ¯l is the complex amplitude of the lth path, and ®(µt;l) and ®(µr;l) are the specular array re-
sponses corresponding to the lth dominant path at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The array
response is deﬁned as [1;ej2¼dcos(µ);¢¢¢ ;ej2¼d(N¡1)cos(µ)]T where d is the antenna spacing in wave-
lengths. In all simulations, we assume that d = 0:5 at both the transmit and receive sides.
For3£2MIMORicianchannels, themeanmatrixisconstructedbyassumingthattherearetwodominant
paths (i.e., L = 2), with the arriving and departure angles given by µr;1 = µt;1 = ¼
2 + ¼
8, µr;2 = µt;2 =
¼
2 ¡ ¼
8,3 respectively. The complex coefﬁcient ¯l is chosen such that trfH0H
y
0g = NtNr. For rank-1
mean Rician fading MIMO channels, we assume L = 1, ¯1 = 1 and µr;1 = µt;1 = ¼
2.
3These angles are randomly chosen for simulation purpose, and our results are applicable to arbitrary angles.
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Figure 8.1: Low SNR capacity versus transmit Eb=N0 for various Nr when Nt = 3 and ½I = 0 dB.
Fig. 8.1 investigates the impact of Nr on Eb=N0min. To isolate the effect of Nr, we have set K = 0 to
eliminate the possible impact from channel mean matrix H0. From the results of Fig. 8.1, it can be seen
that the increase of Nr helps to reduce the required Eb=N0min, which conﬁrms the analysis of Corollary
8.1. Moreover, we observe that when Nr increases, so does the wideband slope S0, which indicates the
double beneﬁts of increasing Nr. In addition, when compared with the Monte-Carlo simulation results,
the analytical results show very high accuracy in terms of Eb=N0min, and also the wideband slope S0 if
the SNR of interest is sufﬁciently low, i.e., below 2 bps/Hz of capacity.
In Fig. 8.2, results for the low SNR capacity approximation are plotted for 3£2 Rician MIMO channels
with K = 1. Results reveal a good agreement between the analysis and the simulations. We also see
that the increase in the interference power degrades the capacity performance by increasing the required
Eb=N0min, while the impact on S0 is not so pronounced. Furthermore, the increase in Eb=N0min from
a channel without interference to that with a 10 dB of INR is about 0:1, which appears to be very close
to the upper bound we obtained in Corollary 8.1 (ln2)=(Nr(Nr ¡ 1)) = 0:115.
Results in Fig. 8.3 are provided for the capacity of 3 £ 2 MIMO Rician channels for different Rician-
K factors in the low SNR regime according to Theorem 8.1. The curves indicate the accuracy of our
analytical expression and that the range for a good approximation improves if K increases. In particular,
the approximation is very good for the capacity range from 0 to 10, when K = 100. Also, results
demonstrate that the Rician K factor affects the capacity performance through the wideband slope S0
but not the Eb=N0min, and more speciﬁcally, the wideband slope S0 increases when K becomes larger.
However, the increase is not very substantial. On the other hand, Fig. 8.4 plots the results for rank-1
mean 3 £ 2 MIMO Rician channels in the large K regime both with and without interference. Results
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Figure 8.2: Low SNR capacity versus transmit Eb=N0 for various ½I when Nt = 2 and Nr = 3.
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Figure 8.3: Low SNR capacity versus transmit Eb=N0 for various Rician factor K when Nt = 2,
Nr = 3 and ½I = 10 dB.
conﬁrm the correctness of the analytical results in Corollary 8.5.
Results in Fig. 8.3 are provided for the capacity of 3 £ 2 Rician fading MIMO channels for different
Rician-K factors in the low SNR regime according to Theorem 8.1. The curves indicate the accuracy
of our analytical expression and that the range for a good approximation improves if K increases. In
particular, the approximation is very good for the capacity range from 0 to 10, when K = 100. Also,
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Figure 8.4: Low SNR capacity versus transmit Eb=N0 for rank-1 mean Rician fading MIMO channels
when Nt = 2, Nr = 3 and K = 100.
results demonstrate that the Rician K factor affects the capacity performance through the wideband slope
S0 but not the Eb=N0min, and more speciﬁcally, the wideband slope S0 increases when K becomes
larger. However, the increase is not very substantial. On the other hand, Fig. 8.4 plots the results for
rank-1 mean 3 £ 2 Rician MIMO channels in the large K regime both with and without interference.
Results conﬁrm the correctness of the analytical results in Corollary 8.5.
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96In Fig. 8.5, we provide the results for Rayleigh MIMO fading channels. Two system conﬁgurations
are investigated: one for 3 £ 21 channels with a single interferer of ½I = 10 dB, and the other for
3 £ 20 channels without interference. As we can see, the results of the two systems almost overlap with
inappreciable difference in the low SNR regime, which aligns with our analysis.
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Figure 8.6: Low SNR capacity versus transmit Eb=N0 for Rayleigh-product channel when Nt = 3,
Ns = 6 and Nr = 2.
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Figure 8.7: Low SNR capacity versus transmit Eb=N0 for Rayleigh-product channel when Nt = 2,
Ns = 6 and different Nr and ½I.
97Results in Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 are provided for Rayleigh-product MIMO channels. Results demonstrate
a good agreement between the analysis and simulations. Additionally, it is observed that the level of
interference increases the required Eb=N0min and reduces the wideband slope S0. On the other hand,
Fig. 8.7 plots the results for two systems both with Nt = 2 and Ns = 6: one with a single strong
interferer of ½I = 20 dB and Nr = 3, and the other with Nt = 2 in an interference-free environment.
Results for both systems overlap in the low SNR regime, which conﬁrms our analysis.
8.7 Conclusion
This chapter has studied the capacity of Rician fading and Rayleigh-product MIMO channels with a
single interferer in the low SNR regime. Exact expressions for the minimum energy per information
bit, Eb=N0min, and the wideband slope, S0, were derived for both channels. Also, we showed that
interference degrades the capacity performance by increasing Eb=N0min and reducing S0. Moreover,
the impact of other system parameters, such as the number of transmit and receive antennas, Rician
factor K, the channel mean matrix H0, were investigated.
98Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Works
The theme of this thesis is on the capacity and performance analysis of MIMO antenna systems operating
over general and practical propagation channels. There are primary two key aspects in the thesis: the
ﬁrst is to give a thorough investigation on the fundamental capacity limits of several important MIMO
channels, while the second is to analyze in details for some practical transmission methods over matrix
product channels. In the following, we summarize the main contributions and insights of this thesis, and
discuss some possible lines for future works.
9.1 Summary of Contributions and Insights
In Chapter 3, a host of new ﬁnite RMT results were derived, which provided the essential mathematical
tools for the performance analysis conducted in later chapters.
Chapter 4 presented a uniﬁed framework of developing capacity bounds for general MIMO Nakagami-
m fading channels based on majorization theory. By exploiting the majorization relationships between
the eigenvalues and diagonal elements of the random matrix of interest, we derived several capacity
upper bounds and lower bounds for both C-MIMO and D-MIMO systems. Based on these analytical
expressions, a number of insights were obtained:
² The ergodic capacity is a monotonic increasing function of the fading parameter m, i.e. if m
becomes greater, the ergodic capacity increases. This ﬁnding is quite intuitive since a greater m
corresponds to less severe fading, and the ergodic capacity is anticipated to increase with m.
² In the large system regime, the ergodic capacity of the system scales linearly with the minimum of
the antenna numbers, and is independent of the fading parameter m. This again is an intuitive ﬁnd-
ing. Since whatever the value of m, the effect of channel fading could be completely eliminated
with the increasing antenna number.
² Both the path loss and shadowing effects affect the ergodic capacity of the system. The path loss
effect decreases the ergodic capacity as a function of the distance, while the shadowing effectimpacts the ergodic capacity through its mean fading parameter.
Chapter 5 considered the mutual information and outage performance of MIMO multi-keyhole channels.
The results for mutual information were derived by directly invoking the new marginal p.d.f. expression
of a product of random matrices (Thoerem 3.2), as well as certain random determinant (Theorem 3.8)
and log-determinant results (Theorem 3.10) from Chapter 3, while the exact and approximate analytical
outage expressions for MIMO MRC systems were obtained based on those maximum eigenvalue distri-
butions, i.e., Theorem 3.3, and Theorem 3.4. From these analytical results, we obtain the following key
insights:
² The mutual information of MIMO multi-keyhole channels is generally inferior to that of MIMO
Rayleigh channels, and the number of keyholes will signiﬁcantly affect the mutual information.
For instance, when the keyhole number increases, the mutual information improves, and it gradu-
ally approaches the MIMO Rayleigh mutual information bound when the keyhole number is large
enough.
² ForMIMOMRCsystems, theoutageprobabilityofmulti-keyholeMIMOchannelscanbesuperior
than that of MIMO Rayleigh channels at high outage regime (or equivalently, at sufﬁciently low
SNR regime). However, for outage level of practical interest, (e.g., ¡ 0.1), achieving a given outage
level requires lower SNR for MIMO Rayleigh channels compared with multi-keyhole channels.
² The keyhole power distribution does not affect the diversity order of the system, while the number
of keyhole does.
² The impact of keyhole power distribution on the outage performance is characterized through
Schur-concavity, and the ﬁndings suggest that the more equally distributed keyhole power, the
better is the outage performance.
² By interpreting the keyhole power matrix as the correlation matrix, the results also apply to one-
sided correlated Rayleigh-product channels. And for MIMO MRC system, this indicates that the
higher the correlation of the channel, the worse the outage performance.
Chapter 6 investigated the capacity of MIMO dual-hop systems employing AF relay node. In contrast
to prior results which primary focus on the asymptotic large antenna regime, we aimed at the ﬁnite
antenna system. Therefore, the results are applicable for arbitrary number of transmit, relay and receive
antennas. Exact capacity expression was derived by directly invoking Theorem 3.1 along with some
basic mathematical manipulations, and tight capacity upper bound and lower bound were obtained based
on Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.9, respectively. Moreover, several special cases were studied in great
detail. From these analytical results, we see that the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems is
intimately related to that of single hop MIMO systems.
100² The multiplexing gain of the system is one-half of the minimum of the numbers of transmit, relay
and destination antennas, where the one-half comes from the fact that two time slots are consumed
for the entire communication.
² When the number of relay antennas grows large, the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop sys-
tems becomes one-half of that single hop MIMO systems with same transmit and receive antenna
numbers but a properly adjusted SNR. This equivalent SNR is always smaller than the ﬁrst hop
SNR, which indicates that no matter how many relay antennas are employed and how much power
is used, the capacity is always smaller than one-half of that single hop MIMO systems with the
same transmit and receive antenna numbers with SNR being the ﬁrst hop SNR.
² When the number of destination antennas grows large, the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop
systems becomes one-half of that of the ﬁrst hop MIMO systems.
² When the relay power grows large, the ergodic capacity of AF MIMO dual-hop systems becomes
one-half of that of a single hop MIMO systems with the same number of transmit antenna, but with
the receive antenna number being the minimum of the relay and destination antenna numbers.
Chapter 7 examined the impact of co-channel interference in Rayleigh-product channels. The exact
outage probability expressions for optimum combining systems were derived based on Theorem 3.5,
and a detailed performance investigation on the special keyhole channels was carried out. From these
analytical results, we have the following ﬁndings:
² The interference does not affect diversity order of the system, but it reduces the outage perfor-
mance by contributing in the loss of array gain.
² The number of scatterers will signiﬁcantly affect the outage performance, and the outage perfor-
mance improves when the number of scatterers increases.
² For the special keyhole channels, the diversity order equals to the minimum of the transmit and
receive antenna numbers.
Chapter 8 studied the ergodic capacity of general MIMO channels with a single interferer in the low SNR
regime. For both Rician channels and Rayleigh-product channels, exact analytical expressions for the
minimum energy per information bit, Eb=N0min, and wideband slope, S0, were derived. Several special
cases were investigated in detail and the impact of transmit, receive antenna number, Rician K factor,
channel mean matrix and INR on the ergodic capacity were analyzed. We gained the following insights:
² The minimum energy per information bit is the same for Rician channels and Rayleigh-product
channels, while their wideband slopes differ signiﬁcantly.
² Increasing the number of receive antennas helps to reduce the minimum energy per information bit
required for reliable communication, while increasing the interference power requires more power
to ensure reliable communication, and this extra power can be upper bounded.
101² The structure of the channel mean matrix does not affect the ergodic capacity.
² For MISO Rician channels, the wideband slope is an increasing function of the transmit antenna
number for small K, but is a decreasing function for large K.
² For large K and rank-1 mean Rician MIMO channels, the transmit antenna number does not affect
the ergodic capacity.
² For Rayleigh-product channels, the number of scatters affects the ergodic capacity through the
wideband slope but not the minimum energy per information bit.
² For both scenarios where either the number of receive antenna is large, or the interference power
is large, the resulting capacity performance with one co-channel interference is equivalent to a
system with the same number of transmit antennas but one less receive antenna in an interference
free environment.
9.2 Future Works
In this section, we discuss several possible extensions of the problems investigated in this thesis.
A substantial portion of the thesis is devoted to the analysis of the newly emerged MIMO channels with
product matrix structure. While the contributions made in the thesis have enhanced our knowledge of the
fundamental limitations of the matrix product channels, nevertheless, much more theoretical works are
needed to gain a thorough and deep understanding of the nature of the MIMO matrix product channels.
We believe that matrix product channels will remain a fruitful area, and more important discoveries are
expected to be made. In the following, we discuss some interesting directions.
The ﬁrst extension is to consider more general settings. In particular, the MIMO multi-keyhole channel
H = H1AH
y
2 studied in Chapter 5 is a special case of the more general model, referred to as the MIMO
double scattering channel where the channel matrix is given by H = ©
1=2
r H1©
1=2
s H2©
1=2
t . It is of
great interest to investigate the joint effect of transmit and receive correlation and rank-deﬁcient phe-
nomenon on the fundamental capacity of the system, as well as on the performance of various practical
transmission schemes, i.e., OSTBC and transmit beamforming receiver combining systems.
Secondly, it is interesting to investigate the performance of practically appealing linear receiver system
(i.e., ZF or MMSE receiver), as well as certain low complexity non-linear receiver system(i.e., ZF-DF
or MMSE-DF receiver). While the performance of these simple receivers in a single MIMO Rayleigh
fading channels has been extensively studied and well understood, there has been no available results in
the literature for MIMO product channels. Therefore, it is important to look into this particular system,
analytically characterize its performance, and compare it with the single MIMO Rayleigh channel case
to gain more insights.
102In addition, the case where partial CSI (i.e., channel mean, or channel correlation matrix) is available
at the transmitter is also an important research topic. The partial CSI case has been well studied for
the single full rank MIMO channels, where optimum precoding matrix and optimal power allocation
schemes based on various performance metrics such as maximizing ergodic capacity, minimizing the
outageprobability, orminimizingthemeansquareerror, havebeenderivedforvariousscenarios. Making
extension to the matrix product channels is therefore of great interest and importance, and it is expected
that the rank deﬁciency phenomenon will play a key role in designing the system.
While the partial CSI is a more realistic assumption in most of the cases, limited feedback schemes are
more attractive and practical, and it has received enormous attentions from the research community. In
such systems, instead of feedback the exact channel matrix, only limited number of bits is feeded back
to the transmitter, which greatly eases the demand and requirement on the feedback link. One particular
popular limited feedback schemes is the antenna selection schemes, and its performance has been studied
for two extreme cases, i.e., single full rank MIMO channels, degenerated single keyhole channels. To
bridge the gap, it is therefore important to investigate the case with multiple keyholes. Some interesting
questions arise naturally, i.e., how to select the transmit and receive antennas, whether it achieves the
maximum diversity offered by the multi-keyhole channels.
Another interesting area to look into is the multi-hop communication systems, which has attracted enor-
mous attentions from the research community due to its power saving and coverage extension advan-
tages. As the MIMO technology becomes mature, it is expected that MIMO will be incorporated into
the multi-hop system to form a MIMO multi-hop system. Therefore, analytical characterization of the
performance of MIMO multi-hop system is a very important topic. For MIMO multi-hop channels, in
essence, the effective channel of interest consists a product of multiple independent random matrices
which is a generalization of the double-scattering channel model studied in this thesis. So far, only very
limited asymptotic results are available in literature. It has been demonstrated that the asymptotic results
fail to accurately capture the ﬁnite cases, which provides great motivation to investigate the performance
of the system in the ﬁnite regime. The key challenge is to obtain the statistical properties of the resultant
random product matrices, and it remains to be seen whether the conditional approach developed in the
thesis can be applied in the general case.
In addition to the aforementioned point-to-point MIMO systems, another exciting area is the multi-user
scenarios. Some preliminary results have been developed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, where the impact
of co-channel interference is investigated. However, a number of questions remains to be addressed. To
name a few, what is the optimal transmit precoding strategy for each individual user, what is the optimal
power allocation scheme, what the the sum capacity of the system, and what is the optimality condition
for the beamforming transmission scheme, etc.
To sum up, the newly emerged MIMO product channel is an important class of channel model, and
considerable efforts are required to help improve our fundamental understanding of its performance.
103Appendices
In this Appendix, we provide all the proofs for the main theorems and corollaries appeared in the thesis
in detail. Speciﬁcally, Section A gives the proofs for the new statistical results of certain random matrices
presented in Chapter 3, while the remaining sections give the proofs for the key theorems and corollaries
appeared in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 8, respectively.
A. Proofs for Chapter 3
A.1. Proof for Lemma 3.7
To prove this lemma, it is convenient to give a separate treatment for the two cases, m < n and m ¸ n.
(i) The m < n Case
For this case, an expression for the p.d.f. f(¸) has been given previously as [5]
f(¸) =
m P
l=1
m P
k=1
¸n¡m+k¡1e¡¸=¯l ~ Dl;k
mdet(L)
n¡m+1 Qm
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j(!j ¡ !i)
; (10.1)
where ~ Dl;k is the (l;k)th cofactor of a m £ m matrix with entries
©~ D
ª
i;j = ¡(n ¡ m + j)!
n¡m+j
i : (10.2)
After some basic manipulations, we can express this cofactor as
~ Dl;k =
Qm
j=1 ¡(n ¡ j + 1)
¡(n ¡ m + k)
det(­)
n¡m+1
!
n¡m+1
l
Dl;k: (10.3)
Substituting (10.3) into (10.1) yields the desired result.
(ii) The m ¸ n Case
For this case, we start by employing a result from [88, (11)] to express the joint p.d.f. of the unordered
eigenvalues °1;:::;°n of Hy­H, as follows
f (°1;:::;°n) =
det(¢1)
Qn
i<j (°j ¡ °i)
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.4)where ¢1 is the m £ m matrix
¢1 =
2
6
6
6
4
1 !1 ¢¢¢ !
m¡n¡1
1 !
m¡n¡1
1 e
¡
°1
!1 ¢¢¢ !
m¡n¡1
1 e
¡
°n
!1
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
1 !m ¢¢¢ !m¡n¡1
m !m¡n¡1
m e
¡
°1
!m ¢¢¢ !m¡n¡1
m e
¡
°n
!m
3
7
7
7
5
: (10.5)
The p.d.f. of a single unordered eigenvalue ¸ is found from (10.4) via
f(¸) =
Z 1
0
¢¢¢
Z 1
0
f (°1;:::;°n)d°1 ¢¢¢d°n¡1
¯
¯ ¯
¯
°n=¸
=
1
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
Z 1
0
¢¢¢
Z 1
0
det(¢1)det
³
°
j¡1
i
´
d°1 ¢¢¢d°n¡1
¯ ¯
¯
¯
°n=¸
;
(10.6)
where we have used
Qn
i<j (°j ¡ °i) = det
³
°
j¡1
i
´
. To evaluate the n¡1 integrals, we expand det(¢1)
along its last column and det
³
°
j¡1
i
´
along its last row, and then integrate term-by-term by virtue of [84,
Lemma 2]. This yields
f (¸) =
m P
l=1
m P
k=m¡n+1
¯
m¡n¡1
l e¡y=!l¸m¡n+k¡1 ¹ Dl;k
n
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.7)
where ¹ Dl;k is the (l;k)th cofactor of a m £ m matrix ¥ =
£
A C
¤
, with entries
fAgi;j = !
j¡1
i i = 1;:::;m; j = 1;:::;m ¡ n (10.8)
and
fCgi;j = ¡(j)!
m¡n+j¡1
i i = 1;:::;m; j = 1;:::;n : (10.9)
Then, it can be shown that
m X
l=1
n X
k=m¡n+1
!
m¡n¡1
l e¡y=!l¸m¡n+k¡1 ¹ Dl;k =
m X
k=m¡n+1
det(Dk); (10.10)
where Dk is a m £ m matrix with entries
fDkgi;j =
8
> > > <
> > > :
!
j¡1
i ; i = 1;:::;m; j = 1;:::;m ¡ n;
¡(j)!
m¡n+j¡1
i ; i = 1;:::;m; j = m ¡ n + 1;:::;m; j 6= k;
!
m¡n¡1
i e¡¸=!i¸j¡m+n¡1; i = 1;:::;m; j = k;
(10.11)
105Hence, we can rewrite (10.7) as
f (¸) =
m P
k=m¡n+1
det(Dk)
n
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
: (10.12)
After some basic manipulations, (10.12) can be further simpliﬁed as
f (¸) =
1
n
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
m X
k=m¡n+1
¸n¡m+k¡1
¡(n ¡ m + k)
det
¡¹ Dk
¢
; (10.13)
where ¹ Dk is a m £ m matrix with entries
©¹ Dk
ª
i;j =
8
<
:
!
j¡1
i ; j 6= k;
e¡¸=!i!
n¡m+1
i ; j = k:
(10.14)
Finally, we apply Laplace’s expansion to (10.13) to yield the desired result.
A.2. Proof for Lemma 3.8
The joint p.d.f. of the non-zero eigenvalues of matrix HHy ®1;:::;®q is given in [34] as
f (®1;¢¢¢ ;®q) = Ke
¡
q P
i=1
®i
q Y
i=1
®
p¡q
i
q Y
i<j
(®j ¡ ®i)
2: (10.15)
Recalling that
®i =
!i
1 ¡ a!i
; (10.16)
we derive the joint p.d.f. of !1;:::;!q from (10.15) by applying a vector transformation [67]
f (!1;¢¢¢ ;!q) = f
µ
!1
1 ¡ a!1
;¢¢¢ ;
!q
1 ¡ a!q
¶
jJ((®1;:::;®q) ! (!1;:::;!q))j; (10.17)
where
J((®1;:::;®q) ! (!1;:::;!q)) = det
2
6 6
6
4
@®1
@!1 ¢¢¢ @®1
@!q
. . .
...
. . .
@®q
@!1 ¢¢¢
@®q
@!q
3
7 7
7
5
: (10.18)
From (10.16), we have
@®i
@!i
=
1
(1 ¡ a!i)
2: (10.19)
106Therefore the Jacobian transformation in (10.18) is evaluated as
J((®1;:::;®q) ! (!1;:::;!q)) =
q Y
i=1
1
(1 ¡ a!i)
2: (10.20)
Substituting (10.15) and (10.20) into (10.17) yields
f (!1;¢¢¢ ;!q) = K
q Y
i=1
!
p¡q
i e
¡
!i
1¡a!i
(1 ¡ a!i)p¡q+2
q Y
i<j
µ
!j
1 ¡ a!j
¡
!i
1 ¡ a!i
¶2
: (10.21)
Finally, simplifying using
q Y
i<j
µ
!j
1 ¡ a!j
¡
!i
1 ¡ a!i
¶2
=
q Y
i<j
µ
!j ¡ !i
(1 ¡ a!j)(1 ¡ a!i)
¶2
=
Qq
i<j(!j ¡ !i)2
Qq
i=1(1 ¡ a!i)2(q¡1) (10.22)
yields the desired result.
We now derive the p.d.f. of an unordered eigenvalue !. According to [82, (42)], the unordered eigenvalue
p.d.f. of HHy is given by
f (®) =
1
q
q¡1 X
i=0
i X
j=0
2j X
l=0
A(i;j;l;p;q)®p¡q+le¡® : (10.23)
Recalling that ! = ®=(1 + a®), the result follows after applying a simple transformation.
A.3. Proof for Theorem 3.1
We start by re-expressing the unordered eigenvalue p.d.f. of a semi-correlated Wishart matrix f(¸) in
Lemma 3.7 as
f (¸) =
1
s
Qq
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
q X
k=q¡s+1
¸Ns¡q+j¡1
¡(Ns ¡ q + j)
det
³
~ Dk
´
; (10.24)
where ~ Dk is a q £ q matrix with entries
n
~ Dk
o
m;n
=
8
<
:
!n¡1
m ; n 6= k;
e¡¸=!m!q¡Ns¡1
m ; n = k:
(10.25)
Now, utilizing Lemma 3.8, we can evaluate the unconditional p.d.f. as
f(¸) = E­ [f(¸)]
=
1
s
Qq
i<j(!j ¡ !i)2
q Y
i=1
(¡(q ¡ i + 1)¡(p ¡ i + 1))
q X
k=q¡s+1
¸Ns¡q+k¡1
¡(Ns ¡ q + k)
¹ Ik (10.26)
107where
¹ Ik =
Z
0·!1<¢¢¢<!q·1=a
det(~ Dk)
q Y
i<j
(!j ¡ !i)
q Y
l=1
!
p¡q
l e
¡
!l
1¡a!l
(1 ¡ a!l)p+q d!1 ¢¢¢d!q
= det(~ Yk); (10.27)
where ~ Yk is a q £ q matrix with entries
f~ Ykgm;n =
8
<
:
R 1=a
0
x
p¡q+m+n¡2
(1¡ax)p+q e
¡ x
1¡axdx; n 6= k;
R 1=a
0
x
p¡Ns+m¡2
(1¡ax)p+q e
¡ x
1¡axe¡¸=xdx; n = k:
(10.28)
Let t = x=(1 ¡ ax). Utilizing [26, (3.383.5)] and [26, (3.471.9)], the integrals in (10.28) can be evalu-
ated, respectively, as1
Z 1=a
0
xp¡q+m+n¡2
(1 ¡ ax)
p+q e
¡ x
1¡axdx =
Z 1
0
tp¡q+m+n¡2 (1 + at)
2q¡m¡n e¡tdt
= aq¡p¡m¡n+1¡(p ¡ q + m + n ¡ 1)U (p ¡ q + m + n ¡ 1;p + q;1=a) (10.29)
and
Z 1=a
0
xp¡Ns+m¡2
(1 ¡ ax)
p+qe
¡ x
1¡axe¡¸=xdx
= e¡¸a
Z 1
0
tp¡Ns+m¡2 (1 + at)
q+Ns¡m e¡t¡¸=tdt
= e¡¸a
q+Ns¡m X
i=0
µ
q + Ns ¡ m
i
¶
aq+Ns¡m¡i
Z 1
0
tp+q¡i¡2e¡t¡¸=tdt
= 2e¡¸a
q+Ns¡m X
i=0
µ
q + Ns ¡ m
i
¶
aq+Ns¡m¡i¸(p+q¡i¡1)=2Kp+q¡i¡1
³
2
p
¸
´
:
(10.30)
Combining (10.26)–(10.30) and then applying Laplace’s expansion yields the desired result.
A.4. Proof of Theorem 3.2
Due to the symmetry of the channel, we only deal with the case when Nt ¸ Nr. The case for Nr > Nt
can be dealt with by simply exchanging Nt and Nr. We ﬁnd it useful to give a separate treatment for the
two cases: Nr > Nk and Nr · Nk. For convenience, we deﬁne Q = AyH
y
2H2A.
(i) The Nr > Nk Case
Since Nt ¸ Nr > Nk, we observe that F has Nk distinct eigenvalues 0 < f1 < ¢¢¢ < fNk < 1 and Q
1Note that, by using the Binomial expansion, (10.29) can be alternatively expressed as
Z 1
0
tp¡q+m+n¡2 (1 + at)2q¡m¡n e¡tdt =
2q¡m¡n X
i=0
ai¡(p ¡ q + m + n + i ¡ 1) :
108has Nk distinct eigenvalues 0 < q1 < ¢¢¢ < qNk < 1. We assume that 0 < b1 < ¢¢¢ < bNk < 1. First
note that the non-zero eigenvalues of Q are the same as that of W , H2AAyH
y
2. Therefore, the joint
p.d.f. of the ordered eigenvalues of Q is given by [46]
f(q1;:::;qNk) =
1
QNk
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)det(B)Nr
Nk Y
i=1
q
Nr¡Nk
i
det
³
q
Nk¡j
i
´
det
³
e
¡
qi
bj
´
QNk
l<k
³
1
bk ¡ 1
bl
´ : (10.31)
Utilizing Lemma 3.7 and (10.31), the marginal p.d.f. of an unordered eigenvalue ¸ of H
y
1QH1 can be
obtained as
f(¸) = C1
Nk X
s=1
¸Nt¡Nk+s¡1
¡(Nt ¡ Nk + s)
det(Ds); (10.32)
where
C1 =
1
Nk
QNk
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)det(B)Nr¡Nk+1 QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.33)
and Ds is an Nk £ Nk matrix whose entries are deﬁned as
[Ds]l;k =
8
<
:
b
Nr¡Nk+k
l ¡(Nr ¡ Nk + k); k 6= s;
2(¸bl)
Nr¡Nt
2 KNr¡Nt
³
2
q
¸
bl
´
;k = s:
(10.34)
After some manipulation, we can then compute the determinant of Ds as
det(Ds) =
Nk Y
i=1
i6=s
¡(Nr ¡ Nk + i)det(B)Nr¡Nk+1 det(¹ Ds); (10.35)
where ¹ Ds is deﬁned as
[¹ Ds]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k 6= s;
2¸
Nr¡Nt
2 b
Nk¡1¡
Nr+Nt
2
l KNr¡Nt
³
2
q
¸
bl
´
; k = s:
(10.36)
Substituting (10.35) into (10.32) and applying the Laplace’s expansion along the sth column of ¹ Ds, we
have
f(¸) =
1
Nk
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
Nk X
i=1
Nk X
j=1
2b
Nk¡1¡
Nr+Nt
2
i ¸
Nr+Nt
2 ¡Nk+j¡1KNr¡Nt
³
2
q
¸
bi
´
¡(Nr ¡ Nk + j)¡(Nt ¡ Nk + j)
Di;j; (10.37)
where Di;j is the (i;j)th cofactor of an Nk £ Nk matrix ¥ deﬁned in (3.26).
(ii) The Nr · Nk Case
When Nt ¸ Nk ¸ Nr or Nk ¸ Nt ¸ Nr, the joint p.d.f. of the ordered Nr eigenvalues 0 < q1 < ¢¢¢ <
109qNr < 1 of Q is in (10.4). Similar to the proof in the ﬁrst part, we derive the p.d.f. as
f(¸) = C2
Nk X
s=Nk¡Nr+1
¸Nt+s¡Nk¡1
¡(Nt ¡ Nk + s)
det(Es); (10.38)
where
C2 =
1
Nr
QNr
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
(10.39)
and Es is an Nk £ Nk matrix deﬁned as
[Es]l;k =
8
> > > <
> > > :
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ Nr;
b
k¡1
l ¡(Nr ¡ Nk + k); k > Nk ¡ Nrandk 6= s;
2b
Nk¡Nr¡1
l (¸bl)
Nr¡Nt
2 KNr¡Nt
³
2
q
¸
bl
´
; k = s:
(10.40)
In the above, the integration technique for the product of the determinant of two matrices of different
dimensions given in [82] was used. After some manipulations, (10.38) can be further simpliﬁed as
f(¸) =
1
Nr
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
Nk X
s=Nk¡Nr+1
¸Nt+s¡Nk¡1
¡(Nt ¡ Nk + s)¡(Nr ¡ Nk + s)
det(¹ Es); (10.41)
where ¹ Es is an Nk £ Nk matrix deﬁned by
[¹ Es]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k 6= s;
2b
Nk¡Nr¡1
l (¸bl)
Nr¡Nt
2 KNr¡Nt
³
2
q
¸
bl
´
; k = s:
(10.42)
Finally, we apply Laplace’s expansion in (10.42) to yield
f(¸) =
1
Nr
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
Nk X
i=1
Nk X
j=Nk¡Nr+1
2b
Nk¡1¡
Nr+Nt
2
i ¸
Nt+Nr
2 +j¡Nk¡1KNr¡Nt
³
2
q
¸
bi
´
¡(Nt ¡ Nk + j)¡(Nr ¡ Nk + j)
Di;j;
(10.43)
where Di;j is the (i;j)th cofactor of an Nk £ Nk matrix ¥ deﬁned in (3.26).
A.5. Proof of Theorem 3.3
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2, we only consider the case when Nt ¸ Nr and give a separate
treatment for the two cases: Nr > Nk and Nr · Nk.
(i) The Nr > Nk Case
When Nt ¸ Nr > Nk, the c.d.f. conditioned on AyH
y
2H2A is given in [43]
F¸maxjQ(x) =
1
QNk
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
det
³
q
Nt¡i+1
j °
³
Nt ¡ i + 1; x
qj
´´
QNk
i=1 q
Nt
i
QNk
l<k
³
1
qk ¡ 1
ql
´ : (10.44)
To obtain the unconditional c.d.f., we need to average over the joint p.d.f. of the ordered eigenvalues of
110Q, i.e.,
F¸max(x) =
Z
Dord
F¸maxjQ(x)f(Q)dq1 ¢¢¢qNk; (10.45)
where the integrals are taking over the region Dord = f0 · q1 ¢¢¢ · qNk · 1g.
The integral in (10.45) can be simpliﬁed as
F¸max(x) =
(¡1)
Nk(Nk¡1)
2 det
¡¹ ª1(x)
¢
QNk
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)det(B)Nr¡Nk+1 QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.46)
where ¹ ª1(x) is an Nk £ Nk matrix with entries
[¹ ª1(x)]l;k = ¡(Nt ¡ l + 1)b
Nr¡l+1
k ¡(Nr ¡ l + 1)¡
¡(Nt ¡ l + 1)
Nt¡l X
t=0
xt
¡(t + 1)
2(bkx)
Nr¡t¡l+1
2 KNr¡t¡l+1
µ
2
r
x
bk
¶
: (10.47)
Further algebraic manipulations gives
F¸max(x) =
(¡1)
Nk(Nk¡1)
2 det(ª1(x))
QNk
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.48)
where the entries of ª1(x) are deﬁned as
[ª1(x)]l;k = b
Nk¡k
l ¡(Nr ¡k +1)¡b
Nk¡Nr¡1
l
Nt¡k X
t=0
xt
¡(t + 1)
2(blx)
Nr¡t¡k+1
2 KNr¡t¡k+1
µ
2
r
x
bl
¶
:
(10.49)
(ii) The Nr · Nk Case
When Nt ¸ Nk ¸ Nr or Nk ¸ Nt ¸ Nr, based on [112, Lemma 1] and (10.44), the c.d.f. of the
maximum eigenvalue of F conditioned on Q is given by
F¸maxjQ(x) =
1
QNr
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
det
³
q
Nt¡i+1
j °
³
Nt ¡ i + 1; x
qj
´´
QNr
i=1 q
Nt
i
QNr
l<k
³
1
qk ¡ 1
ql
´ : (10.50)
Utilizing the joint ordered p.d.f. of the Nr eigenvalues 0 < q1 < ¢¢¢ < qNr < 1 of Q given in [88], the
unconditional c.d.f. can be obtained as
F¸max(x) =
(¡1)
Nr(Nr¡1)
2 det(¹ ª2(x))
QNr
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
QNr
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.51)
where ¹ ª2(x) is an Nk £ Nk matrix with entries
[¹ ª2(x)]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ Nr;
[R(x)]l;k ; k > Nk ¡ Nr;
(10.52)
111in which [R(x)]l;k is deﬁned as
[R(x)]l;k = b
2Nk¡Nr¡k
l ¡(Nt + Nk ¡ Nr ¡ k + 1)¡(Nk ¡ k + 1)¡
b
Nk¡Nr¡1
l ¡(Nt + Nk ¡ Nr ¡ k + 1)
Nt+Nk¡Nr¡k X
t=0
2xt
¡(t + 1)
(xbl)
Nk¡k¡t+1
2 KNk¡k¡t+1
µ
2
r
x
bl
¶
:
(10.53)
We can then further simplify (10.51) as
F¸max(x) =
(¡1)
Nr(Nr¡1)
2 det(ª2(x))
QNr
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.54)
where the entries of ª4(x) are given as
[ª2(x)]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ Nr;
u(x)l;k; k > Nk ¡ Nr;
(10.55)
where
u(x)l;k = b
2Nk¡Nr¡k
l ¡(Nk ¡ k + 1)¡
b
Nk¡Nr¡1
l
Nt+Nk¡Nr¡k X
t=0
2xt
¡(t + 1)
(xbl)
Nk¡k¡t+1
2 KNk¡k¡t+1
µ
2
r
x
bl
¶
: (10.56)
A.6. Proof of Theorem 3.4
We focus on deriving the ﬁrst order expansion for the p.d.f. of ¸max. (The corresponding ﬁrst order
expansion for the c.d.f. can be obtained by simple integration.) For the SIMO/MISO multi-keyhole
channel, we have n = p = 1, the p.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue can be expressed as
f¸max(x) =
det(¹ ©(x))
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.57)
where ¹ ©(x) is an Nk £ Nk matrix with the (l;k)th entry equal to
[¹ ©(x)]l;k =
8
> <
> :
b
k¡1
l ; k = 1;¢¢¢ ;Nk ¡ 1;
2x
m¡1
2 b
Nk¡ 3+m
2
l Km¡1

2p x
bl

¡(m) ; k = Nk:
(10.58)
To proceed, utilizing series representations of Bessel function Kv(x) and Iv(x) [4], we express the
elements of the last column in a series form as given in (10.59). Therefore, the elements of the last
112column can be expressed as
[¹ ©(x)]l;Nk =
1
¡(m)
0
B B
B
B
@
m¡2 X
k=0
¡(m ¡ 1 ¡ k)
¡(k + 1)
(¡1)kb
Nk¡k¡2
l xk
| {z }
Part I
+
(¡1)m
1 X
k=0
µ
ln
µ
x
bl
¶
¡ Ã(k + 1) ¡ Ã(m + k)
¶
b
Nk¡m¡k¡1
l xm+k¡1
¡(k + 1)¡(m + k)
| {z }
Part II
1
C
C C
C
A
: (10.59)
In order to get the ﬁrst order expansion, we need to ﬁnd the minimum exponent of x in (10.59) such
that det(¹ ©(x)) 6= 0. To do this, we consider three separate cases: (i) m > Nk, (ii) m = Nk and (iii)
m < Nk.
(i) The m > Nk case
Due to the multi-linear property of the determinant, we observe that, in PartI in (10.59), the minimum
exponent of x satisfying det(¹ ©(x)) 6= 0 is Nk ¡ 1, i.e., for k = Nk ¡ 1. Note also that since the
minimum exponent of x in PartII is m ¡ 1, so it can be omitted. Hence, for small x, we compute
det(¹ ©(x)) as
det(¹ ©(x)) =
¡(m ¡ Nk)xNk¡1
¡(m)¡(Nk)
det(©1); (10.60)
where
[©1]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k = 1;¢¢¢ ;Nk ¡ 1;
(¡1)Nk¡1b
¡1
l ; k = Nk:
(10.61)
After some mathematical manipulation, we can compute det(©1) as
det(©1) =
Nk Y
i=1
b
¡1
i
Nk Y
i<j
(bj ¡ bi): (10.62)
Pulling (10.60), (10.62) and (10.57) together, we have the ﬁrst order expansion for the p.d.f. of ¸max
f¸max(x) =
¡(m ¡ Nk)
¡(m)¡(Nk)
QNk
i=1 bi
xNk¡1 + o(xNk¡1): (10.63)
(ii) The m = Nk case
In this case, the elements in PartI in (10.59) do not contribute to the determinant computation, and the
minimum exponent of x such that det(¹ ©(x)) 6= 0 comes from PartII when k = 0.
Hence, for small x, we compute det(¹ ©(x)) as
det(¹ ©(x)) =
(¡1)mxm¡1
¡(m)2 det(©2); (10.64)
113where
[©2]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k = 1;¢¢¢ ;Nk ¡ 1;
³
ln
³
x
bl
´
¡ Ã(1) ¡ Ã(m)
´
b
¡1
l ; k = Nk:
(10.65)
det(©2) can be further simpliﬁed as
det(©2) = (¡1)Nk¡1(lnx ¡ Ã(1) ¡ Ã(m))
Nk Y
i=1
bi
¡1
Nk Y
i<j
(bj ¡ bi) + det(©3); (10.66)
where matrix ©3 is deﬁned in Theorem 3.4. To this end, the ﬁrst order expansion for the p.d.f. of ¸max
can be expressed as
f¸max(x) =
(¡1)m
¡(m)2
Ã
(¡1)Nk¡1(lnx ¡ Ã(1) ¡ Ã(m))
Nk Y
i=1
b
¡1
i +
det(©3)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
!
xm¡1 + o(xm¡1):
(10.67)
(iii) The m < Nk case
Similar to the case (ii), the minimum exponent of x such that det(¹ ©(x)) 6= 0 comes from PartII when
k = 0. Hence, for small x, we compute det(¹ ©(x)) as
det(¹ ©(x)) =
(¡1)m¡1xm¡1
¡(m)2 det(©4); (10.68)
where matrix ©4 is deﬁned in Theorem 3.4. To this end, the ﬁrst order expansion for the p.d.f. of ¸max
can be expressed as
f¸max(x) =
(¡1)m¡1
¡(m)2
det(©4)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
xm¡1 + o(xm¡1): (10.69)
A.7. Proof of Theorem 3.5
We ﬁrst prove the ﬁrst part of the theorem, while the second part follows similarly. For convenience, we
consider three separate cases.
(i) Ns · Nt · Nr
Deﬁne W , H
y
1(H3H
y
3)¡1H1. It is easy to observe that both F = H
y
2H
y
1(H3H
y
3)¡1H1H2 and W
have Ns non-zero eigenvalues 0 < ¸1 < ¢¢¢ < ¸Ns < 1 and 0 < Á1 < ¢¢¢ < ÁNs < 1, respectively.
Utilizing the results in [43], the maximum eigenvalue of F conditioned on W is given by
F¸max;1(xjW) =
det(ª1(x))
det(V1)
QNs
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
; (10.70)
where V1 is an Ns £ Ns matrix, with determinant of
det(V1) =
Ã
Ns Y
i=1
Á
Nt
i
!
Y
1·l·k·Ns
µ
1
Ák
¡
1
Ál
¶
: (10.71)
114Also, ª1(x) is an Ns £ Ns matrix with entries given by
[ª1(x)]i;j = Á
Nt¡i+1
j °
µ
Nt ¡ i + 1;
xNs
Áj
¶
; (10.72)
where
°(p;x) =
Z x
0
tp¡1e¡tdt = (p ¡ 1)!
Ã
1 ¡ e¡x
p¡1 X
k=0
xk
k!
!
; p = 1;2;:::; (10.73)
is the lower incomplete gamma function. To obtain the unconditional c.d.f. of ¸max;1, we must further
average (10.70) over the joint p.d.f of Á1,:::, ÁNs which is given by [48]
g1(W) = C1
Ns Y
j=1
Á
Nr¡Ns
j (1 + Áj)¡NI¡Ns
Y
1·l·k·Ns
(Ál ¡ Ák)2; (10.74)
where
C1 =
QNs
j=1 ¡(NI + Ns ¡ j + 1)
QNs
j=1 ¡(NI + Ns ¡ Nr ¡ j + 1)¡(Ns ¡ j + 1)¡(Nr ¡ j + 1)
: (10.75)
The unconditional c.d.f. of ¸max;1 can be obtained by
F¸max;1(x) =
Z
W
F¸max;1(xjW)g1(W)dW: (10.76)
Substituting (10.74) into (10.76), we then have
F¸max;1(x) =
C1
QNs
j=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
L1(x); (10.77)
where
L1(x) =
Z
W
det(ª1(x))det
µh
Á
Ns¡i
j
i
i;j
¶ Ns Y
j=1
Á
Nr¡Nt¡1
j (1 + Áj)¡NI¡NsdW: (10.78)
Now using the method proposed in [14], and applying (10.73) and [26, (3.383.5)], and after some math-
ematical manipulation, we have
F¸max;1 = C1 det(ª0
1(x)); (10.79)
where
[ª0
1(x)]i;j = B(Ns + Nr + 1 ¡ i ¡ j;NI ¡ Nr + i + j ¡ 1) ¡ U1(x) (10.80)
in which
U1(x) =
Nt¡i X
k=0
(xNs)k
¡(k + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr + i + j + k ¡ 1)U(NI ¡ Nr + i + j + k ¡ 1;i + j + k ¡ Nr ¡ Ns;xNs); (10.81)
where B(¢;¢) is the beta function [26, (8.380.1)].
115(ii) Nt · Ns · Nr
From [43], we can obtain the c.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of F conditioned on W as
F¸max;2(xjW) =
(¡1)Nt(Ns¡Nt) det(ª2(x))
det(V2)
QNt
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
; (10.82)
where V2 is an Ns £ Ns matrix with determinant of
det(V2) =
Ã
Ns Y
i=1
Á
Nt
i
!
Y
1·l·k·Ns
µ
1
Ák
¡
1
Ál
¶
(10.83)
and ª2(x) is an Ns £ Ns matrix with entries given by
ª2(x)ti;j =
8
<
:
³
¡ 1
Áj
´Ns¡Nt¡i
; i · Ns ¡ Nt;
Á
Ns¡i+1
j °
³
Ns ¡ i + 1; xNs
Áj
´
; i > Ns ¡ Nt:
(10.84)
In this case, W has only Ns non-zero eigenvalues 0 < Á1 < ¢¢¢ < ÁNs < 1, with the joint p.d.f. given
by (10.74). The unconditional c.d.f. of ¸max;2 can be obtained by
F¸max;2(x) =
Z
W
F¸max;2(xjW)g1(W)dW: (10.85)
Substituting (10.74) and (10.82) into (10.85), we obtain
F¸max;2(x) =
C1(¡1)Nt(Ns¡Nt)
QNt
j=1 ¡(Nt ¡ j + 1)
L2(x); (10.86)
where L2(x) = det(L2(x)) and the entries of matrix L2(x) are deﬁned as
[L2(x)]i;j =
8
<
:
(¡1)Ns¡Nt¡iB(Nr + i ¡ j;NI + Ns ¡ Nr ¡ i + j); i · Ns ¡ Nt;
¡(Ns ¡ i + 1)D(x); i > Ns ¡ Nt;
(10.87)
where
D(x) = B(2Ns + Nr ¡ Nt ¡ i ¡ j + 1;NI + Nt ¡ Ns ¡ Nr + i + j ¡ 1)
¡
Ns¡i X
k=0
(xNs)k
¡(k + 1)
¡(i + j + k + NI + Nt ¡ Ns ¡ Nr ¡ 1)
U(i + j + k + NI + Nt ¡ Ns ¡ Nr ¡ 1;i + j + k ¡ 2Ns ¡ Nr + Nt;xNs): (10.88)
(iii) Nt · Nr · Ns
In this case, W has only Nr non-zero eigenvalue 0 < Á1 < ¢¢¢ < ÁNr < 1, Utilizing the result
116in [104], the c.d.f. of the maximum eigenvalue of F conditioned on W is given by
F¸max;3(xjW) =
(¡1)Nt(Nr¡Nt) det(ª3(x))
det(V3)
QNt
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
; (10.89)
where V3 is an Nr £ Nr matrix with determinant of
det(V3) =
Ã
Nr Y
i=1
Á
Nt
i
!
Y
1·l·k·Nr
µ
1
Ák
¡
1
Ál
¶
(10.90)
and ª3(x) is an Nr £ Nr matrix with entries
ª3(x)ti;j =
8
<
:
³
¡ 1
Áj
´Nr¡Nt¡i
; i · Nr ¡ Nt;
Á
Nr¡i+1
j °
³
Nr ¡ i + 1; xNs
Áj
´
; i > Nr ¡ Nt:
(10.91)
The joint p.d.f. for the Nr non-zero eigenvalues of W is given by [48]
g2(W) = C2
Nr Y
j=1
Á
Ns¡Nr
j (1 + Áj)¡Ns¡NI
Y
1·l·k·Ns
(Ál ¡ Ák)2; (10.92)
where
C2 =
QNr
j=1 ¡(NI + Ns ¡ j + 1)
QNr
j=1 ¡(NI ¡ j + 1)¡(Ns ¡ j + 1)¡(Nr ¡ j + 1)
: (10.93)
The unconditioned c.d.f. of ¸max;3 can be obtained by
F¸max;3(x) =
Z
W
F¸max;3(xjW)g2(W)dW: (10.94)
Substituting (10.89) and (10.92) into (10.94), we get
F¸max;3(x) =
C2(¡1)Nt(Nr¡Nt)
QNt
i=1 ¡(Nt ¡ i + 1)
L3(x); (10.95)
where L3(x) can be written in determinant form as L3(x) = det(L3(x)) which is deﬁned as
[L3(x)]i;j =
8
<
:
(¡1)Nr¡Nt¡iB(Ns + i ¡ j;NI ¡ i + j); i · Nr ¡ Nt;
¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)E(x); i > Nr ¡ Nt;
(10.96)
where
E(x) = B(Ns ¡ Nt + 2Nr ¡ i ¡ j + 1;NI + Nt ¡ 2Nr + i + j ¡ 1)
¡
Nr¡i X
k=0
(xNs)k
¡(k + 1)
¡(NI + Nt ¡ 2Nr + i + j + k ¡ 1)
U(NI + Nt ¡ 2Nr + i + j + k ¡ 1;i + j + k + Nt ¡ 2Nr ¡ Ns;xNs): (10.97)
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Using the fact that f¸max(x) = dF¸max(x)=dx, and a classical formula for the derivative of a determinant,
the p.d.f. can be written as
f¸max(x) =
(¡1)pNt Qm
i=1 ¡(NI + Ns ¡ i + 1)
Pm
l=m¡Nt+1 det(¢l(x))
Qm
i=1 ¡(NI ¡ Nr + m ¡ i + 1)¡(m ¡ i + 1)¡(n ¡ i + 1)
; (10.98)
where ¢l(x) is an m £ m matrix of x with the (i;j)th entries
[¢l(x)]i;j =
8
<
:
[¢(x)]i;j; i 6= l;
¡
dR(x)
dx ; i = l;
(10.99)
where [¢(x)]i;j and R(x) are given in Theorem 3.5. Now, to make the notation simpler, we deﬁne
A , NI ¡Nr ¡p+i+j and B , i+j ¡p¡n¡m. Also, we ﬁnd the following differential property
of U(¢;¢;¢) useful [4, (13.4.20)]
U0(a;b;x) = ¡aU(a + 1;b + 1;x): (10.100)
Using this result, we can express
dR(x)
dx as
dR(x)
dx
=
d
dx
"
¡(A ¡ 1)U(A ¡ 1;B;xNs) +
q¡i X
k=1
(xNs)k
¡(k + 1)
¡(A + k ¡ 1)U(A + k ¡ 1;B + k;xNs)
#
= ¡Ns¡(A)U(A;B + 1;xNs) +
q¡i X
k=1
·
xk¡1Nk
s
¡(k)
¡(A + k ¡ 1)U(A + k ¡ 1;B + k;xNs)
¡
xkNk+1
s
¡(k + 1)
¡(A + k)U(A + k;B + k + 1;xNs)
¸
= ¡
Ns(xNs)q¡i
¡(q ¡ i + 1)
¡(NI ¡ Nr ¡ p + j + q)U(NI ¡ Nr ¡ p + j + q;j ¡ p ¡ n ¡ m + q + 1;xNs):
(10.101)
Substituting (10.101) into (10.99) yields the desired result.
A.9. Proof of Lemma 3.9
We will prove the lemma by giving a separate treatment for the two cases, m < n and m ¸ n.
(i) m < n Case
In this case, we start by writing
E
©
det
¡
In + aHy­H
¢ª
= E
©
det
¡
Im + a­HHy¢ª
= E
(
m Y
i=1
(1 + a°i)
)
; (10.102)
where °1;:::;°m are the ordered eigenvalues of ­HHy with joint p.d.f. given in [14]. Using this result,
118we can express (10.102) as
E
©
det
¡
Im + a­HHy¢ª
=
R
Dord det
¡
e¡°j=!i¢Qm
i=1 (1 + a°i)!
m¡n¡1
i °
ns¡m
i det(°
j¡1
i )d°1 ¢¢¢d°m
Qm
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.103)
where the integrals are taken over the region Dord = f1 ¸ °1 ¸ ¢¢¢°m ¸ 0g. Applying [14, Corollary
2], (10.103) can be evaluated in closed form as
E
©
det
¡
Im + a­HHy¢ª
=
Qm
i=1 !
m¡n¡1
i det(¥1)
Qm
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.104)
where ¥1 is an m £ m matrix with entries
f¥1gl;k = !
n¡m+k
l (¡(n ¡ m + k) + a!l¡(n ¡ m + k + 1)): (10.105)
Extracting common factors from the determinant in (10.104) and simplifying yields the desired result.
(ii) m ¸ n Case
In this case, we use the joint eigenvalue p.d.f. (10.4) to obtain
E
©
det
¡
In + aHy­H
¢ª
= E
(
n Y
i=1
(1 + a°i)
)
=
R
Dord
Qn
i=1 (1 + a°i)det(¢1)det(°
j¡1
i )d°1 ¢¢¢d°n
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.106)
where °1;:::;°n are the ordered eigenvalues of Hy­H, ¢1 is deﬁned in (10.5), and the integration
region is Dord = f1 ¸ °1 ¸ ¢¢¢°n ¸ 0g. Applying [84, Lemma 2], (10.106) can be evaluated in
closed form as
E
©
det
¡
In + aHy­H
¢ª
=
det(¥2)
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.107)
where ¥2 =
£
A1 C1
¤
is an m £ m matrix with entries
fA1gi;j = !
j¡1
i ; j = 1;:::;m ¡ n (10.108)
and
fC1gi;j = !
j+m¡n¡1
i (¡(j) + a!i¡(j + 1)); j = 1;:::;n: (10.109)
Extracting common factors from det(¥2) and simplifying yields the desired result.
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Due to the symmetry of the channel, we only deal with the case when Nt ¸ Nr. The case for Nr > Nt
can be dealt with by simply exchanging Nt and Nr. The expectation can be computed in the following
way.
EH1;H2
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
1AyH
y
2H2AH1
¶¾
= EW
½
EH1jW
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
1WH1
¶¾¾
;
(10.110)
where W = AyH
y
2H2A. The inner expectation is available in several forms from the literature, e.g.,
[82,107]. However, the ﬁnal expressions are rather complex, making further manipulations difﬁcult.
Recently, a simple and uniﬁed expression was derived in [38], which we use to get
EH1jW
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
1WH1
¶¾
=
det(¢1)
Qv
i<j(qj ¡ qi)
; (10.111)
where ¢1 is a v £ v matrix (v , min(Nr;Nk)) with entries
[¢1]l;k = q
k¡1
l
µ
1 +
°
Nt
ql(Nt ¡ v + k)
¶
; (10.112)
where q1;:::;qv are the v non-zero eigenvalues of W.
To proceed, it is convenient to consider two separate cases: Nr ¸ Nk and Nr < Nk.
(i) The Nr ¸ Nk Case
In this case, the joint p.d.f. of the Nk ordered eigenvalues of W is given by (10.31). Hence, we take the
expectation over W which gives
EH1;H2
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
1AyH
y
2H2AH1
¶¾
= C1 det(¢2); (10.113)
where
C1 =
1
QNk
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)det(B)Nr¡Nk+1 QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.114)
and ¢2 is an Nk £ Nk matrix with entries
[¢2]l;k = b
Nr¡Nk+k
l ¡(Nr ¡ Nk + k)
µ
1 +
°bl
Nt
(Nr ¡ Nk + k)(Nt ¡ Nk + k)
¶
: (10.115)
After some manipulation, we can simplify (10.113) as
EH1;H2
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
1AyH
y
2H2AH1
¶¾
=
det( ¹ ¢2)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.116)
where ¹ ¢2 is deﬁned as
[ ¹ ¢2]l;k = b
k¡1
l
µ
1 +
°bl
Nt
(Nr ¡ Nk + k)(Nt ¡ Nk + k)
¶
: (10.117)
120(ii) The Nr < Nk Case
In this case, the joint p.d.f. of the Nr ordered eigenvalues of W is given in [88]. Hence, we take the
expectation over W which gives
EH1;H2
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
1AyH
y
2H2AH1
¶¾
= C2 det(¢3); (10.118)
where
C2 =
1
QNr
i=1 ¡(Nr ¡ i + 1)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.119)
and
[¢3]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ Nr;
b
k¡1
l ¡(Nr ¡ Nk + k)
³
1 +
°bl
Nt (Nt ¡ Nk + k)(Nr ¡ Nk + k)
´
; k > Nk ¡ Nr:
(10.120)
After some manipulations, we simplify (10.118) as
EH1;H2
½
det
µ
I +
°
Nt
H
y
1AyH
y
2H2AH1
¶¾
=
det( ¹ ¢3)
QNk
i<j(bj ¡ bi)
; (10.121)
where ¹ ¢3 is deﬁned as
[ ¹ ¢3]l;k =
8
<
:
b
k¡1
l ; k · Nk ¡ Nr;
b
k¡1
l
³
1 +
°bl
Nt (Nt ¡ Nk + k)(Nr ¡ Nk + k)
´
; k > Nk ¡ Nr:
(10.122)
A.11. Proof of Lemma 3.10
To prove this lemma, it is convenient to give a separate treatment for the two cases, m < n and m ¸ n.
(i) m < n Case
Now we need to calculate the expectation E
©
lndet
¡
­HHy¢ª
. The moment generating function
(m.g.f.) of lndet
¡
­HHy¢
is given by
M1 (t) = E
n
det
¡
­HHy¢to
: (10.123)
Utilizing the joint p.d.f. of the eigenvalues °1;¢¢¢ ;°m of ­HHy, presented in [5,14], we get
M1 (t) =
R
Ford det
¡
e¡°j=!i¢Qm
i=1 °
n¡m+t
i !
m¡n¡1
i
Qm
i<j (°j ¡ °i)d°1 ¢¢¢d°m
Qm
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.124)
where the integrals are taken over the region Ford = f1 ¸ °1 ¸ ¢¢¢°m ¸ 0g. Applying [14, Corollary
1212], (10.124) can be further simpliﬁed as
M1 (t) =
det(¥3)
Qm
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.125)
where ¥3 is an m £ m matrix with entries
f¥3gi;j = !
m¡n¡1
i
Z 1
0
e¡y=!iyn¡m+t+j¡1dy = !
t+j¡1
i ¡(n ¡ m + t + j): (10.126)
From M1 (t), we get
E
©
lndet
¡
­HHy¢ª
=
d
dt
M1 (t)
¯
¯ ¯
¯
t=0
=
m P
k=1
det(§k)
Qm
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.127)
where §k is an m £ m matrix whose entries are
f§kgi;j =
8
<
:
!
j¡1
i ¡(n ¡ m + j); j 6= k;
!
j¡1
i ¡(n ¡ m + j)[Ã (n ¡ m + j) + ln!i]; j = k:
(10.128)
where Ã(¢) is the digamma function. Now, det(§k) can be further simpliﬁed as
det(§k) = det
³
~ §k
´ m Y
k=1
¡(n ¡ m + k) (10.129)
where ~ §k is an m £ m matrix with entries
n
~ §k
o
i;j
=
8
<
:
!
j¡1
i ; j 6= k;
¯
j¡1
i [Ã (n ¡ m + j) + ln!i]; j = k:
(10.130)
By using the multi-linear property of determinants, along with some basic manipulations, we can write
det
³
~ §k
´
= Ã (n ¡ m + k)det
³
!
j¡1
i
´
+ det(Yk): (10.131)
Substituting (10.129) and (10.131) into (10.127) and simplifying yields the desired result.
(ii) m ¸ n Case
We now evaluate the m.g.f. of lndet
¡
Hy­H
¢
, which is given by
M2 (t) = E
n
det
¡
Hy­H
¢to
: (10.132)
122Utilizing (10.4), (10.132) can be expressed as
M2 (t) =
1
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
Z
Dord
n Y
i=1
°t
i det(¢2)det(°
j¡1
i )d°1;:::;d°n;
(10.133)
where Dord = f1 ¸ °1 ¸ ¢¢¢°n ¸ 0g. Applying [84, Lemma 2] yields
M2 (t) =
det(¥4)
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.134)
where ¥4 =
£
A2 C2
¤
is an m £ m matrix with entries
fA2gi;j = !
j¡1
i ; j = 1;:::;m ¡ n (10.135)
and
fC2gi;j = ¡(t + j)!
m¡n+t+j¡1
i ; j = 1;:::;n: (10.136)
From the m.g.f. (10.134), we can then obtain
E
©
lndet
¡
Hy­H
¢ª
=
d
dt
M2 (t)
¯
¯
¯ ¯
t=0
=
m P
k=m¡n+1
det(­k)
Qn
i=1 ¡(n ¡ i + 1)
Qm
i<j (!j ¡ !i)
; (10.137)
where ­k is an m £ m matrix with entries
f­kgi;j =
8
> > > <
> > > :
!
j¡1
i ; j 6= k; j = 1;:::;m ¡ n;
¡(n ¡ m + j)!
j¡1
i ; j 6= k; j = m ¡ n + 1;:::;m;
!
j¡1
i ¡(n ¡ m + j)[Ã (n ¡ m + j) + ln!i]; j = k:
(10.138)
By using the multi-linear property of determinants, along with some basic manipulations, we can obtain
the desired result.
(iii) m = s Case
In this case, starting with (3.52), we can write the determinant summation over k as
m X
k=1
det(Yk) =
m X
k=1
X
f®g
sgn(®)
"
m Y
i=1
!
i¡1
®(i)
#
ln!®(k) (10.139)
where the second summation is over all permutations ® = f®(1);:::;®(m)g of the set f1;:::;mg,
123with sgn(®) denoting the sign of the permutation. We can further write
m X
k=1
det(Yk) =
X
f®g
sgn(®)
"
m Y
i=1
!
i¡1
®(i)
#
m X
k=1
ln!®(k)
= lndet(diagf!ig
m
i=1)
Ym
i<j
(!j ¡ !i)
= lndet(L)
Ym
i<j (!j ¡ !i): (10.140)
Substituting (10.140) into (3.52) yields the ﬁnal result.
A.12. Proof of Theorem 3.9
We start with Lemma 3.10 and further take expectation on W by using Lemma 3.8 as
Eflndet(©)g =
s X
k=1
Ã (Ns ¡ s + k)
+ K
Z
0<!1<¢¢¢<!q·1=a
det
³
¯
j¡1
i
´ q Y
i=1
g (!i)
q X
k=q¡Ns+1
det(Yk)d!1 ¢¢¢d!q; (10.141)
where
g (u) =
up¡qe¡u=(1¡au)
(1 ¡ au)
p+q : (10.142)
Using [84, Lemma 2], these integrals can be simpliﬁed to give
Eflndet(©)g
s X
k=1
Ã (Ns ¡ s + k) + K
q X
k=q¡Ns+1
det
³
~ Wk
´
; (10.143)
where ~ Wk is a q £ q matrix with entries
n
~ Wk
o
m;n
=
8
<
:
R 1=a
0
u
p¡q+m+n¡2
(1¡au)p+q e
¡ u
1¡audu; n 6= k;
R 1=a
0
u
p¡q+m+n¡2
(1¡au)p+q e
¡ u
1¡au lnudu; n = k:
(10.144)
124For the case n 6= k, a closed-form expression is given in (10.29). For the case n = k, we utilize [26,
(4.358.5)] and [82, (47)], to obtain
Z 1=a
0
up¡q+m+n¡2
(1 ¡ au)
p+q e
¡ u
1¡au lnudu
=
Z 1
0
tp¡q+m+n¡2 (1 + at)
2q¡m¡n e¡t [lnt ¡ ln(1 + at)]dt
=
2q¡m¡n X
i=0
a2q¡m¡n¡i
µ
2q ¡ m ¡ n
i
¶Z 1
0
tp+q¡i¡2e¡t [lnt ¡ ln(1 + at)]dt
=
2q¡m¡n X
i=0
a2q¡m¡n¡i
µ
2q ¡ m ¡ n
i
¶
¡(p + q ¡ i ¡ 1)
£
"
Ã (p + q ¡ i ¡ 1) ¡ e1=a
p+q¡i¡2 X
l=0
El+1
µ
1
a
¶#
: (10.145)
Substituting (10.29) and (10.145) into (10.144) and (10.143) yields (3.54).
When q = s, we start with (3.54) and remove the conditioning on L to give
Eflndet(©)g =
q X
k=1
Ã (Ns ¡ q + k) + q
Z 1
0
f (¹ !)ln ¹ !d¹ ! (10.146)
where f (¹ !) denotes the unordered eigenvalue p.d.f. of ­ (i.e., p.d.f. of a randomly-selected ¹ ! 2
f!1;¢¢¢ ;!qg). Substituting this p.d.f. from (3.21) and integrating using (10.145), we obtain the de-
sired result.
B. Proofs for Chapter 4
B.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1
Let f¸igs
i=1 be the s eigenvalues of the matrix Hs£tH
y
s£t. Now, we consider the function g(x) =
log2(1 + ax), for a > 0. The second derivative of g(x) with respect to x is given by
d2g(x)
dx2 =
¡a2 ln2
(1 + ax)2 < 0: (10.147)
Hence, g(x) is concave. Based on Lemma 3.1, we have the Schur-concave symmetric function
Á(¸) ,
s X
i=1
log2
µ
1 +
P
NtN0
¸i
¶
: (10.148)
Deﬁne the vector ¸ ,
£
¸[1];:::;¸[s]
¤
and d(s) ,
h
d
(s)
[1] ;:::;d
(s)
[s]
i
, where fd
(s)
[i] gs
i=1 are the diagonal
elements of Hs£tH
y
s£t. From Lemma 3.2, we have ¸ Â d(s). As a result, C = E[Á(¸)] · E[Á(d(s))].
Toevaluatethis, thep.d.f.’sforfd
(s)
[i] gs
i=1 arerequired, whichweobtainbyﬁrstnotingthatd
(s)
[i] isactually
the sum of t squared i.i.d. Nakagami-m distributed random variables. Then, it is also known that y = r2
125with r being a Nakagami-m distributed random variable, has the following p.d.f.
p(y) =
1
¡(m)
³m
­
´m
ym¡1e¡ m
­ y for y ¸ 0; (10.149)
which is a gamma distributed random variable, x » °(b;c), with the scale parameter b = ­
m > 0 and the
shape parameter c = m > 0. Additionally, it is known in [19] that the sum of n statistically independent
gamma variables with the shape parameters fcign
i=1 and a common scale parameter b is also a gamma
variate with the parameters
Pn
i=1 ci and b. Thus, the p.d.f. of d
(s)
[i] is
p(r) =
1
¡(tm)
³m
­
´tm
rtm¡1e¡ m
­ r for r ¸ 0: (10.150)
As a result, the capacity bound can be evaluated as
C · ¹ C1 =
s
ln2
Z 1
0
ln
µ
1 +
P
NtN0
r
¶
1
¡(tm)
³m
­
´tm
rtm¡1e¡ m
­ rdr (10.151)
=
s
ln2
Z 1
0
G
1;2
2;2
Ã
P
NtN0
r
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
1;1
1;0
!
1
¡(tm)
³m
­
´tm
rtm¡1e¡ m
­ rdr (10.152)
=
s
¡(tm)ln2
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
NtN0
­
m
¯ ¯
¯
¯
1¡tm;1;1
1;0
!
; (10.153)
where in (10.152), we have expressed ln(1 + ax) in terms of Meijer G-function [76, (8.4.6.5)] and in
(10.153), we have used the integration formula [26, (7.813.1)]
Z 1
0
x¡½e¡¯xGm;n
p;q
³
®xj
a1;:::;ap
b1;:::;bq
´
dx = ¯½¡1G
m;n+1
p+1;q
Ã
®
¯
¯
¯ ¯
¯
½;a1;:::;ap
b1;:::;bq
!
(10.154)
if p + q < 2(m + n), j\®j <
¡
m + n ¡ 1
2p ¡ 1
2q
¢
¼, j\¯j < ¼
2, Re(bj ¡ ½) > ¡1, for j = 1;:::;m.
B.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2
We ﬁrst derive another two ergodic capacity upper bounds, and then compare them with ¹ C1. Now, deﬁne
R ,
Ps
i=1 ¸i, and vector 1s ,
£R
s ;:::; R
s
¤
. Noting that R is the trace of the resultant channel matrix,
R is the sum of st squared i.i.d. Nakagami-m random variables with the p.d.f.
p(r) =
1
¡(stm)
³m
­
´stm
rstm¡1e¡ m
­ r for r ¸ 0: (10.155)
With the help of Example 3.1 and following similar steps in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the bound ¹ C2 can
be easily derived and is given in Theorem 4.2.
To derive the capacity upper bound ¹ C3, we use the determinant property [30]
det(Is£s + As£tBt£s) = det(It£t + Bt£sAs£t); (10.156)
126and then the ergodic capacity expression (4.6) can be rewritten as
C = E
·
log2 det
µ
It£t +
P
N0Nt
H
y
s£tHs£t
¶¸
: (10.157)
Deﬁne the vector d(t) ,
h
d
(t)
[1];:::;d
(t)
[t]
i
, where fd
(t)
[i] gt
i=1 are the diagonal elements of H
y
s£tHs£t,
which are the sums of s i.i.d. gamma random variables. Also deﬁne
¸
(t) ,
·
¸[1];:::;¸[s];0;:::;0
| {z }
t¡s
¸
; (10.158)
where f¸igs
i=1 are the non-zero eigenvalues of H
y
s£tHs£t. From Lemma 3.2, we then have ¸
(t) Â d(t).
Following the similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we get ¹ C3 in Theorem 4.2.
To show the relative tightness of the capacity upper bounds, we note from Example 3.1 that d(s) Â
1s. Due to the Schur-concavity of Á(¢), we have Á(d(s)) · Á(1s), which leads to ¹ C1 · ¹ C2. On
the other hand, with d(s) and d(t) deﬁned earlier, they constitute two different divisions of st gamma
random variables according to the rules in Theorem 3.3. Applying Theorem 3.3 and after some simple
integrations yields the result ¹ C1 · ¹ C3, which completes the proof.
B.3. Proof of Theorem 4.3
In order to utilize the majorization theory result in Theorem 4.1, we need to ﬁnd a vector which majorizes
the eigenvalue vector of the channel. From Example 3.2, we know that
"
s X
i=1
¸i;0;:::;0
#
Â [¸1;:::;¸s]: (10.159)
Therefore, the ergodic capacity is lower bounded by
C ¸ C1 (10.160)
= E
"
log2
Ã
1 +
P
NtN0
s X
i=1
¸i
!#
(10.161)
=
1
¡(stm)ln2
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
NtN0
­
m
¯
¯ ¯
¯
1¡stm;1;1
1;0
!
: (10.162)
B.4. Proof of Theorem 4.4
As we know, the p.d.f. of the diagonal elements is required when majorization theory is applied to derive
the capacity upper bound. However, the diagonal elements of H©Hy are weighted sums of i.i.d. gamma
random variables, of which the p.d.f. expression in closed form is unavailable. To circumvent this, we
127use the determinant identity (10.156) to rewrite (4.7) as
D = log2 det
µ
I +
P
LNtN0
©
1
2HyH©
1
2
¶
: (10.163)
Deﬁne W , ©1=2HyH©1=2, and let fwk ´ w
(j)
i g, for i = 1;:::;L, j = 1;:::;Nt and
k = 1;:::;LNt, be the diagonal entries of W. It is easy to see that w
(j)
i = li
Dv
i x
(j)
i where x
(j)
i is
the sum of Nr i.i.d. gamma random variables and therefore w
(j)
i is gamma distributed °( ­
m;mNr).
According to Lemma 3.2, the capacity is upper bounded by
D · ¹ D1
=
L X
i=1
NtE
·
log2
µ
1 +
P
LNtN0
li
Dv
i
xi
¶¸
;
(10.164)
where the superscript (j) for x
(j)
i is not needed anymore. The expectation in (10.164) is taken over both
li and xi. Utilizing the results in (4.10), (10.164) can be expressed as
¹ D1 =
Nt
¡(Nrm)ln2
L X
i=1
Z 1
0
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
LNtN0
li
Dv
i
­
m
¯ ¯
¯
¯
1¡mNr;1;1
1;0
!
f(li)dli: (10.165)
Now, substituting (4.3) into (10.165), and changing of variables, namely, ti =
´ lnli¡¹i p
2¾i , gives
¹ D1 =
Nt
¡(Nrm)ln2
L X
i=1
1
p
¼
Z 1
¡1
Vi (t)e¡t
2
dt (10.166)
where Vi(t) = G
1;3
3;2
Ã
P
LNtN0
e
p
2¾it+¹i
´
Dv
i
­
m
¯ ¯1¡mNr;1;1
1;0
!
. In general, the integration in (10.166) cannot be
expressed in closed form but can be efﬁciently evaluated by Gauss-Hermite quadratic integration [87].
To conclude, we have the capacity upper bound
D · ¹ D1 =
Nt
¡(Nrm)ln2
L X
i=1
1
p
¼
N X
j=1
wjVi(aj) (10.167)
where fajgN
j=1 are the zeros of the N-th order Hermite polynomial and fwjgN
j=1 are the weight factors
tabulated in Table 25.10 of [4].
B.5. Proof of Corollary 4.5
At high SNRs, we approximate log2(1 + ax) ¼ log2(ax) to evaluate the capacity upper bound as
¹ Dhsnr =
L X
i=1
NtE
·
log2
µ
P
LNtN0
li
Dv
i
xi
¶¸
= I1 + I2; (10.168)
128where
I1 = LNt log2
µ
P
LNtN0
¶
+
LNt
ln2
h
Ã(Nrm) ¡ ln
³m
­
´i
¡ Ntv
L X
i=1
log2 Di (10.169)
and
I2 = Nt
L X
i=1
Z 1
0
log2(li)f(li)dli
=
Nt
ln2
L X
i=1
´
p
2¼¾s
Z 1
0
ln(li)
1
li
e
¡
(´ ln li¡¹i)2
2¾2
i dli
=
Nt
ln2
L X
i=1
1
p
¼´
Z 1
¡1
³p
2¾it + ¹i
´
e¡t
2
dt =
Nt
´ ln2
L X
i=1
¹i:
(10.170)
In (10.170), we have used the following integration results
8
> > <
> > :
Z 1
¡1
xe¡x
2
dx = 0;
Z 1
¡1
e¡x
2
dx =
p
¼:
(10.171)
B.6. Proof of Theorem 4.5
When L = 1, the ergodic capacity formula (4.7) reduces to
D = log2 det
µ
I +
Pl
NtN0DvHHy
¶
: (10.172)
Conditioned on the random variable l, we can then use the result of Theorem 4.3 to get
D ¸ D1 = El
"
1
¡(stm)ln2
G
1;3
3;2
Ã
Pl
NtN0Dv
­
m
¯
¯ ¯
¯
1¡stm;1;1
1;0
!#
: (10.173)
We then use the Gauss-Hermite quadratic integration technique to evaluate (10.173) so that
D1 =
1
¡(stm)ln2
1
p
¼
Z 1
¡1
U
³
e
p
2¾t+¹
´
´
e¡t
2
dt =
1
¡(stm)ln2
1
p
¼
N X
i=1
wiU(ai); (10.174)
where U(t) = G
1;3
3;2
µ
Pe
p
2¾t+¹
´
NtN0Dv
­
m
¯ ¯
¯
1¡stm;1;1
1;0
¶
, and fwig and faig have been deﬁned in (4.35).
C. Proofs for Chapter 5
C.1. Proof of Lemma 5.1
We prove the lemma by induction. First of all, consider t = 2, then we have k = 0. It is easy to verify
that
det(X2;0) = det(V2)S1(x1;x2): (10.175)
129Now, assume that the following is true
det(Xt;k) = det(Vt)St¡1¡k(x1;:::;xt) (10.176)
and consider
Xt+1;k =
2
6 6
6
6 6
6
6 6
6
4
1 x1 ¢¢¢ xk
1 x
k+2
1 x
k+3
1 ¢¢¢ xt
1 x
t+1
1
1 x2 ¢¢¢ xk
2 x
k+2
2 x
k+3
2 ¢¢¢ xt
2 x
t+1
2
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
. . .
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
. . .
. . .
1 xt ¢¢¢ xk
t x
k+2
t x
k+3
t ¢¢¢ xt
t x
t+1
t
1 xt+1 ¢¢¢ xk
t+1 x
k+2
t+1 x
k+3
t+1 ¢¢¢ xt
t+1 x
t+1
t+1
3
7 7
7
7 7
7 7
7
7
5
: (10.177)
To compute det(Xt+1;k), we can write
det(Xt+1;k) = (¡1)t+2 Y
i<t+1
(xi ¡ xt+1)det(Zt); (10.178)
where Zt is a t £ t matrix deﬁned as
Zt =
2
6
6 6
6
6 6
4
1 x1 ¢¢¢ x
k¡1
1 xk
1(x1 + xt+1) x
k+2
1 ¢¢¢ xt
1
1 x2 ¢¢¢ x
k¡1
2 xk
2(x2 + xt+1) x
k+2
2 ¢¢¢ xt
2
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
. . .
. . .
. . . ¢¢¢
. . .
1 xt ¢¢¢ x
k¡1
t xk
t(xt + xt+1) x
k+2
t ¢¢¢ xt
t
3
7 7
7
7 7
7
5
: (10.179)
Due to the multi-linear property of determinants, and also the assumption (10.176), we have
det(Zt) = det(Vt)(xt+1St¡1¡k(x1;:::;xt) + St¡1¡(k¡1)(x1;:::;xt)): (10.180)
With µ
t
k
¶
+
µ
t
k ¡ 1
¶
=
µ
t + 1
k
¶
; (10.181)
where µ
n
k
¶
,
n!
k!(n ¡ k)!
; (10.182)
we can verify that
S(t+1)¡(1+k)(x1;:::;xt+1) = xt+1St¡(1+k)(x1;:::;xt) + S(t+1)¡(1+k)(x1;:::;xt): (10.183)
Finally, combining (10.178), (10.180) and (10.183) yields
Xt+1;k = det(Vt+1)S(t+1)¡(1+k)(x1;:::;xt+1); (10.184)
which by induction completes the proof.
130C.2. Proof of Corollary 5.5
When Nk = 2 and m = 1, the determinant of matrix ©4 can be computed as
det(©4) = lnb2 ¡ lnb1: (10.185)
Therefore, to prove Corollary 5.5, we need to show that function f(x;y) deﬁned as
f(x;y) =
lnx ¡ lny
x ¡ y
; (10.186)
is a Schur convex function. It is easy to observe that f(x;y) is a symmetric function. Therefore, from
Schur’s condition [62], we only need to show that
g(x;y)
¢ = (x ¡ y)
µ
@f(x;y)
@x
¡
@f(x;y)
@y
¶
¸ 0: (10.187)
To this end, g(x;y) can be computed as
g(x;y) =
1
x
+
1
y
¡
2
x ¡ y
ln
x
y
; (10.188)
which is symmetric. Hence, without loss of generality, we assume x > y and let t = x
y, and
f(t)
¢ =
1
2
µ
t ¡
1
t
¶
¡ lnt: (10.189)
Then, we have
g(x;y) =
2
x ¡ y
f(t): (10.190)
The ﬁrst derivative of f(t) with respect to t can be computed as
df(t)
dt
=
1
2
µ
1 +
1
t2
¶
¡
1
t
¸ 0: (10.191)
In addition, we have f(t)jt!1+ = 0. Hence, we can conclude that f(t) ¸ 0 for t > 1. Therefore, we
have g(x;y) ¸ 0, which completes the proof.
D. Proofs for Chapter 6
D.1. Proof of (6.18)
When nr ! 1, the ergodic capacity expression (6.11) can be expressed as
lim
nr!1
C (½) =
1
2
E
½
log2 det
µ
Ins +
½®
ns (1 + ½)
~ H
y
1~ L1 ~ H1
¶¾
; (10.192)
131where ~ L1 = diag
©
¸2
i=
¡
nr
¡
1 + a¸2
i
¢¢ª
. Noting that q = nd, by the Law of Large Numbers we have
lim
nr!1
H2H
y
2
nr
= Ind (10.193)
which implies that
lim
nr!1
¸2
i
nr
= 1 ; i = 1;:::;nd : (10.194)
Recalling (6.5), application of (10.194) in (10.192) yields
lim
nr!1
C (½) =
1
2
E
½
log2 det
µ
Ins +
½®
ns(1 + ½ + ®)
HyH
¶¾
; (10.195)
where H is an nd £ ns i.i.d. Rayleigh fading MIMO channel matrix. Applying the identity (6.6) to
(10.195) yields the desired result.
D.2. Proof of (6.19)
Using (6.6), the ergodic capacity expression (6.11) can be alternatively written as
C (½) =
1
2
E
½
log2 det
µ
Iq +
½a
ns
~ H1 ~ H
y
1L
¶¾
: (10.196)
By the Law of Large Numbers we have
lim
ns!1
~ H1 ~ H
y
1
ns
! Iq (10.197)
and hence (10.196) reduces to
lim
ns!1C (½) =
1
2
Eflog2 det(Iq + ½aL)g : (10.198)
Substituting (6.12) into (10.198), after some simple manipulations we easily obtain
lim
ns!1
C (½) =
1
2
E
n
log2 det
³
Iq + (½ + 1)aH
y
2H2
´o
¡
1
2
E
n
log2 det
³
Iq + aH
y
2H2
´o
: (10.199)
Substituting (6.5) into (10.199) and applying the identity (6.6) yields the desired result.
D.3. Proof of Theorem 6.2
We will consider the following cases separately; namely, q < ns and q ¸ ns.
(i) q < ns Case
132We start by applying the identity (6.6) to obtain the ergodic capacity, in the high SNR regime, as
C (½)j®;½!1;®=½=¯ =
1
2
·
q log2 ½ ¡ q log2
µ
¯
nsnr
¶
+ E
n
log2 det
³
¹ LH1 ~ H
y
1
´o¸
: (10.200)
The high SNR slope can be calculated as
S1 =
q
2 bit=s=Hz(3dB) : (10.201)
Applying (6.25), the high SNR power offset is given by
L1 =
q
2
log2
µ
¯
nsnr
¶
¡
1
2
E
n
log2 det
³
¹ L~ H1 ~ H
y
1
´o
: (10.202)
Invoking Theorem 3.9 and simplifying yields the high SNR power offset for case q < ns.
(ii) q ¸ ns Case
In the high SNR regime, the ergodic capacity can be approximated as
C (½)j®;½!1;®=½=¯ =
1
2
·
ns log2 (½) ¡ ns log2
µ
¯
nsnr
¶
+ E
n
log2 det
³
~ H
y
1¹ L~ H1
´o¸
: (10.203)
In this case, the high SNR slope is
S1 =
ns
2
bits=s=Hz(3dB) (10.204)
and the high SNR power offset can be obtained as
L1 =
ns
2
log2
µ
¯
nsnr
¶
¡
1
2
E
n
log2 det
³
~ H1¹ L~ H
y
1
´o
: (10.205)
The result follows by applying Theorem 3.9.
D.4. Proof of Corollary 6.5
Substituting nr = 1 into (6.35) yields
C
nr=1
U (½) =
1
2
log2
µ
a¡nd
·
U
µ
nd;nd + 1;
1 + ½
®
¶
+ ½ndU
µ
nd + 1;nd + 1;
1 + ½
®
¶¸¶
:
(10.206)
Using the following properties of the conﬂuent hypergeometric function of the second kind [26]:
U (a;a;z) = ezz1¡aEa (z) (10.207)
133and
U (a;a + 1;z) = z¡a; (10.208)
we get the ﬁnal expression for C
nr=1
U (½) in (6.39). Note that C
nr=1
U (½) can be lower and upper bounded
as
C
nr=1
U;1 (½) < C
nr=1
U (½) · C
nr=1
U;2 (½); (10.209)
with
C
nr=1
U;1 (½) =
1
2
log2
Ã
1 + ½nd
1
1+½
® + nd + 1
!
(10.210)
and
C
nr=1
U;2 (½) =
1
2
log2
Ã
1 + ½nd
1
1+½
® + nd
!
; (10.211)
where we have used the inequality [4, (5.1.19)]. Taking nd ! 1, we see that both (10.210) and (10.211)
converge to the same limit in (6.40). Taking ® ! 1 and ultilizing [4, (5.1.23)], we obtain (6.41).
D.5. Proof of Theorem 6.4
We will use the lower bound derived in [72, Theorem 1] and consider the following cases separately;
namely, q < ns and q ¸ ns.
(i) q < ns Case
Applying the (6.6) and [72, Theorem 1] to (6.11), we lower bound the ergodic capacity, conditioned on
L, as
C (½) ¸ q log2
µ
1 +
½®
nsnr
exp
µ
1
q
E
n
lndet
³
L~ H1 ~ H
y
1
´o¶¶
: (10.212)
Now, using Theorem 3.9 yields the desired result.
(ii) q ¸ ns Case
In this case, the lower bound can be written as
C (½) ¸ ns log2
µ
1 +
½®
nsnr
exp
µ
1
ns
E
n
lndet
³
~ H1L~ H
y
1
´o¶¶
: (10.213)
Again, we use Theorem 3.9 to obtain the desired result.
D.6. Proof of Corollary 6.8
Taking ns ! 1 and using [4, (6.3.18)], we get (6.49).
134For the case nd ! 1, we ﬁrst apply [4, (5.1.19)] and [26, (8.365.3)] to obtain the following approxima-
tion
exp
µ
1 + ½
®
¶ nd¡1 X
l=1
El+1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
¼ Ã
µ
nd +
1 + ½
®
¶
¡ Ã
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
: (10.214)
Furthermore, substituting (10.214) into (6.48) and using [26, (8.365.5)] and [4, (6.3.18)] yields (6.50).
Nowconsiderthecase® ! 1. Utilizingtherecurrencerelationfortheexponentialintegral[4,(5.1.14)],
the summation in (6.48) can be alternatively written as
exp
µ
1 + ½
®
¶ nd¡1 X
l=1
El+1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
= exp
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
E1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
+
nd¡1 X
l=1
1
l
·
1 ¡
1 + ½
®
exp
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
El
µ
1 + ½
®
¶¸
= exp
µ
1 + ½
®
¶"
E1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
¡
nd¡1 X
l=1
µ
1 + ½
®l
¶
El
µ
1 + ½
®
¶#
+ Ã (nd) + °
(10.215)
where ° = 0:577215::: is the Euler’s constant. Note that, in deriving (10.215), we have applied the
deﬁnition of the digamma function [26, (8.365.4)]. Using the series expansion given in [4, (5.1.11)],
when ® ! 1, we get
E1
µ
1 + ½
®
¶¯
¯
¯ ¯
®!1
! ¡° ¡ ln
µ
1 + ½
®
¶
(10.216)
and therefore
nd¡1 X
l=1
µ
1 + ½
®l
¶
El
µ
1 + ½
®
¶¯
¯
¯ ¯
¯
®!1
! 0 : (10.217)
Applying (10.215)–(10.217) in (6.48) yields the desired result.
E. Proofs for Chapter 8
E.1. Proof for Lemma 8.2
Utilizing the unitary invariant property of the distributions of H and h, conditioned on ¤, we have
E
©
trfHy¤Hgj¤
ª
= E
©
trfHy¤Hgj¤
ª
(10.218)
= E
©
(vec(H))y(I ­ ¤)vec(H)gj¤
ª
(10.219)
= ntr(¤); (10.220)
135in which (10.219) comes from [67, Lemma 2.2.3]. Similarly, conditioned on ¤, Eftrf(Hy¤H)2gg can
be expressed as
E
©
trf(Hy¤H)2gj¤
ª
= Eftrf(Hy¤H)2gj¤g = tr2fIgtrf¤2g + tr2f¤gtrfIg; (10.221)
where (10.221) comes from [85, Lemma 6]. Finally, conditioned on ¤, and with the help of [85, Lemma
5], we have
E
©
tr2fHy¤Hgj¤
ª
= trfI2gtrf¤2g + tr2fIgtr2f¤g: (10.222)
The desired results can be obtained by further taking expectation on ¤ with the help of Lemma 8.1.
E.2. Proof of Lemma 8.3
First, we note that the conﬂuent hypergeometric function can be expressed in terms of exponential inte-
gral function En(¢) [102], so that
ª
µ
m;m;
1
t
¶
= tm¡1e
1
tEm
µ
1
t
¶
; (10.223)
ª
µ
m;m ¡ 1;
1
t
¶
=
tm¡2
m ¡ 1
·
e
1
tEm¡1
µ
1
t
¶µ
m ¡ 1 +
1
t
¶
¡ 1
¸
: (10.224)
Moreover, the exponential integral function satisﬁes the following inequality [4, (5.1.19)]
1
x + n
< exEn(x) ·
1
x + n ¡ 1
;x > 0: (10.225)
Then, we can establish the following two inequalities:
1
1 + tm
< D1(m;t) ·
1
1 + t(m ¡ 1)
; (10.226)
0 < D2(m;t) ·
1
t(m ¡ 1)[t(m ¡ 2) ¡ 1]
: (10.227)
For the cases m ! 1 and t ! 1, it is easy to see that both sides of (10.226) and (10.227) ap-
proach 0 and therefore, we have D1(m;t) = D2(m;t) = 0. Now, consider the case t ! 0. It
is easily observed that both sides of (10.226) will approach 1 and hence, D1(m;t) = 1. However,
since 1
t(m¡1)[t(m¡2)¡1] ! 1 when t ! 0, the two sides of (10.227) diverge. To obtain the limit of
D2(m;t), deﬁne a , 1
t. Utilizing the property of conﬂuent hypergeometric function [4, (13.4.24)]
and [4, (13.4.21)], we have
amª(m;m ¡ 1;a) = (1 ¡ m)amª(m;m;a)) ¡ am+1ª
0
(m;m;a) (10.228)
= (1 ¡ m)amª(m;m;a) + mam+1ª(m + 1;m + 1;a): (10.229)
Then, from (10.226), we have
amª(m;m;a) = 1; as a ! 1: (10.230)
136Therefore, (10.229) reduces to
amª(m;m ¡ 1;a) = (1 ¡ m) + m = 1; as a ! 1; (10.231)
which completes the proof.
E.3. Proof of Theorem 8.1
With the help of the following determinant property,
d
dx
lndet(I + xA)jx=0 = trfAg; (10.232)
d2
d2x
lndet(I + xA)jx=0 = ¡trfA2g; (10.233)
we compute the ﬁrst and second derivatives of C(½) at ½ = 0 as
_ C(0) = Nr log2 e; (10.234)
::
C(0) = ¡
N2
rE
n
tr
n¡
Hy¤H
¢2oo
log2 e
E2 ftrfHy¤Hgg
: (10.235)
As a result, Eb
N0 min and S0 can be computed according to (8.9) as
Eb
N0 min
=
Nt ln2
EftrfHy¤Hgg
; (10.236)
S0 =
2E2 ©
tr
©
Hy¤H
ªª
E
n
tr
n
(Hy¤H)
2oo: (10.237)
To proceed, we need to compute E
©
trfHy¤Hg
ª
and Eftrf(Hy¤H)2gg.
Following similar steps as in [56], we have
E
©
tr
©
Hy¤H
ªª
=
K
K + 1
E
n
tr
n
H0H
y
0¤
oo
+
1
K + 1
E
©
tr
©
HwHy
w¤
ªª
: (10.238)
The ﬁrst term of (10.238) can be computed with the help of [56, Lemma 3] as
K
K + 1
E
n
tr
n
H0H
y
0¤
oo
=
K
K + 1
1
Nr
tr
n
H0H
y
0
o
Eftrf¤gg =
KNt
K + 1
[D1(Nr;½I) + Nr ¡ 1];
(10.239)
where in (10.239), we have used the fact that trfH0H
y
0g = NtNr and the result of Lemma 8.1. On the
other hand, the second term of (10.238) can be obtained directly from Lemma 8.2. As such,
E
©
tr
©
Hy¤H
ªª
= Nt [D1(Nr;½I) + Nr ¡ 1]: (10.240)
Now, it remains to derive the expression for Eftrf(Hy¤H)2gg. Utilizing the zero mean property of Hw
137and after some basic algebraic manipulations, we have
E
©
tr
©
(Hy¤H)2ªª
=
1
(K + 1)2E
n
tr
n¡
HwHy
w¤
¢2oo
+
K2
(K + 1)2E
½
tr
½³
H0H
y
0¤
´2¾¾
+
2K
(K + 1)2
³
E
n
tr
n
HwHy
w¤H0H
y
0¤
oo
+ E
n
tr
n
Hy
w¤HwH
y
0¤H0
oo´
: (10.241)
The ﬁrst term can be easily obtained directly from Lemma 8.2. Therefore, here, we focus on the last
three terms. With the help of [56, Lemma 3], we compute the second term as
E
½
tr
½³
H0H
y
0¤
´2¾¾
=
tr
n
(H0H
y
0)2
o
N2
r ¡ 1
µ
E
©
tr2 f¤g
ª
¡
1
Nr
E
©
tr
©
¤2ªª¶
+
N2
t N2
r
N2
r ¡ 1
µ
E
©
tr
©
¤2ªª
¡
1
Nr
E
©
tr2 f¤g
ª¶
: (10.242)
Similarly, the third and fourth terms can be obtained as
E
n
tr
n
HwHy
w¤H0H
y
0¤
oo
=
1
Nr
E
©
tr
©
HwHy
w
ªª
E
n
tr
n
H0H
y
0¤2
oo
(10.243)
= NtE
n
tr
n
H0H
y
0¤2
oo
(10.244)
=
Nt
Nr
E
n
tr
n
H0H
y
0
oo
E
©
tr
©
¤2ªª
(10.245)
= N2
t E
©
tr
©
¤2ªª
; (10.246)
and
E
n
tr
n
Hy
w¤HwH
y
0¤H0
oo
=
1
Nr
Eftrf¤ggE
n
tr
n
HwH
y
0¤H0Hy
w
oo
(10.247)
=
1
NtNr
Eftrf¤ggE
©
tr
©
HwHy
w
ªª
E
n
tr
n
H
y
0¤H0
oo
(10.248)
= NtE2 ftrf¤gg: (10.249)
As a result,
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Finally, applying Lemma 8.1 yields the desired result.
138E.4. Proof of Corollary 8.1
Deﬁne the function f(Nr) , Nr ¡1+A0. Hence, we are required to prove that f(Nr) is an increasing
function of Nr which we do by considering
f(Nr + 1) ¡ f(Nr) = 1 + D1(Nr + 1;½I) ¡ D1(Nr;½I): (10.251)
With the help of (10.226), we can bound f(Nr + 1) ¡ f(Nr) ¸ 0 by
f(Nr + 1) ¡ f(Nr) > 1 +
1
1 + ½I(Nr + 1)
¡
1
1 + ½I(Nr ¡ 1)
(10.252)
= 1 ¡
2½I
(1 + ½INr)2 ¡ ½2
I
(10.253)
¸ 1 ¡
2½I
1 + 2½I
> 0; (10.254)
which completes the ﬁrst half of the proof.
To prove the corresponding part for ½I, we deﬁne another function g(½I) as g(½I) = D1(Nr;½I) and
then show that g(½I) is monotonically decreasing. To do so, we compute the ﬁrst derivative of g(½I)
with the help of the derivative formula of a conﬂuent hypergeometric function [4, (13.4.20)]
g0(½I) = Nr½
¡Nr¡2
I ª(Nr + 1;Nr + 1;½
¡1
I ) ¡ Nr½
¡Nr¡1
I ª(Nr;Nr;½
¡1
I ) (10.255)
< Nr½
¡1
I
1
1 + ½INr
¡ Nr½
¡1
I
1
1 + ½INr
= 0: (10.256)
Hence, g(½I) is a monotonic decreasing function. Therefore, we have
g(½I ! 1) · g(½I) · g(½I ! 0): (10.257)
With the help of Lemma 8.3, we have g(½I ! 0) = 1 and g(½I ! 1) = 0. As a consequence, the
increase in Eb=N0min is bounded by
ln2
Nr ¡ 1 + g(½I ! 1)
¡
ln2
Nr ¡ 1 + g(½I ! 0)
= ln2
µ
1
Nr
¡
1
Nr ¡ 1
¶
=
ln2
Nr(Nr ¡ 1)
; (10.258)
which completes the proof.
E.5. Proof of Corollary 8.4
The ﬁrst derivative of S0 with respect to Nt can be obtained as
S
0
0(Nt) =
2(K + 1)2D1(1;½I)2(2K + D2(1;½I))
(2K + (1 + Nt(K + 1)2D2(1;½I)))2 ¸ 0; (10.259)
139which has proved the ﬁrst claim. Similarly, the ﬁrst derivative of S0 with respect to K is given by
S
0
0(K) =
4Nt(K + 1)D1(1;½I)2(K + D2(1;½I) ¡ 1)
(2K + (1 + Nt(K + 1)2D2(1;½I)))2 : (10.260)
To complete the proof, we further have
D2(1;½I) =
1
½I
Z 1
0
e
¡ 1
½I x(1 + x)¡2dx =
Z 1
0
e¡x(1 + ½Ix)¡2dx ·
Z 1
0
e¡xdx = 1: (10.261)
Because of the fact that 0 · D2(1;½I) · 1, we have S0
0(K) > 0 if 0 · K < 1 ¡ D2(1;½I) and
S0
0(K) · 0 if K ¸ 1 ¡ D2(1;½I), which has proved the second claim.
E.6. Proof of Theorem 8.2
Following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 8.1, for Rayleigh-product MIMO channels, it can
be derived that
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First deﬁne W
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y
1¤H1, conditioned on W, we get
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Similarly, we have
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With the help of Lemma 8.2 and further taking expectation on W in (10.264) and (10.267), the desired
result can be obtained after some basic algebraic manipulations.
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